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*SOLVE 'BRUTAL' MURDER CASE
•

•

• 'Trice Tells
Ws101.11211

taunch Crusade Against Local Dallyftws
Calls For
Financial
Support

THE

Nearly two years of police work
on a brutal case of murder, in
which the victim was a resident of
Memphis, paid off last week.
Andrew Trice, 49, of Pragueville,
Miss, reportedly confessed to Sheriff Joe Taylor, of Tate County,
'71•• Smith fitilipateshed Wield(
Miss., that he and his sister, the
late Lillie Lee Harris, who at the
time resided in Memphis, axed to
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, AUGUST 3, 1957
death and burned Katie B e 11
Green, 33, of the Bluff City,
On Aug. 10, 1e55, the woman's
body was found in a vacant house
near Coldwater, Miss, so ravaged
by fire positive identification was
impossible. Investigating officers
thought for some time that t h •
body was that of a white woman.
However, later, clues began to
veal her racial identificatiOn. The
probe continued.
A GRISLY STORY
Following is the grisly story
Sheriff Taylor said that Trice re.
vealed in his signed statement:
A home which has long been a
"My sister didn't like Katie
landmark among Memphis Negro
Bell" and we planned to kill her
residences "will most likely" be
together. (Trice's sister died in
' sold as a site for Vance Avenue
February, 1956). According to the
Branch of the Young Women's
alleged killer the first thing they
Christian Association.
did was to come to Memphis
This was the crux of the stateand went to the apartment of Perment given by Mrs. L. E. Brown,
cy Green, Katie Bell's husband.
widow of the late well-known edu.
There they doped the husband. Aftcater, Prof. L. E. Brown and long
er Katie Bell got off from work
prominent in the civic, social, and
religious life of Memphis.
they sold her on the idea of re.
Mrs. Brown was interviewed on
turning with them to Mississippi.
Prior to this trip to Memphis,
the matter of the sale of her propBM CHECK FOR ORPHAN.
a member of the board of diTrice said he had investigated a
erty following published reports
assist.
ACE — R. E. Woods,
rectors of the orphanage planthat YWCA officials were planning
vacant house, the Sterling Wynne
ant manager of Southern
to obtain it for the new YWCA
place, near Coldwater. The three
ned for Negroes and is pastor
Funeral
Vance
Home,
of
440
branch.
stopped at this home. According
of the Collins Chapel C. M. E.
are., Is shown at right preto Trice's statement, his sister hit
MANY OFFERS
church here. The contribution
seating a check for $3.008 from
Katie Bell on the head with a hand
Mrs. Brown stated that she has
Irons Southern Funeral home
the funeral home to Rev. D.
axe. This occurred while they
received repeated requests to sell
Is one of the largest thus far
S. Cunningham tor the Mem.
were in the yard. The sister .
her home, located at 1044 Missisin the $180,000 campaign curphis Goodwill Homes for Chi!.
brother team didn't bother about
sippi. Representatives of real esrently underway.
dren, Inc. Rev. Cunningham is
moving the body.
tate firms, business houses, public
Following their plan, the couple
officials, and others have sought
' drove back to Memphis and go.
to buy it. She has been offered,
some old automobile tires, rage
as much as $30,000 for the properand kerosene, then drove back te
ty and residence, where she has
the spot where they had left the
er participation in the struggle
lived for more than 30, years. She
slain woman. The confession states
for full civil rights. Looking
has lived there alone since the
that they dragged her in t is •
on center is Phil M. mint,
death of Prof. Brown.
house, brought in the other ma.
of 1539 Patton, who is choir. .INCLINED T(1 SE11,11.
tertal, placed it about, then eel
man of the church committee
of
benefit
The YWCA is seeking to purprimarily
for
the
exist
Street
"Does Beale
the fire.
sponsoring the aid.
chase tithe property for $25,000.
After this was done, they made
the pawnbrokers who dominate one block of it, or for the
Mrs. Brown indicates that in spite
!heir third trip to Memphis. This
of the larger offers she has re- Negro businessmen and others who occupy the rest of it?" time the pair went to Katie Bell's
ceived, she is inclined to favor
That seemed to be the issue underlying a hearing last apartment. The statement said
the YWCA offer. She explains her
week
before the City Transit Study Committee. Heated that they found Green still 11A•
favorable attitude towards t h e
conscious from the doping.
were presented by reparguments
"Y" by recalling that both she
Then the sister and brother did
and her late husband were long resentatives of the Beale Street was Jesse Turner, cashier of the
Transportation Committee, c o n• Tri-State Bank of Memphis, are something which proved his unPercy Greene, editor of t h e
doing,
They took a television set,
See MRS. BROWN Page 2
sisting largely of Negro business in favor of bus transportation on
Jackson Advocate, Jackson, Miss.
a stove and sewing machine from
o
at
Street,
w
h
restriction
Beale
parking
on
with
operators
Beale
a Negro weekly, old the Defender
the apartment.
were in opposition to spokesmen certain hours. The west-of-Beale
last week that readers have startSheriff Taylor and his a Idea
from the pawnbroker section, rela- group opposes parking restriction
ed boycotting his newspaper.
found these hems in Trice's house.
tive to bus transportation on the and bus transportation.
Mr. Greene was identified reThe sheriff was aided in the probe
famed therefore. The pawnbrokers
The east-of-Beale Group maincently by the Mi•sissippi soverby Deputy Max Billingsley,
claimed their businesses had more tains many of their customers are
eignty Commisson as one of
sissippi Chief Deputy Fire Marshal
impact.
inconvenienced because they must
its undercover agents. The group
Clarence Peace, and E. J. Smith,
The discussion was the result of walk all the way from Main at..
was established to preserve segjr., and Hale Singleterry, deputy
a proposed change in routing No. several blocks away, They recomregation and Mississippi's states
fire marshals.
Mrs. Bernice Williams, of 501 18 Elmwood buses along Beale mend:
rights doctrine.
At edition time hearing hod
Boston, a school teacher, was one between Orleans and Main, in1. Parking be restricted on
A fortnight ago the Mississippi
not been set for Trice.
of the passengers aboard t h e stead of along Linden.
both sides of Beak between 7
Ministerial Imprevern,:nt AssociaAmerican Airlines plane Saturday THE SPLIT
to 9 a.m., and 4 to 6 p.m.
tion denounead Mr Greene, Rev,
who went through a frightening
2. Prohibition of left turns and
The groups were divided beH. W Humes of Greenville and
was
experience when the airliner
tween those west-of-Hernando on double parking.
Rev. Ozelle Mason. The latter two
struck by lightning.
Beale, and those East-of-Hernan- 3. Establishment of additional
were identified by the commission
The four-engined DC-6 w a a
do. The "east-ofIlernando group, loading zones for trucks.
as undercover agenti also.
enroute from New York to Fort mostly Negro, whose spokesmen
The 20th Annual Session of the
The west-of-Hernando group obEditor Greene said there had
Worth, winging through an elecserves that "Beale Street is dy- Memphis District Baptist Assoc's.been a drop in hi i c.reulation
trical storm when the bolt struck
ing" and that business on Beale lion and Leadership Training conduring the past weeks.
north of Knoxv/le. Though a hole
will be doomed if bus stops are ference and Its auxiliaries will conHUME APPEARS SECURE
was burned in the plane's tail,
vene at the First Baptist church
set up.
Meanwhile, Rev. Hume, under
none of the 63 passengers aboard p
The debate closed with the Chelsea on Aug. 5-9.
fire from some of his church
was injured.
The theme of the conference Is
Transit Study Committee taking
members because of his role, apMrs. Williams, who is the wife
the argument under advisement, "Faithful Stewardship". Rev, W.
peared to be weathering t h e
of J. D. Williams, a postal emTALLAHASSEE — The appoint- with a decision to be made at a M. Fields is moderator and Rev.
storm, as head of the Mississippi
ploye, told the Tri-State Defender ment of J. 11, E. Lee, jr., long- later date.
Van J. Malone is host pastor.
Baptist association which met in
Monday that she was enroute time business manager of Flori
Jackson last week.
home with her daughter Myrna da A and M university, to the post
Rev. Hume said: "I know there
from Wa".ington, D. C. where she of vice-president in charge of uniare some among you who say,
versity affairs. and 0tH. R. Parhad been visiting her brother.
'God is too slow' and who preach
"I was sitting over the wing," tridge, director of food services,
hatred. But the white man and
sudden
all
of
a
she said, "when
to fill the post vacated by Lee,
the colored man have come a long
a ball of red and white fire ap- has been announced by university
way in Mississippi, and we deSee FAMU Page 2
pend upon each other."
See TEACHER Page 2
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' -The Citizens Improvement CornIllittee announced a boycott this
Week against the Commercial Appeal newhpaper beginning August
3, in protest of "unfair and insultrag treatment" to Negroes.
'The organization which is head.
by Frank Kilpatrick, Sr.,
*airman and Dr. I. A. Watson,
)1., co-chairman with headquarters
at 1395 Doris ave., has sent out
leaflets "calling upon all Negroes
who desire respect and justice to
fein us in an all-out effort to gain
these objectives."
JOINT STATEMENT
In a joint statement signed by
Kilpatrick
and
Dr. Watson,
released to the Tri-State Defender, the chairmen of the Committee said:
-:"Every reasonable effort h a a
enn made over a period of five
ore years to induce the C. A.
change its policy towards news
about Negroes and the use of titles
of respect for Negro women,
'"All reasonable efforts ha v e
failed we have no assurances that
any drastic effort on our part will
change the attitude of the C. A.,
but we don't have to accept insults and pay for them too."
'RESENT ATTITUDE'
Chairman Kilpatrick said the
Citizens' Improvement Committee
which has representation from a
number of civic, fraternal and religious groups, is "representative
of every Negro organization that
will participate." "Negro citizens,"
he pointed out, "resent the attitude of the C. A. towards Nelocal branch of NAACP, is
MT. OLIVE POINTS WAY—
groes."
.
shown receiving a payment on
The Mt. Olive CSIE Cathedral,
The leaflet from the Committee
the membership from E. S.
of 538 Linden ave.. pastured
headquarters which is being 'wigout
Parks (right), of 1154 Spring.
by Rev. H. C. Bulton, took
tributed to groups and residents
dale. lie spearheaded t h e
a $300 Life Membership in the
throughout the city Oaditt
'
week.
Atty.
H.
T.
NAACP
last
movement at Mt. Olive for full.
, "Fellow Citizens,
Lockard, left, presideat of the
'11We take this means of calling
/In all Negroes who desire respect and justice to join us in
an all-out effort to gain these objectives. For a number of years,
we have been subjected to unfair
and insulting treatment from one
of our daily papers, namely, the
Commercial Appeal, These have
ranged from degrading' editoriels
against organizations and persons
seeking to improve the status of
the Negro to the flat refusal to
use the proper title of "Mrs."
A'plan will become effective within three months at
where married Negro women -figured in the news.
John Gaston hospital whereby those who enter the insti'VISITED EDITOR'
.
tution for treatment and are able to pay will be required
' "On a number of occasions, committees have visited the editor to have some form of hospitalization insurance.
Gaston Hospital administrator, R. C. Hardy, disclosed
Bee CRUSADE Page 2
the general outlines of the plan
earlier this week.
Mr. Hardy explained at t h e
outset that the philosophy and aim
of John Gaston hospital remains
the same. ..to serve as a municipal hospital taking care of all
classes of citizens. But the hospitalization plan is designed to insure that everyone admitted, except in cases of proven destitution,
shall pay at least a minimum portion of the expense of his or her
hospital care
TWO CLASSES
The plan will apply to one of
two classes of patients. The two
classes of patients are: Those
whose income is so low that they
can pay nothing, thus classifying
them as charity patients: and
those who cannot pay all the ex-

Price 15c

Mt. Olive Life Memb er Of NAACP New YWCA $3,000 To Orphanage

a

To Enter John Gaston

Patients Will
eed Insurance

• Leave For Europe

See INSURANCE Page 2

May Honor
Mrs.Brown

'Do Pawnbrokers
'Run' Beale St.?'

Weekly Paper
Hit By Protest

Teacher Tells
How Lightning
Struck Plane

Baptists Will
Meet August 5

Lee Jr• Vice
rexy Of FAMU

Mourn Death Of
Hennen Perry

Vivid Picture Of Vote Denial

OFF TO EUROPE — Didion
A. B. McElwee. of 1365 S.
Parkway E. and his youngest
daughter, Lola Mae, 19, left
Memphis last week by P a le
Amrican Airline for a trip to
Europe on church business.
Bishop McEwen Is minister of
he Lane Avenue Church of
Wed In Christ and chairman of
a Special Commission of the
Church of God In Christ, International. The latter posities

Is the highest in the church. He
Is weibknown in Memphis, the
Mid-South and nationally as ill
outstanding religious and civic
leader. RN daughter, Miss Mc'
Ewes, is a music major at
Fisk university and will begin
her senior year at the Institution next term. She is serving as private secretary to hr
father on the trip to Europe.
(Wittier Photo)

The Time article observed that
A vivid picture of how Negroes have been denied the
current barriers to Negro voting
right to vote in four hard-core, Deep South states was re"begin in harmless looking state
vealed last week.
laws, which require would-be votThe Time magazine gives a graphic picture of the sit- ers to pass tests in literary and
constitutional understanding."
uation in its July 29 edition.
Giving several examples, Time
Time said: "The greatest consaid: "In Monroe County, Ala.,
centration of civil rights viola- istrants: even industrial and part- Negro applicants were repeatedly
tions at the polls lies in four states ly unionized Jefferson County (Bir- turned away because the regisof the Deep South, and the statis- mingham) registered only 7,000 N trars said they had 'misplaced the
tics readily prove the point.
gnats out of 121,510 eligible.
application forms.'
The article pointed out t h e BARRED IN FOUR PARISHES
LONG WAIT
states are Mississippi, Alabama, Statistics from Louisiana, Time
"In one rural county in eastern
Louisiana and Georgia.
says, show that 161,410 Negroes North Carolina, Negroes e o mUGLY PICTURE
registered out of 510,090 eligible, plained that it took a white man
In Mississippi only 20.000 Ne- a high for the South state percen- only a few minutes to get regisgroes registered for the 1956 elec- tage; yet, in four Louisiana par- tered, while Negroes often had to
tions out of a total of 497,350 eli- ishes (counties) NOT ONE SIN- wait an hour."
gible, the article says. In 13 coun- GLE NEGRO VOTED.
The magazine found that registies of more than 50 percent NeThe picture In Georgia is ugly tration in itself ia no guarantee
gro population, a total of FOUR- also. Some 163,380 Negroes regis- to the Negro that he will he perTEEN Negro votes was east in tered out of 633,390 eligible. Five mitted to vote. "In Ouachita Parthe 1954 elections, while in five rural counties permitted only drib- ish, La., the registrar let memcounties NOT A SINGLE Negro bles of Negroes to register; sev- bers of the White Citizens CounWAS ALLOWED TO VOTE.
eral more kept out Negro voters cil into her offiee when it was
In Alabama 53,336 Negroes reg- altogether, and dragged down At- closed to the general public (nites
istered out of 516,245 eligible: nine lanta's generally high Negro re- and holidays, etc). They examinrural counties have no Negro reg- turns, Time magazine said.
ed the voting lists and DREW UP

THEIR OWN LISTS OF SOME
3,500 NEGRO REGISTRANTS.
Then the Council instructed that
the Negroes show up to registrar
in 10 days.
"So many Negroes did show up
that the registrar had to fall
back on another trick: her office
was too busy, she said, that only
50 challenged, Negroes could be
heard every day. The rest were
struck off the rolls.
HAYWOOD COUNTY
Those are some examples of the
vicious treatment given Negroes
who seek to exercise the franchise in the four states listed
above and in rural areas of other
southern states.
Here in Tennessee, Haywood
county is known for it's denial
of right to vote to its Negro
residents.
To correct such abuses, the
Eisenhower administration is backing a Civil Rights bill in Congress.
The very core of the bill is the
extension of right to vote to all
citizens with protection.

Many Memphians this week mourned the death of
Hennen Perry, of 105¢ Shaw pl.
He was known throuhout the city. A retired Pullmaze
porter, he was in service for 30 years.
He was a member of the Brotherhood of Sleeping Cu
Porters, and was deacon and tree.
surer of Tabernacle Baptist church and many other relatives a 1
of 789 Polk ave.
friends.
Mr. Perry died at his residence
Southern Funeral Home wu
Tuesday, July 23. Funeral services charge.
were held July 27, at Tabernacle
Baptist with the pastor, Rev. T.
W. Sewall, officiating,
Burial was at Elmwood ceme.
tery.
THE PALLBEARERS
Active pallbearers were H.
Patton, A. Cole, R. Crittenden,
George McGauhay, and H. Nelson, Charles Cooper. Honorary
pallbearers were members of the
Retired Pullman Porters club and
deacons of Tabernacle Baptist
church.
The deceased is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Lida Perry; two daughters, Mesdames Ophelia Smith
Memphis and Mrs. Eloise Evans,
of Chicago: three sons, James
Perry, of Memphis and Chicago,
Mahlon Chase and Edward Perry,
of Chicago; one sister, Mrs. ReHENNEN PERRY
becca Reeves, of Hammond. La.,

d
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1

IN A
NUTSHELL

Tide Turning Against Kasper?

Who Pledged Beaten For*
To Orphanage Escorting'
Negro Kids7=

Following are the pledges made Vance ave., Rev. 0. C. Collins.
on July 22 to the Memphis Good- $500; Promised Land Baptist
will Homes for Children, Inc. in church, Union Road, Millington
with the first grade in
KNOXVILLE — John Kasper tegration
the $180,000 campaign to build an Rev. H. Harvey, $100; St. John
in
go
to
intends
Kasper
,
By REV. PAUL TURNER
fall.
said last week following his Clin- the
orphanage near Geeter school in Baptist church, 2506 Deadrick,
to block the plan's application.
John
St.
$100;
McGhee,
ton trial and conviction, that he
D.
L.
last
of
As
Rev.
county.
week
Shelby
iNsBorchert
or Bill
As Told Flo
Learning of integration to take
will go ahead with plans to opNegroes had pledged $29,813.00. MBC, 1492 Brookins, Rev. R. R.
in North Carolina, Kasper
pose racial integration in the Nash- place
Methodist
John
St.
$100;
Callahan,
for
goal
is
The
division
their
$30,EDITOR'S NOTE: Rev, Paul
he plans to go there. Editors
ville schools, despite assertions by said
000. Here is the breakdown: . church, 2321 Hunter, Rev, Si. L. Turner, white Baptist minister,
quickly fired back, in efNashville segregation leaders he of dailies
Baptist
Jude
St.
$150;
Young.
Antioch Baptist church, 1377
was beaten for escorting Negro
fect: "You are not wanted in this
is "unwanted" in the capital.
Bellevue, Rev. Bradley Johnson, church, 1378 Emmason, Rev, W
students to Clinton High.
Nashville school officials have an- state."
Baptist
Luke
St.
$1120;
Mosby,
H.
.0
Avery
$150;
hapel
Methodist
CLINTON — This Important dfa
nounced plans to begin racial in.
Church. 145 S. Fourth st., Rev. church, Covington, Tenn., Rev. F. cision in favor of the federal govLoyce Patrick, $500; Belmont R. Nelson, $150.
ernment has made me proud and
St Mark's Baptist church, 940 S.
Baptist church, Arlington, Tenn.,
hopeful. I think mast of the pea,
WilJ.
Benjamin
Rev.
Lauderdale
Rev.
R.
F.
Nelson,
Beth-Sa$200;
ple of Clinton feel as I do.
sitated a call to the police. Offi
son, $100; St. Paul AME church,
' LeMoyne Gardens boys' baseball
lem
Baptist
church,
E.
589
Georknives
The verdict svas clear a n d
said they found two
N.
Charles
1410
Rev.
McNeil,
team lost a ball game to the Dixie cers
Rev,
gia,
T.
E.
$25;
Shuemaker,
They
just. No other course could have •
razor at the scene.
Epps, $50: St. Peter's Banti st
Homes boys' team last week, but and a
Bethel
Presbyterian
1060
church,
them
held
been taken to uphold law and ors
up 16 boys and
the jeers they received as loser rounded
Mississippi, Rev. J. A. McDaniel, church, 609 Polk, Rev, H. Y. der.
hours before releasing
Ward, $150; St. Stephen's Baptist
made the affair more than just for two
$500;
Bethlehem
Baptist
church,
charge.
• Certainly there was no lack of
without
another ball game. A brick and them
273 Ingle ave., Rev. R. W. Taylor church, 1005 Berclair, Rev. W. T. evidence. Still, while the trial was
neces
which
started
VanHooks,
battle
Shiloh
$500;
Baptist
bottle
$150; Binghamton First Baptist,
in progress. I did not allow
2849 Broad, Rev. H. C. Cherry, church, 207 W. Utah, Rev, T. F. myself to judge the outcome. I
Hammonds,
$150;
ChapSmothers
$100; Bloomfield Baptist church,
just prayed the jurors would b.
123 South Parkway, Rev, L. S. el CME church, 800 N. Claybrook, fairand make the right decision,.
the love of God and
of
lack
Graham,
a
is
J.
Rev.
Griffin,
L.
$100;
Billy
Spring
—
YORK
Biles, $200; Bush Grove Baptist
NEW
We all feel sorry the defendants
us we must love our
church, Brunswick, Tenn., Rev. J. Hill Baptist church, Raleigh, Ten- got involved the way they did. .
noted evangelist, preached on God tells
no matter the color ot
neighbors,
week
last
nessee,
Rev.
Bradley
Johnson,
Neighbor"
Thy
H. Tate, $50; Calvary Baptist
• Love
sorry especially for their families....
Ethel Waters, noted
during his Madison Square Gar- their skin."
church, 305 N. Dunlap, Rev, Cul- $100; Trinity Methodist church, 650 They were the principals in on,
and actress particiWells,
Rev.
G.
Hentrell,
$500;
Unlen
den rally, and said, "All the leg- Negro singer
Centenary
Crutcher, $150;
cf the most important test cases e,
program singing, "His
islation in the world won't solve pated in the
Methodist Episcopal church, 878 ion Baptist church, 208 Turley, in the land.
sear-old Alvin Lee Donelsen,
tist church Sunday the MaMASON'S GOOD DEED—DurOn The Sparrow."
Rev.
W.
J.
West,
$300;
Union
Rev.
Mississippi,
the race problem in America to- Eye Is
M.
D.
Grisham,
Now that the case is over, we
handicapped son of Mrs. Florscnic Lodges of Memphis preing an impressive ceremony
day...only love will. Today there
$500; Central Baptist church, Bart- Grove MBC, 394 S. Third st., Rev. hope this will be the final word
ence Donelson.
sented a wheel chair to 13at Greater White Stone Baplett, Tenn., Rev. Roy Lee Davis, J. H. Thompkin, $500; Ward Chap- and, for Clinton at least, the encl....
$50; Christ Temple, 1868 Castex, el AME church, 1372 Womilawn, of trouble. These men will prokk
Rev. L. L. Clark, $25; Clayborn Rev. A. D. Brown, $100; Warner ably appeal the decision but If
He
mockery."
"hollow
Temple AME church, 294 Hernan- Tetnple AMF, eherch. 917 weeis• sure it will stand.
JACKSON. Miss. — Dr. J. H. South is
saddest
the
of
"one
was
sippi, Rev. E. B. Boyce, $100; Wept
do, Rev. Wm, Leroy Bell, $200.
Jackson of Chicago, president of said it
People prnbaoly wonder if ani•
Canaan Baptist church, N. E. of
decisions we have seen," but addthe five million member National
=say still exists between myself
Collins
Chapel Methodist church,
from
keep
cannot
'you
that
Millington,
Tenn.,
Rev. H. Har- and the men who
Baptist Convention, said last week ed
678 Washington, Rev. D. S. Cunassaulted me,
(Continued From Page 1)
troops to the South if the
vey, $200; Zion Hill Baptist church,
that the U. S. Senate's decision sending continues." He was speakThe answer is no. No on my part •
ningham, $1,000; El Bethel BapS.
683
rebellion
Fourth,
Rev.
have
Brown,
$200.
but
pense of hospital care,
to eliminate from the civil rights
anyway.
tist church, 332 Jones, $50; EmJackson, Miss.
sufficient income to classify them manuel MBC church, 245 Ayers,
Government to send troops to the ing in
The man who hit me in the nose,
The 10 winners in the Tri-State Dannie L. Joiner, average of 13;
as part-pay patients.
Clyde Cook, has already called
Rev. W. E. Ragsdale, $100; First
Defender newsboy contest which i Frank & Freddie Norman, cornon me to apo'ogize We may be
The plan requires the part-pay Baptist church, Chelsea, $500;
closed last week were announced bined aye'age of 12; Jimmy Meastill opposed in opinions but we
dows, average of 10; Reotha Cole, patients to secure and maintain Friendship Baptist church, 1497
She Saturday.
said.
Craig
Mrs.
minor,
will Gold, Rev. C. A. Dawson, $100;
are friends again. Now I want to CHATTANOOGA — An explos- was
They are: Ralph Confer whose average of 10; Lawrence Thomp- a hospitalization policy which
incidents
some
were
'there
to make at least min- Galilee AME church, 1460 0 a krefresh these other personal•
ion, believed to have been dyes- said
rather average increase in sales was 14 son, average of 10; Hayfield Clark, enable him
I'd
.but
(Continued
From
.
it.
Page
to
1)
up
leading
of
friendships.
imum payments on the expense lawn, Rev. A. Keys, $100: Greenmite, damaged the front porch
Craig was newspapers per week; Mrs. Bob- 8 and Charlie Johnson, 8.
Mr.
tho."
it
discuss
not
leadI hope their convictions will not •
wood CME church, 1068 Bellevue, president George W. Gore, jr.
Baker. average of 14;
the home of R. H. Craig, a
The prizes are to be presented of care.
available for comment. The belt Burns
The part-pay patients insurance Rev. J. E. Robinson, $200; HamA graduate of Lincoln universi- leave them bitter. I hope it teaching Negro attorney of Chattanoo- not
during the week of August 17 by
predominantly white
a
in
is
home
week.
ta, his wife reported last
Mrs. Aretta J. Polk, circulation will be divided into three classi- mond Grove Baptist church Ar- ty (Pa.), class of '24., Vice-Presi- es them and others that they cansection.
fications, based on income. There lington, Tenn., Rev. R. H. An- dent Lee joined the A and NI staff not go this far in their tight
No one was injured and damage
manager.
will be Type A Insurance, Type thony, $100; Holly Grove M. B. C. as business manager in 1924. Ile against integration.
B, and Type C.
The attention of the entire South
church. .F.renshaw, Miss., Rev. A. has long been active in national
A single individual whose income B. Brandon, $100; Jackson Ave- business circles and is presently was focused on this trial and it
other
loose and fell on
(Continued From Page 1)
is less than $50 per month would nue Baptist church, 565 Auction, serving as regsistrar for the Na- will most surely be affected by
Charles Edward Handy, 10, of it came
pipes, causing him to -suffer combe classified as a charily patient. Rev. W. L. Varnado, $500: Jeru- tional Business League. Vice-Pres- the outcome.
and
The Devoy, has filed suit for $35,promotion
the
in
interested
is
It
fractures of the ankle.
Social change In the South is
A family with less than $151 per salem Baptist church, 1525 Mchlii. ident Lee is the son of the late
000 damages against G & Z pound
mishap was caused provision of character-building famonth income would fall in the Ian, Rev. J. H. Tate, $50.00; King J. R. E. Lee, or., president of A inevitable. Integration will have to
Contracting Co., of Memphis for charged the
I)
Pi(%
From
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of
youth
Negro
the
for
cilities
of
manner
"helter-skelter"
charity patient bracket. But those Solomon Baptist church, 1287 Ade. and hl from 1924 until his death come. In fact, in my opinion,
Personal injuries. Suit was filed by the
Memphis.
stacking the pipes. . .that there
and asked that these actions be whose income is greater than these laide, Rev. L. M. hlorganfield. in 1944
is gaining mementum rapidly. T
thra his mother, Mrs. Joanna Har,
of the
one
was
Brown
Professor
in
sign
warning
fence or
corrected; in each instance, the amounts will be considered finan- $100; Lake Grove Baptist church,
trial and other sign's point that out.
dy. His bill states the boy and is no
founders and charter members of
are
"children
which
to
reject- cially responsible and required to 1883 Benton, $250; Macedonia
Tennessee is in the process of other children were playing in and the area attracted." The boy's fa- the first Negro YMCA in Mem- committees'. request were
that added in carry instrance that matches their Baptist church, 2199 Griggs ave.,
being changed over now. T h e
about concrete pipes stacked on naturally
phis. Mrs. Brown was charter ed with statements
suit
filed
also
Handy,
Walter
injury.
schools in Clinton are opened to
income.
Rev. L. M. Morganfield, $150; Mathe defendant's property at 1083 ther,
member of the YWCA for Negro sult to
in connection with the
white and colored and Nashville
Patients who are able to pay cedonia Baptist church, Perry and
N. Hollywood on Feb. 10. Charles for $5,000
girls and women in Memphis. She "We now urge and solicit the
'injuries.
will begin to ir,tcgrate its special
was inside one of the pipes when boy's
has continued the tradition of ci- support of every Negro who de- the full cost for treatments will Elliston rd., Rev. L. D. McGhee,
WASHINGTON — (INS) — An system in the fall.
vic, religious and educational ac- sires respect and justice to dis- be referred to private physicians $100.
Alabama Ind Georgia, it will
tivity which she shared with her continue his subscription of the and cared for in private hospiMartin Temple CME church, 65 intimate associate of George HumCommercial Appeal and to refuse tals.
husband over the years.
South Parkway, Rev. L. A. Story, phrey disclosed Tuesday that the take more tirar I will not attempt
The question of what insurance $ew; Mason Temple Church of Ohio millionaire actually wanted to predict just how long it will
Mrs. Brown indicated that her to buy it in any manner. Rememdecision will be announced soon, ber, if we continue to buy insults, companies will provide a form of God in Christ, 958 Mason, Bishop to remain as Treasury Secretary— take for the Smith to erase tr.
to
hospitalization Insurance to meet C. H. Mason, $1,000; Metropolitan but became convinced that t h c color line. That is almost an int.
and in all probability will he in we are saying, "We don't want
favor of the YWCA as parchaser be respected, nor do we want jus- the neer% of those who may have Baptist church, 767 'Walker are., "old boys" in the President's Cab- pe,sible task.
But the sings are there for all
to enter John Gaston hospital is Rev. S. A. Owen, $1,000; Missis- inet should make way for new
...even at a personal sacrifice of tice.
In see. The complete change will
Won't you urge your members raised. Mr. Hardy stated that sippi Blvd. Christian church, 978 blood.
thousands of dollars to her.
Hunand
Carriers
Letter
Assistant to the secretary Nils conic when the people recognize
Back again with more highlights. Mound,
Miss Flora Rawls, YWCA pree- and friends to join in the Crusade some 115 companies offer such in- Mississippi ave., Rev. 13Isir T.
won first half Championof the semi-pro baseball league. ter Fan
ident, and leader of the campaign to obtain respect and justice, per- surance, and that a list of such Hunt, $1,000; Mississippi blvd. Sev- A. Lennartson told this corre- the necessity for it.
In the meantime. I hope this
Well, the league is entering into ship.
to enlarge YWCA facilities and ac- ticularly for our Negro women? companies will be aveilable from enth Day Adventist church, 1051 spondent that Humphrey said he
the home stretch, with just two COMING UP
tivities for Memphis as a while, Now is the time to stand up and which selections may be made. He Mississippi blvd., Elder Charles was bowing out for only one rea- trial has taught all Southerners
more weeks to play.
.that vioA team of Nashville All-Stars white and colored, said the Brown be counted or go off and hide. also stated in this connection that Graham, $300; Morning Grove son: "It isn't fair to President at least one lesson.
-Beginning August 3rd—DON'T insurance agents may he consult- Baptist church, Leno, Tenn., Rev. Eisenhower to surround him with lence certainly is not the answer.
Play-offs will start the second will play an all-star team here property is ideally located for the
!Iwo
Clinton this means 1111
week in August. The Dodgers, August 11 at Martin Stadium. YW's proposed branch. to replace READ THE COMMERCIAL AP- ed, and inquiries made at veld- Inc Allen, jr.. $100: "eornieg view old men during the last years of
last of it.
ous local insurance companies and Baptist church, 1624 Carnegie, Rev. his administration."
Eagles and Blues are running Memphis won a 6-0 victory in the N ance Avenue Branch, now PEAL.
of
Nashville
at 54 Vance
"Your cooperation will help to district offices.
John H. Johnson, $200; Morning
neck and neck for top honors in Nashville last month.
She indicated that if the tract gain respect and justice for our
Division One. Orange Mound Tig- course will be out to get revenge.
Mr. Hardy stated that Nov. I of View Baptist, 1680 Orr, Rev. P.
last
played
games
Scores of
Is purchased and the building; People." (Signed) "THE C IT I- this year has been set as the J. Ellis, $25; Mt. Moriah church,
ers. Klondyke Athletics and
Hardwood Stars are setting the week: Letter Carriers edged Der- it will be named theSarali ZENS' IMPROVEMENT COMMIT- time when the hospitalization in- 1264 Florida, $500; Mt. Nebo Bapthreethe
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3-2,
Gems,
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Brown Branch, in recognition of TEE, 1395 Doris Ave." ... •
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surance requirement plan will go tist church, 555 Vance ave., Rev.
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into effect at John Gaston.
Roy Love, $1,000; Mt. Olive CaLetter Carriers, Dermon Gems Mathis; South Memphis Chicks the services and interests of Mrs. 'NO COMMENT'
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hold top honors. Hunter Fan, Tate
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and Shelby county. Out-of-state Rev. B. T. Dumas, $150; Mt. Pisprominent in educational and civic
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WASHINGTON — Sen. Richard Russell yesterday
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Federal compress Blues, 5-4.
He also stated that the length Methodist church, 1559 S. Third Chicago over the weekend.
phis Publishing company. When he
was briefed on the planned cru- of time a person is in the hospital at., Rev. S. J. Holley, $100; New
The Georgian speaking on the floor of the Senate
sade by the Citizens Improvement will be taken into consideration. Bethel Baptist church, Park Road, said if there had been separation
committee he said, in a surprised For example, if a person's hospi- Germantown, Tenn., Rev. L. J.
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girls until they finish college.
Moyne college has announced that
In connvtion ',kith some obser- Allen, jr., $103; New Philadelphia made by Sen. Lyndon Johnson, hospitalized Tuesday.
for four hours. It finally arrived time telephoned Gordon Hanna,
Jackson was drives to meamanaring editor of the Commer. vations that there' have been in- MBC, 533 Mendenhall, Rev. B. T. majority leader and opposed by
The young ladies are: Miss Bar- Dr. Walter W. Gibson. chairman in Memphis 2:55 a.m. Senday.
dow brook hospital on Long
stances when an insurance com- Dumas, $150; New Salem Baptist Douglas.
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In a sarcastic vein. Ressell Island for treatment of a bruisHe admitted surprise after hear. pany refused to pay in particular church, 682 Tillman, Rev, L. A.
Janette LeBlanc, freshman, first has been appointed Acting Dean Wasshington, Mrs. Williams had
ed kidney. Doctors said oc would
, in^ about the protest movement cases requiring hospitalization, al- Blake, $100; New Mt. Zion MBC, pleaded with Douglas "not to have
cousins; and Miss Geneva Mout- of the college effective Aug. 1, visited her sister in Boston.
be hospitalized for several clays ,
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on, special student.
She declared after the fearful and said: I don't have any com- though the patient had a hospi- 1427 Main at. S., Rev. L. D. San- any more riots in Chicago until for further observation and treattalization insurance Mr, Hardy ders, $500; New Tyler Methodist we can get this civil rights busiDr. Gibson, who served se act- ordeal with the bolt of lightning: ment."
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father, two sisters, her brother's returns to his position of chairthing had happened In Georgia,
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Coda Home Pledges Reach $100,000 Level
Ike Wins 54th Confab At mc
Churches
RECORD
South Carolina
Renews Rivalry
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DURHAM, N. C. — Soule 800 jr., preeident of N. C. Mutual Life / holm, president, Alabama
State Michigan, Ohto, Tennessee, West
educators from 31 states attended' Insurance co. and tneniber of the . college, Montgoinery,
Ala., execu- Virginia: Vice President, M. D.
I
the 54th annual meeting of the Board of Higher Education in tive secretary-treasurer.
Knoxville, Tenn., and SecAmerican Teachers Association at North Carolina. and Dr. Aaron
members of the Executive Cons- retary, T. R• Ilartsfield, Mita n, ORANGEBURG, S. C. — South
North Carolina college, July 28-30, Brown, director of the PhelpsCarolina • State college Bulldogs
according to ATA President T. R. Stokes Fund prefect, New York. mittee are Mrs. Minnie D. Bell, Tenn.:
Arizona, California Kansas Mis- and North Carolina A& T college
Washington, D. C.; Lucius T. RaSpeigner of NCC.
Dr. John W. Davis, for m e r cote,
EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Dublin, Ga.; and Elmer T. min. New Mexico. Oklahonia,, Aggies will renew the age old
President Eisenhower, Governor meninent of West Virginia State ,
, Texas, Washington, W y 0 m i n g: rivalry which ended in 1928.
Luther Hodges of North Carolina college was the benquet speaker Hawkins, Chestertown. Md.
During those golden
years
•
Included on the Board of Trus- Vice President, 0 A, Rowe, Jas North Carolina A & T had such
and high representatives of t he at 7:30 Tuesday night in the col.
tees are Mrs. Lillian Rogers John- per, Texas, and Mrs. E. L. Neal, legendary f:gures as "Horse" The campaign for $180,000 to
Education, and Welfare sent greet- lege cafeteria.
build the Meniphis Goodwill Home
Beasley, Texas;
son,
ings to ATA for a successful ses•
"Bits" Coleman, and Charlie orphanage had reached WednesIn addition to the addresses of H. Clarksdale, Miss., and Dr. .1
Delaware. District of Columbia, Lane,
Taylor, North Carolina college,
sion.
DeBerry
while
Carolina
South
noted arwakers and panel discusday the $100,000 level in pledges,
Maryland. New Jersey. New York,
Durham, whose terms expire this Pennsylvania:
The conviction of John Kasper We feel that basically the vicState had such immortals as including the $40,1100 by WDIA, AO.
"Conserving Our Human Re- sions with some of the
Vice President, • Broad
and six other conspirators in Clin- tory scored in a result of abhor- sources Through Adequate, Equit- leading educators, the nation's year; Dr. J. F. Drake, president,
River" Dawkins and Paul cording to Bailey Brown, chairMiss Edith Ingraham, Philadelph•
centerton last week was quite hearten- rence on the part of the jurors able, and Effective Edcation" ence presented eight special work- Alabama A&M college, Normal, is, Pa , and Secretary, Mrs. Flor- Webber. That game ended with man Abe driver.
•
Ala.: Miss Mary L. Williams.
South Carolina State on the long
was the theme for the year.
ing news. We say that despite the to violence in their community.
shops.
An additional $1,000 in pledges
Charleston. W. Va.. and Dr. Wel- (tee Radcliff, Washington, D. C. end by a 32-28 score.
Today, as a result, there is a The conference opened in Duke
tact there were some subtle and
They were devoted to outlining ter N. Ridley, Virginia State
The North Carolina A & T Ag- was received Monday at t h e
colrful 'forces unobtrusively at greater climate of respect for the Auditorium Sunday, July 28. with ways to improve conditions
in ed- lege, Petersburg, Va,
gieg will invade the lair of the meeting of the Negro division in
GOOD NEWS FOR
, in a drama of broad scope. law of the land, and this has come a memorial service at 4 o'clock. ucational administrators'
leaderBulldogs on Oct. 12, in Orange- Mt. Olive CME Cathedral. A toRegional officers in the six area
DISABLED WORKERS
The keenly observant noted that about in the South, through the The speaker was President C. V. ship, adult education, reading, sciburg, S. C. Maybe the great tal of $308 was paid on previous 31 state organization are: ArkanChristian and just action of South- Troup of Ft. Valley, Ca.
ON SOCIAL SECURITY
mediums of expression — the metence
leaching,
teacher welfare and sas. Louisiana.
names will not be present. hut the pledges.
whites.
KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Mississippi! Vice
The disabled ssorker now h is spirit and
ropolitan press, radio and televis- ern
security, elementary education, President.
interstate rivalry will There were several other imporN. R. Burger. Hattics. until the beginning of July, 1958
United Nations Mediator Frani:
Henceforth hotheads and others
ion — tor the most part, steered
intergrsup relations, and second- burg, Miss,
be at their zenith.
•
taut developments during t h •
and Secretary, Mrs. to file an application for the
clear of projecting that a not gull: of such ilk should realize thee it Porter Graham, former president arc- education•
The
schedule:
meeting. The group decided that
G. M. Jones, Clarksdale. Miss.; "disability freeze" and WM
have
ty verdict for the Clinton defend- is not wise to flaunt and conspire of the University of North Carolina ATA OFFICERS
Sept.
26,
Bethune•Cooknian, all churches who made pledges
Alabama, Geort!ia. Florida: Vice his social security enmities rec.
was the keynote speaker at the
Daytona Beach, Fla.: Oct. .5, AI- will lie on the Goodwill Honor
ants would give substantial weight to flaunt a federal injanction.
In addition to Dr, Speigner. ATA
President. J. T. Brooks. Alabama ord protected as of the date he
to supporters of a Civil Rights It is refreshing to find that the first public session at 7.30 p.m. president who is professor of ge9len, home (''S" Day); Oct. 12, Roll. Then a Goodwill Honor Roll
State college, Montgomery. Ala , actually became
jurors did not let the emotional July 28.
disabled.
North Caioly.a A&T. home; Oct. Award will be presented to each
bill with teeth.
graphy and director of the Divis- and
Secretary,
Presidential
RobAssistant
U.
Mrs.
S.
Thelma
A.
tirades
That
of
Dixie
customs and traannouncement was made 19, ('lark, Atlanta; Oct. 26, Fort church after payment of pledge.
ion of Resource Use Education, Rice.
The give-away of the hush-hush
Alabama
of
Washington
Gray
spoke
ert
B.
State
college,
Montspouted
ditions
last
by
the
defense
week
beby Joe W. Eanes,
Valley State, home:'illigh school
North Carolina college, D ti r h a ni
action came after the announcegomery, Ala.;
at 11 a.m., Monday July 29. Gray's
trill manager of the Memphis senior day); Nov. 2, Claflin, home, NEW COMMITTEE
ment of the verdict in Clinton. cloud the issue: Did the defend- speech was sponsored by the MCC other officers of the association
North Carolina, South Carolina, social security office.
A group of 14 ininistera, nemants
conspire
violate
to
the
injunc(Intra•rity classic); Nov. 9, Alaare Dr. Charles W. Orr, Alabama
News media leaped on it as a
tion? The world knows their an- Summer School in cooperation with A&M college, Norman, Ala.. vice Virginia: Vice President, Clinton
bama ARM Normal, Ala.; Nov. ed the Goodwill Honor Roll Coin.
hungry lion upon a fat pig.
Young,
Charleston, South Carolina,
Washington _ The 1947
swer to the question. It is a balm • the Principals and Supervisors president, and Dr. a Council TrenU. S. 16, Morris Brown, homecoming; mitten, was selected to collect the
and Secretary, Mrs. Marie Roper, birth rate
There were' not a few Negroes to the sorely beset community,
was 26.6 per 1000 or Nov. 26, Benedict, Columbia money pledged in the campaign.
the Section of the North Carolina
Who looked with favor upon the Negro students who suffered great- Teachers Association.
Charleston, S. C.;
Members of the group are: Revmore than one-quarter more than
expected "not guilty" verdict. ly, the Rev. Paul Turner,
Illinois. Indiana, Kentucky, in the previous 25
The state-wide (N. C.) Princi-erends Henry Bunton, S. A. Owen,
who
years.
pals-Supervisors eighth annual conThough there may be some ques- was a victim of violence,
S Cunningham, W. L. Varna.
D.
the inference met in conjunction with
tionable merit in such thinking we telligent and tolerant residents
do. J. C. Miller, Bishop J. 0. Patof
•
s •
•
ATA this year.
feel it is far better in the long the South who want to see
terson, J. A. McDaniel, J. W. Gotthe inrun that the South itself initiate tegration • segregation
I
den, Roy Love, Blair T. Hunt, A.
issue set- PUBLIC SESSION
action in halting the mockery of tled fairly.
WASHINGTON—(ANP)—T h e J. Colston, H. H. Harper, W. IL
Dr. Deborah C. Partridge, proIndianapolis Clowns and New York Brewster and C. B. Burgs.
As we have said before, it is
Bailey Brown presided at t h e
Black Yankees climaxed a successse among us who think are going to take the hard fist of fessor of education at Queen's colful Eastern swing at Griffith sta- session. while Mayor Edmund Ornot going to accept the guff that the law to help bring order out lege, Flushing, N. Y., and visiting I
dium here Thursday as the Black gill was present giving Inspiration
For the first time since the
the Clinton Jury is typical of the of the unnecessary confusion. And professor of education at the Uni-'
Yankees shutout the Clowns, 3-0, to the drive.
Deep South. The background of the we don't mean the biased law, versity of Illinois, was the princi- end of World War II, there is no
appreciable waiting list for telebefore nearly 4,500 fans.
community reflects a greater de- with which the Southern Negro is
pal speaker for the Monday night phone service in the Memphis
Behind five-hit pitching by Ray
gree of tolerance.
overly familiar.
public session.
area," Southern Bell Division CornHolmes, the Yankees jammed
One of the highlights of the con- • mercial Superintendent Roy Freethree runs into one big inning to
ference was the Tuesday morning man said last week.
seal the victory.
professional symposium which
"On February I, 1946, we had
The next item reminds us of ter a Winston-Salem school: five started at 9 o'clock in Duke AudiBaltimore — About 96 percent of
15.738 orders for telephizne service
The birthday of Rev. I tither Wilthe old and familiar saying: "You'in the Charlotte system and six torium.
the edible fats can be digested by liamson ess celebrated
which we couldn't fill and today
at t h e
can lead a horse to the trough. in the Greensboro system.
"Current Movements and Issoes this figure has been cut to 118.
average adults.
home of Rev. and Mrs. L. O.
but you cannot make him drink." The action is obviously design- in Education Today" was his At the end
of 1845, there were
•••
Crawford of 1285 Philadelphia, reFor sometime effort has been ed to take the pressure off in the year's symposium topic. Dr. Helen only $6,020 telephones in Memphis,
Washington — Proportion Open cently and was highly
honored exerted to get North Carolina to school boards wisely took the bull G. Edmonds, professor of history while today there are 211,814
sons 65 years old or older was 8.2 by the Sunday School
Boosters •
drink at the integration trough. than be forced into compliance, the at North Carolina college, served phones in service.
percent in 1950.
club of the Old Salem Missionary
To the surprise of the nation, three school bords wisely took the bull as coordinator.
"In 1956, the company added
Baptist church,
cities: Winston - Salem, Greens- by the horns started gradual inte- DISCUSSANTS
1i,,857 telephones here and made
boro and Charlotte did exactly that gration in keeping apparently with
Discussant!' included Dr Samu- numerous additions to its vast
by approving the admission of Ne- what they feel will not create un- el A. Madden, director of Field network of cables in
the Memgro students to all-white schools due confusion. It must be admitted Service, Virginia State college, Pe- phis area," Freeman
said, "and
under the state's Pupil Assignment there is merit and some down to tersburg, Va.; Dr. W. .1. Kennedy, a large part of this increase
came
law.
earth common sense in this prowhen we eestablished the EXpress
The school boards of the three cedure. Other states may well
Maybe you ask, what about trou- office at Whitehaven, the ELmcities had been meeting secretly look to the example set in North blemakers? We tel that the pre- wood office 31 Frayser in Decemelope matter since June Lasj Carolina as a practical lesson. The cedent set at Clinton, though the ber of 1955, and the MUtual office
•.•
Friday - Saturday - Sunday
mg" a combined session was held state's nupil assignment law has case is not settled, will be of great in March of 1955. These
offices
It was there that approval was already been judged NOT unconsti- value in providing the necessary were
BABY DOLL
placed in service to serve ,
given for one Negro student to en- I tutional on its face.
.
cooling effect.
Carle Menken
these fast-growing Memphis areas.
Corral Bake
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Black Yanks Beat
The Clowns, 3 To 0

Honor Pastor
On Birthday

i

A Lesson For Deep South?
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BISHOP WILLIAM J. Walls of
the AME Zion church, and
Mrs. Walls, leave the train lir
Cerbourg, France to board liner Queen Mary for the return
trip to America. Bishop a nil
Mrs. Walls attended the World
Methodist Conference in Lon•

ope this
therners
that vie.
answer.
eans

don, where they were t h e
guests at the American Ambassador's dinner at the embassy. The bishop and his wife
also made trips to Geneva and
the World Council of Churches
headquarters, then flew over
the Alps to Paris.

R. L. WYNN, dairy specialist with
the A&T College Extension Service, last week gave pointers on
feeding and care of dairy cattle
during the late summer. Wynn
holds the master of Science degree In Animal and Dairy Hesbandry. A native of Georgia, he
was director of agriculture at Fort
Valley State college for five years
before joining the A&T staff in
1945.

PILLARS OF THE SKY
Jeff Chandler - Dorothy melon,
Monday • Tuesday
ROSE TATTOO
Burt Lancaaaaa • Anna Magnani
TERROR AT MIDNIGHT
Scott Brady
Wednesday • Thursday
TRAIL OF LONESOME
PINE
Fred McMurray - Sylvia Sidney
CARTOON EVERY NIGHT

The gin favorite of all the world!
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GRAND OPENING AUGUST 2
MID-SOUTH SCHOOL OF DANCING

1111111111ifilial

1337 MADISON AVE.
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It tastes great straight,
"chased,"or mixed
Paris...Ia France,as
is 10 ether nations.
gin p1
starts
with "GILisiri;
please."

itarts SATURDAY!
AUGUST 3
4 BIG DAYS 4!

r

t*

By dipping and presenting this ad at the Mid-South
School of Dancing, 1337 Madison Ave., you will receive
a 4-lesson course FREE. The regular value is $9.50,

•

the one gin distilled in
11 countries and served
'round the world!

4k.

DANCING INSTRUCTORS
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Baskett, Henderson, N. C.,
"Miss ROTC;" Barbara Nelson, Winston . Salem, "Miss
Air Force" Catherine Tillery,
Joan Hollowav, Hillsboro, and
Elaine Noel, Roxboro.
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AIR FORCE QUEENS—These
attractive coeds are "queens"
of the several uoits of the Air
Force ROTC at A&T college,
Greensboro, N. C. Alt decked out in summer uniforms,
they are from left. Evelyn

STUDIO OPEN 10 A.M. - 10 P.M.

NEVILLE BRAND •ROBERT MIDDLETON ..:,..4.,ELAINEAIKEN
fit ?reduced by Po num 'Owed at army Imo War, by MM him .rd beef,
3 41,

_

STARTS WEDNESDAY! — 3 BIG DAYS 3!
Ava Gardner - Stewart Granger - David Niven

"THE LITTLE HUT"

THE INTERNATIONAL GIN—distilled and bottled in the United States, England, Canada, Australia, South Africa Frame, Italy. digorilles:Stash:011e,thole*
;Obey's Distilled tendon Dry GM 90 Proof. 100% train Neutral Spirits. W.A A. Glibly, Ltd., Cincinnati, Oblo,Distribbtail by National Distillate Predicts

TRi-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., Aug. 3, 1957
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HATTIE HOUSE

Mt. Olive Cathedral C. M. E.
"441ILLINS envEr.('ME
Dr. James S. Byes was the church, Sunday. Rev. II. C. Bum
itubject of a "This Is Your Life" ton, the pastor, presented it
Services at the house of rever. program at the Collins Chapel C.
. M. E. church, Sunday. And, a ence, Sunday, will be regular
ggiseautiful and weleplanned affair Communion will be administered.
--it was: The earthly years of this PENTECOSTAL TEMPLE
ervant of humanity, recounted CHURCH OF GOD IN CHRIST
Sunday will be the pastor's 16th
=ffrignifiniently by a fellow mem...bet, left nothing to he desired, but anniversary at the Pentecostal
=tuteh to be admired. It'exempli- Temple Church of God In Christ.
aaw0M1 and depicted the highlights of A week's activities of religious
=he life of an ardent church work- enhancement will comprise t h e
...Cr, civic minded citizen and a dedi- anniversary program.
Beginning Monday, Ref. W. A.
•age.ated physican. Dr. Byas, a na=Ire Mississippian and LeMoyne Patterson of Holy Temple Church
•graduate, spoke briefly but lin- of God In Christ set out to attain
40moarely in acknowledgement of the this end with a soul-stirring mes=Mom "I appreciate the words sage. Rev. 0. C. Criven of Pro-*mud deeds that have been given me gressive Baptist church delivered
Labia evening, but when man fails, an inspiring sermon on Tuesday.
'the dynamic Rev. L. A. Hamblin
picks him up."
=7-2ifetnliMrs .of the immediate fam. officiated on Wednesday. R e V.
77.31Y —who witnessed the tribute Hamblin is the pastor of Golden
- *avert Dr.. James S. Bgaa, s 0 o, Leaf Baptist church. This Thurs-KM James S. Byes, daughter.in- day, the cotigregation will hear an
law, Miss Mae Byas, daughter, address by Rev. .1. W. William
James S. Byas, jr., grandson and of Lane Avenue Baptist church.
To Ebenezer Baptist church will
Mrs. Ben Ethraim, niece.
Colleagues of the doctor who g; the honor of being Sunday's
made remarks were Dr. W. O. guest. The pastor. Rev: E. L. Slay,
alpeight. Dr. J. W. Winchester, Dr. will deliver the sermon. It will be
E. H. Wilkins, Prof. Blair T Hunt, heard at 3 p.m.
Mrs. Mary D. King, S. W. Cowan, The culminating address will be
J. W. Bem pas and J. W. Dickey. delivered by the forceful Rev. W.
The Marsrall E. Kent C. Y. F. lf• Brewster of Trigg Avenue Baplist church, on Monday. A banClass sponsored the program.
Rev. D. S. Cunningham is the 'Vet in honor of the pastor and
Minister of Collins Chapel C. M. his wlfe, Rev, and Mrs. J. 0.
Patterson, will be held in the 'irE. church.
gime Gate Dining Hall ;mmediate•
TREE OF LIFE BAPTIST
' The congregation of Tree of ly following the service
The chairman of this celebraLife Baptist church will observe
Men's Day, Sunday. A pre-open- tion is Walter Lofton. Miss afattie
Wigley
and Miss Lois Doyle are
ing to the observation is scheuled
for Friday night. The Rev. F. W. the co-chairmen.
Williams of Olivet Baptist church SUMMER FIELD BAPTIST
Will officiate.
Pastor and Wife's Honor Day
' Getting Sunday's celebration un- will be held at the Summerfield
kler way will be James .ginderson. Baptist church Sunday. New MaMr. Anderson, who is a member cedonia and Mt. Pleasant Bapof Tree of Life church, will ad• tist churches will be guest. Rev.
dresa the membership at 11 am. T. Henderson, who is pastor of
Rev. J. J. Reynolds will be the both churches, will deliver t h e
atincipal srzaker at 3 p.m. He, main address. The pastor and his
Is the pastor of Morning View' Wife, Rev. and Mrs. Leon BrookBaptist church.
ins, have faithfully served t h e
' Plans for this annual day was Summerfield membership for four
isupervised by David S. William. years.
Rev. W. P. Scott is the pastor.
The keneral chairman of the
CME
day is Mrs. Georgia Green. Mrs.
' "Life's Inevitable Burdens" was Harolena Coe is the program
the dynamic message heard at chairman.

Bishop McEwea Speaks
AtRock TempleAug.25
Hi- Bishop A. B. 111cEwen will be
the principal speaker at the
Rock Temple Church of GO(I
Christ, 50th Anniversary servicas
"...:"pn August 25 at 120 Madison St.,
In Jackson. Tenn.
g The announcement was made
•
week by Elder J. E. Petit-

•

AUTOMOBILE
HOUSEHOLD
FURNITURE
PERSONAL

• LOANS
OPEN NIGHTS
• UNTIL 8:00 P.M.
Monday Thru Friday
Is a hurry? Phone any tome before
3 p.m
then drop in before 11 .00 qua,
closing timer — your money will be
waiting.

SEE RALPH SCOTT
Formerly Scott Auto Sale,

ATLAS
Finalice Company

4111 UNtOk

JA 6.5815

dexter, pastor of the church.
In commenting on the anniversary services, Bishop alcEwen
said: "I helped to make the stone
of which the church is built."
Eastern State Bishop .1. 0. Patterson will appear on the program.
It Is expected that he will bring
hie Famous Pentecostal Temple
Choir of Memphis.
ON 'REVIVAL HOUR'
The official sermon of the Occasion will be delivered by Bishop
A. B. McEwen at 330 p.m., on
the 25th during the regular Rock
Temple radio broadcast, "The Revival Hour." The narrator, Benjamin Poindexter said that he exI peels this broadcast to be t h
most inspiring one presented.
The early Rock Temple church
in Jackson, Tenn., was destroyed
by fire. Among the members
were: Merdames Ada Jackson,
Mary L. Chatman, Ora Berry, Ida
Moore. Ella Lacy. Jimmie Davia,
Mrs. Mantle Brown, Mrs. Polly
Hicks, Mrs. Eola Sipes, Mesdames Hattie West, Lillie Witherspoon, Dock Manning and Moses
McGaughey.

Attacks Surprise
To Motorists

Ex - Alcoholic Evangeliste •
For Negro Baptists
this area about fuer years ago.
By ADOLPH J. SLAUGHTER
Catholic,
Formerly a Roman
A former Bible salesman who
waS also a chronic alcoholic is. Rev. Jonaitis takes particular detoday an evangelist and, with his light in speaking of his converwife, are the only white members sion and of the firm commitment
sof an all Negro church in Dallas, he made a few yeas,' ago to dedicate his life fully to God.
Tex.
He said the realization that he
He is the Rev. E. W. Jonaitis,
39, of Dallas, and is a member was on his way down and out
of the New Jerusalem Institution- came after a lengthy drinking
al Baptist church where Dr. B. spell which culminated in a three
car automobile accident.
IL Riley is the pastor.
Rev. Mr. Jonaitis is in Chicago
"After a police sergeant in
on a speaking tour and also to Charleston, W. Va., explained to
MAKING GOOD — Rev; Rose
become affiliated with the Depart- me the details of the accident and
M. James, former Memphian
ment of Evangelism of the. Na- my narrow escape, I knew there
tional Baptist com;ention, USA, was only one way to ao if I were
was ordained June 8, at the
Canaan Baptist church, WashInc.
to live," he said.
Chicago was a familiar site for
ington, D. C. He is now serv•
He said his actual commiting as ashoclate minister and
Rev. Jonaitis since it used to be ment to the ministry was made
Christian
Educaof
director
his base of operation. He was in October of 1954 after attending
tion at Canaan Baptist church. born in Cicero, Ill., and only left a Billy Graham crusade meeting

est concern neat to worry over
CHIC'EGO, ILLINOIS
Numerous victims who w ere the damage to his car was how
caught in the sudden racial upris- he could get to work safely Mon
ing in the southern area of the day evening. Since he was alone,
city Sunday afternoon and lair Phillips is still wondering how he
Sunday night, stormed the Defend- escaped without greater injuries.
er office Monday with stories of
a•
the harrowing experiences t he y AIRS. MISSOURI WILLIAMS of
had.
710 E. 47th at., and six companMISS ELIZABETH THURSTON,
ions were waylaid by the mob at
7t319 Evans ave., sister of Rev.
John Thurston was enroute to Cin- 102nd and Avenue S.
As they waited for a pedestrian
cinnati, Ohio, with Eugene Lark.
28, of f315 S. Michigan when about to cross the street, Mrs':Williams
100 teenagers suddenly r a in ed said, some
yelled: "Look, there
stones and bricks on the car at
103rd and Ewing. The gang then is one." And then the bricks and
ran to the car, pulled Lark out, stones were thrown at the car.
knocked him to the ground and Mrs. Williams turned around and
hurriedly drove back to the Chibeat hint.
Miss Thurston, alarmed, shod. - cago Last Liquor Store while she
ed and frightened left the car and ,saw an officer.
The incident was reported at
ran for the police. A traffic officer nearby told her there were not the 10127 Ewing station. The party
enough police in the. area to con- encountered another mob at 100th
and Avenue 0, but no missiles
trol the situation.
Lark managed to escape the mob were thrown at that time.
PORTER ANDERSON of 2.7.61
and get to the officer. Another officer arrived and went for their Fairfield Heights, Muskegon, Mich.
was
driving to Gary from Chicar, which is badly damaged. Lark
later had three stitches taken in cago when his car was stoned from
both
sides.
Ile escaped serious inhis head at South Chicago hospitjury, but was furious because not
al,
••
one policeman came to his aid.
Althea Gibson, the nelv WimbleThe 'racial tension Sunday began
EDDIE SCURLOCK of 7000 Per
tennis queen, last Sunday set
ry and MRS. LILLIAN WATTLE- in Calumet Park when a band of don
her
sights on becoming the hist of
TON of 6635 S. Wabash were driv- 150 white youths attacked a group
win the covemd U. S.
mg along 106th and Torrence ave., of 75 Negro picnickers and drove her race to
national women's tennis championwhen they stopped for a red light them from the park. The situation
ship.
and heard the mob yell: "There gathered momentum and spread
Miss Gibson snored closer to
to other Southeast and Southwest
are some more."
that objective aiter again defeatBricks were thrown at the car areas.
ing her Wimbledon finals opponent,
The pinickers
armed their- Miss Darlene Hard, 6-2, e-3, in
and the gang rushed the occupants
and attempted tc, pull Scurlock selves with bottles and baseball straight sets, to win the 47th anPrams Hunt. 3509 w. Roosevelt td. bats and charged their attackers.
nual National Clay Ccurts woout. At that point the m
motorist in
i
Before the crowds were dispersthe rear gave the car a tremen- ed around midnight by more than men's singles Calle at suburban
dous shove and sent it forward. 100 police, Marilyn Hultquist. 15, River Forest, Ill. Tennis club.
The match, televised throughout
"That man saved our lives:' Mrs. had been shot in the foot, Policethe Chicago area and played in 90
la attleton declared.
man Willie Hunt, 35, had been degree heat, was almost a replica
The car went out of control and cut, and his motorcycle and two
onto a sidewalk before Scurlock automobiles had been set afire of Miss Gibson's conquest of Miss
Hard at Wimbledon, when the 29could get back into position in the by roving hoodlums.
year-old cannonball stroker front
driver's seat. But before it struck
Hunt was one of the extra po- Harlem in New York also won on
any of the buildings or oncoming
lice rushed into the tree. When straight sets.
cars, he brought it to a stop near
he was stoned by the crowd, he
However, last Sunday's victory
a police officer who stopped other fired a warning shot, which
rico- was a special achievement for
traffic and told him to get out of
cheted and struck the girl. Hunt Althea, who is currently the toast
the area as quickly 23 he possiwas struck in the face with a fly- of the entire tennis world She bebly. could.
ing brick.
came the first Negro ever to win
The car stalled, but finally got
Three persons remained in hor- a major U. S. tennis title
going and the white motorist pitals for observation, and the rest
Victory at River Forast signaled
who had come to their rescue were treated and released.
her future success at Forest Hills,
caught up with them and asked
N. Y., where the national chamif there was anything he could do
New York — The Harding-Cox pionships will be played late this
to help.
presidential election in 1920 was summer. Now the ranking woman
Also in the car was Mrs. Wat- the first in which the results
were
tleton's son, Richard, 8, who was broadcast by radio.
cut on the arm and had to have
four stitches taken in it. Mrs. Wattleton and Scurlock were cut on
the arms and shoulders and suffered scratches from flying glass.
•••
ROOSEVELT ADAMS of 5801
Wentworth ave.; LOUISE ADAMS
and FLORA HARRIS both of 3736
Michigan ave., along with MRS.
ELLA MAE SHARKEY of Indiana
Harbor and four youngsters were
peppered with bricks and gasoline
at 104th and Ewing as they were
driving to Indiana Harbor.
The car was badly damaged, but
Adams memaged to speed awas
from the mob. Mrs. Adams and
Miss Harris had their eyes washed out and treated at Roseland
Community hospital. Also hurt was
Deborah Walker, 22 months. She
was cut on the arm by glass and
Mrs. Sharkey was hit on t h e
shoulder and cut on the wrist.
Adams said he drove to one police station and the officers refused
to take his report and send him
to the Englewood Station since
that was the area in which he lived.

Althea
Wins Clay
Net Title

• ••

EARL PHILLIPS of 551 E. 3.ath WILLIAM WALLACE of Mount
pl., coming from work at M iscom Vernon, N. Y., a former FBI
sin Steel at 10 p.m., encountered undercover agent, testified before
one of the roving mobs at 101th the Senate Internal Security coinand Torrence when he stopped for mittee that 20 Communists sparka traffic sign.
ed a strike of 9,000 Singer Sewing
A shouting crowd threw bricks Machine company aerkera at Eliat his windshield. windows and the zabeth, N. J., in 1919. Hearings are
body of the vehicle. Phillips great-, being held in Washington.

JANA C: PORTER
Yes hladme,
It certainly does one's heart
good to see Dad and the small
fry thoroughly enjoying their
meals. It sure gives Mother a
much needed energy pick up
that no medicine can.
Every one loves for their
work to be appreciated. Jack
Sprat is ever ready to assist in
making your days merrier and
just right.
For a cherry start toward a
fine day try these quicky coffee
cake made with Jack Sprat Enriched Wheat flour for break•
fast tomorrow. So good with
crispy bacon and eggs sunnyside up.
QUICKY COFFEE CAKE
Iv, cup Jack Sprat flour
1 scant cup sugar
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REV. E. W. JONAITIS

tennis player in the world, Miss
in New Orleans, La.
Gibson has beaten every player of
Rev. Mr. Jonaitis' decision
note both in the United States and
affiliate with a Negro churi
abroad. She has also won every
said, as a result o
Plans to limit the selective serv- came, he
tournament in
tennis
major
observing the many injustices in
to
tests
(Inalification
ice
college
Asia.
Europe and
desire to do whatone in the 1957-58 school year in- the South and a
in bringing
stead of three per year as in the ever possible to aid
world.
past have been announced by Lt. about a better Christian
On August 1, Rev. Jonaitis will
General Lewis B. Hershey, direcpreach at Pilgrim Baptist church,
tor of selective service.
Scores on the tests, and student 3301 Indiana ave., at 8 p.m.
He has already preached at
class standing, are criteria used
by local boards in the considera- the World Baptist church of Rev.
C. Trotter, 843 E. 55 st. and
tion of requests by college students
at both the undereraduate and St. Stevens Baptist church, 3935
By ROOSEVELT HALL, JR.
The Pontotoc Eagles baseball graduate level for deferments from Michigan ave.
team of Pontotoc, Miss. is bein7 induction in order to continue their, One of the less' things he doesn't
understand, he said, is why no
praised as the best rifle to rise studies.
in the area in many years.
The single test planned for tae many people feel that he is doing
The Eagles boast a record of next school year probably will be something unusual. "I don't conI sider it odd at all:' he said.
11 wins and four tosses. The most held in the Spring.
recent and the biggest triumph of
the team was over a nine ea,ed
Horsenation. Defeated twice in less
than 15 days by this team, one a
shut-out of 6 to 0, the Engles boun
ced back to win in the third encounter 4 to 2. Thus Horsenation
suffered its first defeat of the season.
American Negroes have a great books written by Negroes who apThe line-up of the Eagles is as
follows: C. R. Betts, second base; future, an African newsman said parently were against the system
W. E. Beckley, shortstop; A. B. here last week after a tour of of government," he said.
The visitor stated that Negroes
Wright, first base; W. I. Dolton, eastern and midwestern cities.
Lawrence Vambe, 40, of South- have Made amazing progress in
left field; Nathaniel Beckley, third
base; E. Zinn, rightfield; Robert ern Rhodesia, editor-in-chief of the educational and economical
Beckley, centerfield; George E. nine publications, was spending areas.
He campared the situation here
10 days in Chicago as part of a
Brown, pitcher and captain.
to that of Negroes in Southern
Others on the club roster include three-month tour.
Vambe stated that his tour has Rhodesia, where a handful of
Richard R. Fleming, centerfield;
John D. Greedy, pitcher; Oliver proved false many ideas he had whites rule a country inhabited by
Ford, catcher; Osenr Dandridge, of the plight of American Negroes. nearly 3 million Negroes.
Vambe's tour will include visits
"I have read a lot of books
umpire. A. B. Wright, Sr. is manager, Willie L. Williams is coach. about this country, especially to West Coast cities.

Cut Selective
Service Tests

The Pontotoc
Eagles Lauded
As 'Hot' Team

Africa Newsman
Chicago Visitor•
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CASH FOOD STORES
'AP
•
a world-famous
HAMMOND

•

ORGAN

V
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for your Church or School
obtainable with
Quality Stamps!
Use this success-proved way
to obtain a wonderful Hammond Organ or a magnificent
STEINWAY PIANO for your
Church, School, Auditorium,
or Sunday School.
A "down payment" of just 50
books of Quality Stamps will
DELIVER . . . with the balance of the cost taken care
of through regular payments
of Quality Stomps!
Just get EVERY member of
your organization started saving Quality Stamps on a regular basis . . . It's EASY to
accomplish, for MORE MidSouth f ir ms give Quality
Stamps than any other kind!
2 teaspoon baking powder
1-4 cup butter or Oleomargarine
1 egg well beaten
1-2 cup milk
1-4 teaspoon salt
Mix and sift dry ingredients,
work in fat. Add egg and milk.
Put into greased pan Mix 11
/
2
teaspoon cinnamon and 3 teaspoon gradulated sugar, sprinkle
on top. Bake in moderately hot
oven (375 degrees Fl for about
2 minutes. Cut in squares or ob-
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Bye for now.
Jana Porter
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PART OF the modern Kitchen and Bar .at JoAnn•a oyater Bar, 7,80
Wale awe., is being shown here with Miss Eels Webb, waitress and
Wm. JoAnn Sanders. owner. Here you will have luxurious dining
facilities, specializing in oysters, shrimp. barbeque, chicken and broiled ate
all well prepared, and served to order. The Oyster B

is open from g a m. to 131 a. m. It eaters to small private parties.
You'll find ice cold beer available and a beautiful bar with upholster
ed leather. In adecion. Mrs. Sanders has 17 newly furnished rooms
available for rent.

SONG,
'1ND READINGS highlighted the Big Star Talent Show on morning at 11:30 a.m. The toting people pictured above are. 1st
lulw 20 when this fine group performed. Mrs. Elaine Johnson Camp- row, left to right; Blanche West. Frankie Lemons, Misa Margaret
bell was in charge of the group. They were from Uwe Negro Parks Hubbard, Rita Kilgore, Marion Hale, Robbie Tate, 2nd row; faille
of the city which Mr. W. R. McDaniel in director. Big Star In proud Pearl Boyland, Loretta Parriah, Henrietta Parish, Carol Willis, Rob
to give aoungsters thin excellent opportunity. If you would like to bie Banks, Pearlyn Banks, Pearl Ingram, Miss Jessie Merriweather
have an audition try out for the Rig Star Talent Show, contact Sta- 3rd row: Alice Harmon, John Nailon, Floyd Peeples, Maurice Par
tion 111)1%. You will enjoy listening to the splendid Star Talent Show, fish, Mr. W. T. Knight. Mrs. Elaine Campbell. Mr. Luhra Chambers.
which is presenyd over powerful 54,030 Watt WDIA every Saturday Wash Allen and David Thomas.
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Strings Tighten Band OfAngels:So
Memphis Censors Okayinterracialer

By AL MONROE

'TWAS A SORT of on.again-off- members of original cast of "Gi.
again Finnigan for Sammy Davis, aat Step" will occupy same roles
jr., and the guest starring spot
in the pix version to be filmed
on Nat King Cole's television show.
—SAM MY WAS TO HAVE appear- by Burt Lancaster and associates.
ed on show that was cancelled —STEP-IN-FETCHIT, the old moJuly 23 AND MITCHUM was an. vie comedian is readying a show
nounced for the next week —THEN that will feature him in Ws origiMITCHUM WAS dropped and Sam• nal "lazy" style for tour of Canamy replaced him on the Tuesday da starting in August. — ENJuly 30 show. — SAMNIY and Will GAGEMENTS INCLUDE perforMastin Trio slaying 'em at Chez mances at "Windsor Celebration"
Parse in repeat performance with an annual spectacular in that Canonly few months lap between. adian City.
•••
By ROB ROY
GOTTA be good to repeat so early.
—CORDIE KING, one of the atSPEAKING OF televisioe r
No
30 long ago this chronicler
tractive guests at co model Vivi- grams have you witnessed a tipene Pryor's birthday party told per for the Cole - Pearl Bailey witnessed a baseball game and
later
attended
a dance in Dixie
friends she is DEFINITELY NOT screening a week ago? WE
giving up modeling for housewife HAVEN'T — in a long, long time. where his "arm-piece" was •
duties. — FAMED MODEL feels — MARTHA DAVIS and spostse string run along the aisle. The
as do most of the Broadway shape. were solid Masters sus the -Ray string was not intended as an arm
lies that one can well handle both, Rayner show." CBS-TV Saturday, rest, however. It was placed there
or handle both as well as you may —MARTHA PLAYS a Into piano to seperate the races. An almost
wish to say —THE FOUR STEP sad sing sensationally too. — AT- imaginary separation, so to speak.
However imaginary, the string
BROTHERS are in Nation's Capi- TENTION HARLEMITES: If you
tal appeasing with JERRY LEW- are wondering how Ohioans a r e served its purpoae mentally at
IS — INCIDENTALLY YOU'LL receiving sour Leonard Parker, least. It made whites in the house
believe the superiority of their
be seeing quite a bit of his team John Fleming, Evelyn Gree
on TV due to a vecial arrange- Christine Buster, Shiriey Carter, race was being recongnized and
ment with NBC-TV for so many and others appearing at Antioch that what was going on was either
shows annually. — AND SPEAK- College festival ANSWER IS all-black or all-white and or in no
ING OF Four Step Brothers it with raves — LAVERNE BAKER sense mixed, interracially.
That, I am afraid is the behind
may not be wrong to say act's Al and Fats Domino will team for
Williams and Dorothy Donegan short one•nighter tour, that fig- scenses story of "Band of Angels'
form an item, romantically. — ures le be a wower. THE REGAL the picture starring Clark Gable,
MORE ABOUT this later. — DON- THEATER IN Chicago is being of- Yvonne De Carlo and a Negro
EGAN, INCIDENTALLY goes to fered an interracial "package" for Sidney Poitier with several other
New York's Embers and Atlantic one wets, that would include Four Sepians in supporting roles, reCity and back to Chicago in No- Step Brothers and the °lay danc- viewed Wednesday night.
There is actual "body contact'
vember for a stint at loop's Lon- ing dolls known as "Cher Tame
don House. — IMPORTANT News Darlings." KEN RLEWTIT, house between Miss DeCarlo and Poialong Broadway - Harlem stem is manager is very happy ever tier: Gable and Poitier; an unwelcome suitor for Miss DeCarlo
information that at least t w o prospects.
and Poitier and of course literal
romance between Carolle Drake
and Gable. In one scene Poitier
actually strikes Miss DeCarlo and
in another he fells a white man
who is attempting to force his
attentions on Yvonne. However
here again those strings that make
the picture acceptable to Dixie
is apparent. The
blood hounds
are set upon Poitier for striking
a white man and the DeCarlo he
hits is a mulatto (Miss DeCarlo's
when
the
however
well
All
ended
celebratJordan
Louis
(ANP) —
role in the pia) all acceptable to
arranged
to
company
insurance
on
,
appearing
birthday
by
his
ed
the south.
Town Tonight' TV program make good the theft...and Waller
Seeing the pix before it opens
but hit natal almost came a crop. and the band gifted "Mr. Per- at the Chicago Theatre Aug.2
we
per. Seems as how his personal sonality" with a top coat at an Im- wanted to know how the South,
manager Ben C. Waller and mem- promptu party following the tele- especially Memphis would
react.
bers of the famed Tympany Five cast, Jordan received a ream of Would it be banned as
"Island
had purchased an expensive suit telegrams and messages of happy In The Sun" was or would it
pass
for the maestro several days pre- birthday, a cake from the televis- censor board? It did pass and
here
ion studio.
vious.
is what Mrs. B. F. Edwards, chairHaving just completed Ms secWaller stopped off in Tdiedo on
SIDNEY POMER as a house- r rick Knowles wIth a right to
man of the Memphis censor board
In absence of Gable. In this
committed an unpardonable sin
business. His car was broken into ond engagement at Roberts Show said d it:"
! bold slave dared to floor Patthe Jaw for moleatljsg Yvonne
(time of slavery) Sidney had
move
and
crew
by striking a non-seplan.
Jordan
and along with the suit gift sev- Lounge,
"We
didn't
like the picture, but Kentucky plantation, learns
City
Atlantic
Harlem,
that
Club
the
Rau-Ru how Hamish once
eral other valuable items were into
we
couldn't
put
our finger on. any her mother had been a slave
playground for a fortnight's stint.
and saved his life, Rau-Flu relents and
pilfered.
legal reason for banning
anning it.
t. After
ter that she, too, is a slave and part helps Manly
and Hamish to escape
all, the scene was laid 100 years of the property
now owned by , to a boat which takes them to
ago, and it was historical. Things
Calloway (RAY TEAL), a slave freedom.
like that did go on."
•
trader. When Manthy resists CalAs a picture
' Asked about the difference be- loway's
unwelcomed attentions, he is entertaining mostly because of
tween "Band of Angels" and
"Island In The Sun," which the
board, recently unanimously banned, Mrs. Edwards said, "There is
not as much romancing in this
(Band of Angels) film, and it is
handled much more discretly.''
' VERY VERY important wedding — LATER IN THE evening the THE STORY
to come is the AILING OF Xen- pair met again in a 61st at. layAt her father's funeral, Amantibia Brewster (one of the twins) ern and again fireworks were oar- tha Starr (YVONNE DE CAR and JET MAGAZINE'S editor, rawly averted, this time with the Lot, heiress to the debt-ridden
Buck Clayton set for next month. intervention et a mixologist. —
"DEAR NOSEY", asks mail bag: I FROM WHERE NOSEY sits it
'why not let us know what you . looks as though Al Williams of
offers her on the slave mart block. Yvonne offers moments of superkeep beating around bush about "Four Step Brothers" and DomManthy's beauty brings spirited ior acting and Tommie
anent Dr. Campbell's successor ac thy Donegan, the boogie woogie !
Moore as
bidding but it is Hamish Bond
Dunbar? — IF ALL FACTIONS pianist are definitely an item. — ,
the gabby slave-house servant is
(CLARK
GABLE)
who
finally
buys
involved favor an individual from
— SALLY BLAIR is
her as his slave for his plantation. splendid in her role. Miss Drake
"other
ther side of the tracks" why not knocking patrons for proverbial
Manthy is given special quarters plays the arrogantly demure disso if you know or have heard row at Black Orchid including
and she becomes head mistress of played "mistress" most expertly.
lart
indicated
as your mail bag
fighter Bob Sattifield who is there
the house. It is this special treat- But the real article in "Band Of
week?" — SPEAKING OF "Mail nightly with the artist, so they
SIDNEY POITIER, having
master (Gable). Ilere Sidney
mut of Manthy which Hamish's Angels" is Sidney Poitier. His perwaste-basketod
Bag" Nosey just
Joined up with conquering
say as main reason.
attempts to put Yvenne to
Negro overseer, Rau-Ru (SIDNEY formance is almost unbelievable.
scanan appeal to disclose a bit of
"Yankee army" rules the roost
"DEAR NOSEY" asks mail bar: '
shame for ha)ing denied her
POITIER), resents. Now the hat- And if the singing voice accreditdal about WIFE OF A BUSINESS ,,Why not expose that AME MIN- .
as Clark Gable flees a n d
own people and accepting the
red Rau-Ru felt toward Bond burns ed to him, lip and expression wise,
"popular
of
a
manager
man and
Yvonne returns to the home
mistreaship of the Gable ntanisn't a dub-in the fellow rates cast/STEIL recently licensed to preach , HOLLYWOOD, Calif. — (ANP)— even brighter.
,,,., .
i .
nightery. — REASON WASTE - f,,,.. his ...,i.
she gave up reluctanth (in the
slon. Few moments later he
'tot
Poitier isn't the only one who ing for an operatic role. MagnifiSongwriter Joe Greene, has en.
a °n,'''' a*. ''"'"'
'
n. ""yng '
BASKET and not the linotype got ”"
strokes the "mullato" with a
end) in search of the fleeing
er day. — NOT ONLY WAS he tended his talents in the world of dislikes De Carlo. The fact that cent, is the just due for the Paitier
the article is reasonable. —SEND- beating wifey but way he was ,
you'll see in "Band Of Angels'.
flooring punch.
entertainment, and is including a her moving in as the new slave
choose
to
didn't
or
ER FORGOT,
walking and talking caused many casting and circelating bureau in mistress deposes Carolle Drake
sign name and phone number was to believe "wet goods" had him
as "top mistress" is naturally
his repertory of interests.
letter.
the
included
in
—NOSnot
In tow.. —
The newly incorporated agency resented by the latter. Carolle
EY. HOWEVER, did a little in
The Gist St. gang trying to find will promote artist, acquire stor- even tries unsuccessfully to aid
vestigating and learned a thing out the intentions of the handsome lea,
songs, register actors and 0th- her escape from the Gable home
or two. — AMONG THEM that guy, that flew in from New Or- Cr performers for motion pictures, as good riddance romantically.
the, writer may well have been leans, for glamorous model, Vivien television, make tape recordings,
But Hamish will not treat Man..
an ex-suitor of the wife involved P. Birthday . . , Also who sent etc. it was announced,
thy any other way because he
in the rumor who has been jilted. the flowers, from far off Montreal.
Grgena, an executive of Liberty now realizes that he is in love
_ ODDLY ENOUGH the fellow Canada. In fact, they would like Records, has been signed
by an with her. When the Civil War
(the "ex") was not jilted because to know the senders of the flowers independent producer, to write six , erupts- liamish gives Manthy her 1
of a fourth party, as he thinks from right here in "Chi".
• songs for a screenplay to be re- 1 freedom and offers her a chance
but because wifey promised huh- , Hear tell Cordie King is in town leased through Warner Bros. stu- I to escape to the North, but she
by to go straight and sin no more for an operation.
refuses to leave until Bond tells
dio.
Doggett, who heads one of the
"Rock and roll has been blamed
SCORE KEEPER in that golf , Wonder how that certain Model
her that he was once a slave Iramost outstanding combos in the
match at Pipe O'Peace Sunday Agency owner is taking it now thgt
I der. Heartbroken and. blinded with as the cause of everything from nation, insists that rock and roll
past was only thing that kept pair Al Williams and Dot Donegan are
momentary rage. Manthy flees the race riots and automobile acci- imusic is far less sexy and stimuplayers, prominent Southsiders. that way',
/
'
,
•
plantation to try to rebuild hew dents to juvenile delinquency and lating than the dances and music
'
from fighting it out fistiacally,
life in Ness' Orleans. Seth Parton forest fires," declared jazz organ- that Americans enjoyed
during
TROUBLE CAME when. a f t e r
The Sutherland Lounge Chi( REX REASON), an old suitor, ist Bill Doggett in a recent inter. those fast-moving "Roaring Twenmatch, loser "discovered" he had ego's popular fun spot is featuroffers marriage to Manthy, and
ties."
The Morgan Park Calendar Club she is tempted to accept but when view.
left his wallet and dough at home. i ing Jean Foffman and her Trio
will hold its annual Bowman Dairy she learns from Seth that
The popular King recording star
Hamish's
Party Wednesday night July 31, 7 plantation was in danger of
I_
being said that "It's about time for pollto 9 at the Bowman Dairy Cam- overrun by Union troops she re. ticians. teachers, preachers a n d C
pan)', 4125 S. State Street. Door turns to her tree love.
the police to let up and give the
prizes, Keno and gifts eill be
As she arrives, Rau-Ru, now a rock and rollers a break. T h e
among the features of the eve.- member of the
Union Army, has kids aren't nearly as bad as folks
Clunb mehibers, all of Morgan ' returned to the
plantation on which would have them be. I've traveled ,I "Sweet Smell of Success," startPark are, Ruby Jackson, Maude he had been
a slave. He is deter- more than 100,000 miles-a -year for ing Burt Lancaster, is the latest
Wonders, Leatha Raines Willis mined to kill
or capture his for- the past five years, appearing at motion picture to find its sound
Hamilton, Mrrg Simpson, Irene ma; master.
Rani-Ru manages to danees, theatres and clubs, and track used as a source for popuPollard, Mary Hohinson, Frances''trap Ffamish
but when Manthy I've found that the youngsters are lar nuu.dc recordings.
s- the acting. Gable
Decca Records is issuing two
which grew in warmth as she Mum!, Nellie Bellamy and
,s himself; in most eases better behaved than
By CARL DITON
sir Slabs.
the adults we play for,"
long playing albums, an extended
waded thru the role, saturating
Rock and roll music, which has play album and two regular speed
NEW YORK — (ANP)
it not Infrequently with tenderness.
been steadily booming In popu- recordings of its music. Timed to
urn Concerts, Inc., gave outdoorl
orchesoccasions
the
On
several
postponed
frwr
larity despite the reports that it coincide with the world premiere
recognition Sunday
is on the decline, was cited by the engagement of the Norma-Curtthe night before due to inclement tra bungled somewhat accompanbe
remust
cadences.
But
it
ist
HOLLYWOOD,
Aids"
Calif.
—
(ANP)
Interpret:lions
years
song
Negro
'
For
new
famous Hammond organ stylist as leigh Productions picture released
t6
a
weather.
in the person of Gloria Davy, a membered that a concert sym- —Ella Fitzgerald was the star on with that special Fitzgerald touch -the one type ,of music that can through United Artists, the record,
Brooklyn soprano. in an abbreviat- phony orchestra is a different ve- Hollywood Bowl's "Pops" concert which combines sincerity, feeling serve as an outlet for that tre- ings feature the special back.
SHAPELY AND TALiA run
and onrity of sound, have kept her mendous hunch of tensions and an- ground music written by Elmer
hones- Brown. is the owner
ed concert version of Vetch's great hicle from an operatic one. With which closed the 2nd week
of
the
in its scope, however, the Stadon top in the competitive, popu- xieties that
•
• hi
opera.
todas's young- Bernstein and the "cool" jazz ul I of
lar music field.
the Chico Hamilton quintet,
sters."
raves from McKie Fitzhugh's
Mies DaNy haa a good voice, ium Orchestra declared itself well. summer season.
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Louis Jordan Gains
Another Year, Then
Loses His Wardrobe
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Poitier Steals
Pix From Gable
Rob Roy Writes
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THE OLD AND the new mistress,
the,' are Carolle Di ski', left, orig.
mat "mistress" of the Clark Gable home and Yvonne DeCarlo
whom the actor "bought of slave
mart' and nio‘ed into the num•
her one spot In both his heart and
the household to the displeasure
of Carolle. In this scene Carolle
Is suggesting means of escape for
slavery for Yvonne, a move, if
successful, would separate Yvonne
from the big boss and open the
way for her (Carolle's) return to
the favored spot in Gable's household and romantic affections.

NEWPORT, R. I. — (,ANP):_
Negroes who have had an imPirtant part in the development- of
jazz were certainly in evidencti at
what is reportedly, "the world's
greatest jazz show." The re4nt
1957 Newport Jazz Festival, broke
all previous attendance recoils,
with more than 50 000 jazzophitell
attending.
Highlights of the four day coltsbration were, a gala birthday party
for Louis Armstrong, Ella Fitzgeralds memorable songs, and the
driving band of Dizzy Gillespie,
Jackson, who appeared as the first
gospel singer to entertain at the
jazz affair Other prominent Negro entertaMers appearing were
Count Basie, Sarah Vaughn, Eartha Kitt and Duke Ellington.

Morgan Park
Calendar Club

ko

Disc Jockey Lounge. Re at
T
shares spotlight with Dr. Jo '
in Adanic, Paul Bascomb aid
Billy C'anntie.
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Dear Mme. Charge: I'm a lone- in marriage. I promise to answer
some soldier stationed in France. all letters and exchange photos.
Miss Ann Smith, 539 Claremont
I would like to correspond with
Parkway, Bronx, N. Y.
young ladies between the ages of
•••
18 and 21 who are seeking the
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
best things in life. I promise to
lonely guy in search of a comanswer all letters and exchange
panion. I'm 24 years old, dark
and, weigh
photos. I'm 6 feet tall and
brown complexion, height 5 feet,
about 175 lbs. My hobby is
6 inches. I don't want to be vain
interesting people from all wet..s but I'm not
ugly nor am I handof life. Pvt. Albert Washingtoe, some, I'll just
say I'm not hard on
RA17436124, H and S Co. 850th, the
eyes I would like very much
APO 16, New York, N. Y.
to hear from young ladies from
* ••
26 to 30 weighing about 118 to 120,
Dear Mme. Chante. Will you 5 feet-4 or 5, nice looking, good
letter
in
your
publish
my
please
common sense and above all able
column. I am 22, brown skin, to think for herself. I hope she
weight 150 lbs, 5 feet, 9 inches is a Catholic. Merwyn Evault, 5018
tall, with nice length black hair. S. State, Chioago, 111.
My faith is Church of God in
• ••
Christ. Would like to meet a man
Dear Mme. Chante: I am an elof the same faith or a good derly woman who would
like to
Christian. Miss E. Wright, 1721 W. meet an elderly man.
I am brown
Silver, Memphis, Tenn.
skin, 5 feet plus, weight about 142
•••
lbs Would like him to be emDear Mme. Chante: You have ployed. Miss Alberta Young, 539
helped so many people find happi- E. 44th st., Chicago 15, Ill.
ness. I trust you can help me.
•••
I am 23, 5 feet, 4 inches tall,
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
weight 130 lbs., medium brown a pen pal. I am a Jamaican born
complexion and considered attrac- girl, 33 years of age, height 5
tive. I would like to meet gentle- feet, 2 inches, weight 156. Hopmen between 26 and 36, sober ing for an early reply. Nancy
and a Christian who is interested Smith, 48A Manchester ave., May
Pen, P. 0. Clarendon, Jamaica,
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Dear Mme, Chante: I am a Ghanian who wants pen pals in the
By REV. W. J. FAULKNER
cepted "Southern way of life."
United States and would be gratemany churches in the South acful if my name would be publish- American Churches and the Negro tually practiced integration. T h
ed in your publication so that By W. D. Weatherford, Christ°. rigidly enforced separation of the
I may get someone to correspond pher Publishing House, Boston, races today is a modern evil
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
which arose out of the bitterness
staff and the families are leaving with. G. A. Adjaye, Ministry of $3.50
"The present day prejudice (of of the abolitionist movement ahd
Accra, Aug. 1 to join their hus- Trade & Labor, Labor Division.
The freeloader's who went out
bands here. In the group is the P. 0. Box 80, Takoradi, Gold the white man) is worse than that the post-Civil War reconstruction
to the Polish EmLassy last week
of the ante-bellum planter. .The period. He thinks that if the reliwife of Major Seth K. Anthony. Coast.
expecting to feast from a festive
•••
planter jqined the same church gious zeal of the Southern forethe consul and his five children.
board, received a rude jolt when
•••
Dear Mme. Chante: I am writ- with his slave and partook uf the fathers could be re-captured that
all they got was cheese an stale
Probably one of the most ver- ing this letter because I am very same communion elements, be- better human relations would recrackers. Even the liquor ran out.
satile persons in Washington is much interested in joining your cause he believed the Negro was -suit, both North and South.
stomaches
growled
While empty
John Massey. By day, he's a club. I am 27 years old, 5 feet, 8 the son of the same God which
Dr. W`eatherford cites front the
In the 100 degree heat. the Iron
draftsman it the Labor Depart- inches tall, complexion — d sPY k he worshipped; but the present record, for example, that Negroes
Curtain diplomats were buttnnholhave
fallbrown,
seems
to
hair black and ant of me- church member
ment. After hours, he's a disc jocand whites worshipped together
leg fhe American politicians anxkey, newscaster, sometime band dium build. My profession is elec- en into the error of thinking that in the Protestant Episcopal Churiously inquiring al to when they
trician.
of
God,
George
McNish,
the
Negro
is
not
a
child
69
N.
St.,
leader and a composer of no
ches of South Carolina. "By 1810,
could expect the foreign aid bill
Kingston, Jamaica, BWI.
but a kind of step-child." Thus the Church in South Carolina could
mean ability.
••
to pass and the surplus food consspeaks Dr. Willis D. Weatherford, report 193 colored communicants
modfties promised Poland.
Dear Mme. Chante: It is my an aristocrat of the Old South, in Charleston alone, 120 in St.
greatest pleasure to have'a pen and a. distinguished scholar, in Phillips Ind 73 in St. Michaels."
Sen. Hubert Humphrey who is
friend abroad to know the custom his recent thought - compelling Integration was practiced there 141'
a member of the Senate agriculturof the country and to exchange book on the attitudes of the lead- years ago.
al committee, informed them that
ideas. / am 24 years old, light in ing American churches toward the
all business was at a standstill
Baptists, Methodists, Quakers,
color, black hair and eyes, height Negro, as a slave and a free Lutherans, Catholics, Presbyteriuntil the civil rights bill was dis5 feet, 4 inches tall. I am a stu- citizen.
pose-4 of whereupon the impatient
ans and Congregationalists likedent nurse. I shall be very grate- The author's well - documented wise soukht to teach colored peodiplomats wanted to know why so
wasted
on
thesis
comes
with
was
being
ful
if
help
to
t
h
e
time
you
would
much
publish my name.
ple the love of God through Christ.
this.
Martha 0. Rodriguez, Metropolitan troubled consciences of our mod- "That the (white) Baptist church
•
surprising
Hospital,
churches,
from
a
eft
Kingsland
Rd.,
London,
On top is a $92 million dollar
in Portsmouth, Va., called a Nesource. He attempts to prove, es- gro pastor. . .That twInty eight
Englaed.
loan to.Poland and to make their
•
•
•
to
Southern
Churchmen,
pecially
Pules
the
impressive.
more
ease
of Charleston's . most prominent
Dear Mme. Chante: I w oi 1 d that the early slave holciers did not.
decided that no more effective
Frank K. like to meet a nice young lady reject their black brothers from white citizens joined a Negro PresSAN FRANCISCO
way would be then to put theie
Clarke, president of Ajaye Clarke between 18 and 20, with light com- the ministries of the Church, or byterian church, and agreed in
guests on starvation rations.
associates announced last week plexion. I am a young man 28, refuse to worship in the same advance never to take the leader•• •
the'appointment of John L. Wilks weight 142 lbs., with brown skir. I house with them, as most white ship out of the hands of Negroes."
When beautician Kitty Higgs got
as special assistant to the presi- have a good job. L. I. Ryan, 4401 Christians do today. Instead of re- And so on, the author cites from
reports of these ante-bellum churready to open a new shop, she did
dent
and supervisor of the public Industrial, Flint, Michigan.
ligious segregation being the ac- ches evidences of deep religious
her own smart job of public relarelations department.
tions: To women reporters came
concern for the spiritual life of
MEMBERS OF THE Amen.
of recipes from the 48 sever.
Va., president of Boys Nation,
Was, a graduate of West Vit.
,
invitations for a free hairdo in the
colored people, "as possible sons
nors. Presenting the flags,(U.
can Legion's Boys Nation call
and Kenneth A. Doudrea, ginia State college ('49), receiv•
morning and the males of the on President Eisenhower and
of God, who had a right to every
S. flag, Abilene, Kansas, Flag,
Cleveland. Ohio, vice president ed his masters degree from BosFourth Estate were invited to join
privilege of the Church ... but,
and American Legion flag)
present the Chief Executive
of Boys Nation. INP Sound. ton university school of public rethem at 4 p.m. for cocktails.
politically and economically, t h e
are Thomas Peake, Norton,
with three flags and a book
photo
lations and communication C56).
•••
slave rested under the curse and
Wilks
gained
acclaim
throughout
there
A recent survey shows
had no standing."
comfort.
for
their
hours
was
spared
before
ing
departure
time
when
bill
of
withholding
federal
funds
hackers
in
the
are )1,600 licensed
The author condemns the modhanded him. from districts that defied the SuDistrict who work full time or They had a common recreation his passport was
ern Churchmen in harsher terms
•.•
televispreme Court decision.
part'time at cab driving. Between room where they watched
than he does the old planter: "We
Ruth Dailey, secretary to Sen.
Meanwhile, he said he was trythem they operate over 8.000 ve- ion, but the instant a news show
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tional zone.
White Americans would do well
The bill, which seeks "full and hat stores, barber shops, departand are now considered experts.
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ing.
After Max registered a strong
equal enjoyment" of all places of ment stores, shoe stores, bath- to read this informative book, to
Two New York builders, James Each juror had his own or her Ruth is the sister-in-law of De- protest with the superintendent
pubic accommodation, was dis- rooms, restrooms, theatres, skat- get a truer picture of what the
McCree.
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spearRecently, the builders testified beauty shop by a policeman who lators like Powell to get nasty and "deliberate sabotage," which he
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quickly get rid of her racial Intel.
headed the 1957 membership drive conveyances on land, water or air,
before the New York City Coun- stood by during the operation. threatening letters, but last week called an insult to a member
public ac- erance if she knew this story. The
cil and said: "Race is not 3 factor When it was all over, and the "Max" found herself the target of of Congress and the protection for the country from his thesis titl- until his departure for the West and all other places of
Negro American will not like all
commodation.
his office staff.
ed,"A Study of Management Com- Coast.
In lowering or raising property verdict was brought in, all of the threats.
that the book contains because
• ••
munication with Agents of t h e He is a member of the Alpha
values. Both general experience jurors agreed that it "was differ- After she had placed a trans
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histories indicate that the triple
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ination to his soul; and many of
Continuing his studies at Har- nity, and the Public Relations So- estimated, the U.S. will have at the "good works" of the ante-belblights of over-crowding. ponr The party tossed by newsman the crucial developments in the the Liberian Embassy has become
least 16 million persons over 65
maintenance, and inadequate city Dave Reed of U. S. News and school aid bill, he asked her to addicted to the American hot dog. vard university he analyzed "For- ciety of America.
World Report in honor of two vis- draw up a letter over his signa- They're on his list of favorite mal Organizations" for the Busi- Wilks, a native of West Virgin- drawing $10 billion a year in retire- lum church, however well-intendservices breed slums.
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The all-white jury that found John Kasper and his fellow segregationists guilty
of contempt of a Federal court order during
the now famous Clinton trial performed a
significant service for the South and the
nation.
Regardless of. what extraneous considerations were operative in helping the jury
members reach their decision, it is refreshing to conclude that they proceeded on the
basic American belief in respect for law
and order.
By upholding the powers of the court
the jury announced its support of those
who know bnakes must be applied against

The fact that a handful of reactionary
Southern politicians have succeeded in the
emasculation of the real point of the current civil rights bill before the United
States Senate is no excuse for ending the
fight for civil rights nor any valid reason
for despairing about the force and soundness of American democracy. Previous
"lynchings" in America did not kill democracy.
There will be another day. And there
will be another civil rights bill with adequate provisions to insure that all American citizens are protected against the minority which has missed the boat in the
understanding and acceptance of Chriatiap,
democratic citizenship.
As Sojourner Truth once reminded
Frederick Douglas, in their struggle attainat
slavery, during one of their darkest and
most discouraging moments, "God is not
dead". The Negro's cause is still right.
And Southern politicians and their reactionary dupes to the contrarrnotwithstanding, the march of those who would make
and keep "America beautiful", with the
Ahright of every man, regardless of color,
Ilrcreed, or previous condition of servitude,
guaranteed equal in his pursuit of life, lib-
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Irresponsible elements who would promote
anarchy. By voting as it did in a case
saturated with the explosive issue of race
relations, the jury demonstrated that even
in the South a stand for what is right can
be taken without destroying the section.
By finding Kasper and his kind guilty, the
Jury gave a warning that there is a stopping point within the bounds of reason and
right for even those who have a knack for
playing on the prejudices and emotions of
people and turning them into senseless
mobs.
The Clinton Trial jury is to be congratu- TnE EXCUSES
lated.
Present day excuses %cinch are

erty, and happiness, still progresses. Despite temporary setbacks such as the deletion of Title III from the civil rights bill,
and the attack on Title IV. moat Americans
know deep down in their hearts, something
will have to be done to force certain elements in the population to stop denying
other people equal justice and opportunity
It's part of God's plan that such a time will

used by men as escapes from
meeting their obligations and facing their obligations come from
the following sources: (I) physical; (2) legal; (3) economic and
(4) social. In this day of public
school education few can use ordinary lack of basic information

as an excuse.
All four of these excuses are
highly relative as well as factually inaccurate. Whether a man
meets his obligetions or faces hia
responsibilities is a matter of motivation according to Ns hat moti.
rates hm. Whether he is inotivat•
ed by fear of pain or his love of
right.
The greatest weakness in men
of this age also the greatest danger to American democracy is the
failure of too many Americass to
meet their obligations and face
their responsibilities as American
cititens.
The obligations and the responsibilities of citizenship are equally binding upon all who are•born
in America. These obligations and
responsibilities are not one way
streets. They apply to all regard
less of color or what have you.
They include respect, recognition
and representation without controls, - without walls.
OBLIGATED
The only limits should be personal ability and rights and recognition of the rights and abilities
of others. Every citizen is obligated to work for the rights of others
even at the expense of his own
welfare. This is the only way ha
can pay his debt to those who
sacrificed to make America great.
uotIng my pastor, Rev. A. M.
Williams, "The only way to tiav
your debt to the past, is to obligate
the future to you."
Every American is indebted to
any and all wife> have made contributions to this country's greatness. All of us found this HERE.
What have we done to make it
better for others than We found
it? This is our obligation also our
responsibility,

All On A Summer's Day — Out Manhattan Way
-_
New York's new Theatre-Under- Boat" will become • reguk.r in Paris for S numb :.of years
downtown
end
of part of New York's summer PoIt- now.
the-Stars at the
Central Park is a charming place ular entertainment.
The theatre where this picture
to spend a summer evening.
Alternating with a movie at the is playing' is. I believe, an anJust off the lake and surround- Central Theatre on Broadway, night movie house. 9611 you find
ed by trees, it has a backdrop of there is an entertaining little col- Yourself at loose ends on Broadreal skyscrapers behind it, dotted ored vaudeville-revue with a line way in the wee small hours, and
with skyhigh lights at night.
of pretty chorus girls and Louise have not enough greenbacks left
It is a significant sign of progress that
Recently I saw there Cab Cal- Woods and Leslie Scott sharing for a jazz session at Birdlime'.
the civil rights bill even reached the deloway's ''Cotton Club Revue of the vocal honors. And Flournoy you can drop into a showing of this
bate stage in the U. S. Senate. Such a de1957" and found it vociferously en- Miller teams with Mantan for the much-discussed film importation
velopment has not occurred since Recon- Something of a hstory-makng kids
tertaining with the mikes tuned comedy, the whole providing a and keep
p cool•
here. They help keep t h e
up
so loud not a bird in the park pleasant air-cooled hoer for a hot
struction.
Uptown in Harlem these sumevent is scheduled for Memphis youngsters out of the bayous,
could
sleep.
Now is the time for the Negro to join sports and recreational lovers on creeks, draining ditches, rivers an
day when it is a relief to escape mer nights, two of the loudest and
Abbey Lincoln was lovely to the high temperatures Manhattan liveliest spots are Smalls Para..
forces with other aroused groups in Amer- Aug. 7.
the like. Thet, remove the excuse
look
upon
Lonnie
Satin
sang
in ins been experiencing this sum- disc and the Baby Grand. Since
ica in redoubling his fight for equal civil For the first time in the mem- for going to such danrerous places
no uncertain fashion; Norma Mil- mei-.
Smalls instituted its recent polirights. His struggle has now become the ory of living Stemphians a Ne as listed, including others.
ler danced amusingly, and Cab
1 cy of name combos and top Jim
gro swimming meet is schedulea.
The Central it fortunately not
Cost of admission to the pools possessed his usual personality
nation's fight against the foes of democ- Thanks
bands, it is crowded almost every
- as chillingly cold as are
to the presence of several
some of
racy. The Negro is now most clearly the public swimming
pools open to lo- is virtually nothing. The city, in plus, a very tine showman, in- the larger motion picture houses night.
focal point of those who realize that Amer- cal Negroes. . .under the super- cooperation with the Red Cross, deed.
Pricea are reasonable, and yoil 1`..could easilyevceantcihn
sarne likelyy . to se,anybody
ica cannot long exist part democratic and vision of the Recreational Division trains and supervises a corps of But the hit .of the show for me -onev''s4tdeereathonoef pneumonia,
s
from... • .
young
Negro lifeguards and pool was George Kirby - maybe orywhere In there ..- summer viapart fascist. The ranting and currently of the Park Commission. . .this
dog days.
supervisors,
who
safety and cause he made the least noise
itors, tourists, teachers and stus.
Jubilant senators who are the "lynchers" of first city-wide meet is made pos- proper conduct atinsure
Maybe the warmth generated by dents from such
the pools.
divergent placei-'
- with his -subdued but quite
the current civil rights bill are performing sible.
lively little show helps to keep as Tuskegee and Tacoma,
a
..
Not
wily do the pools provide wonderfuLimitatioris of Joe Louis,
The city maintains four pools.
the cooling system from getting
the service of calling the nation's attention
wholes
You
e,
might
even
Pearl
corms across i.
healthful recreation'
Bailey, and other current
Washington, Tom Lee, °lenge
too
cool.
Anyhow, as a Broadway
to a dangerous cancer in its body politic. Mound, and Brown.
Then there is for youngsters ... they also pro- personalities. He is a very hum- interlude any afternoon or evening, long lost cousin at Smalls, whent
Surgery is mandatory and must proceed. Fuller Park pool. Among private
vide a needed benefit for the olds- orous and talented young man,
you need not take a table to enthe
entertainment
at the Central joy the music.
Write your senator.
pools there is the one at I.eMoyne ters, will have sense and energy and got the biggest hand of the is 0, IC.
In the smaller and cosier back ..
college and the pool at Owen col- enough tfi avail themselves of their evening the night I was there.
And all tip and down Broadway room of the Baby Grand, many "
lege, although this latter is not facilities. A flock of middle-aged
If you are planning a summer
this
summer,
and in the neigh- out of town visitors may usually..
folk, with their middles beginning visit to New York,
Icemen to be in general use.
there is a borhood theatres as well,
there be found, too, enjoying the hep
But the swimming meet plan- to expand latt-ond all reason, would handsome show to see out at Jones
la striking from the civil rights bill all Eisenhower return to his previous full sup- ned
seem
to
be
films
playing with humor of Nipsey Russell, the gets-''
for Aug. 7, ought to lend new do well to discover the reducing Beach - a production of "Show
Negroes
in
the
cast,
their
names
ial master of ceremonies, introdue-Federal enforcement powers, the Senate port of the measure, saying that the Presi- meaning to the worth of the pools, powers of a few regular strtoces Boat" done from a real show boat
in the billing, and their pictures tog the customary ballad ginger,
has capitulated ignominiously to the un- dent's shift "leaves us, who support his to the money the city and others across or along. the edges of our that comes paddling around the displayed
outside.
local
public
swimming
pools.
bend full of talented performersbridled ranting of the Dixiecrats. As it program, in a very embarrassing position: spend for their mrintenance, and
Harry Beiafonte, Nat King Cole, bslhuaeke
andw howueislua.11sytatcokretni
now stands, the measure—stripped of its whenever we rise to defend the Adminis- their worth to the Negro populace A little time in the water will including the new tall, lanky young Carol Drake, Sidney Pottier, are the bill here where
continuous en--.
as healthful forms of recreation. not only clear away a lot of body colored dancer, Robert Popwell.
the colored actors in the French tertainment goes on until 4
deterrent features—amounts to a little tration, the rug i% pulled out from under
a.m.' 'Tentative program for the meet fat . . , it will also clear away
From
even
the
cheapest
dollar
version
of "The Respectful Pros- in the yawning.
more than a pious resolution.
our feet."
on Aug. 7 include a bathing beau- lot of fat around the mind and seats, one can see and hear very titute"
which
is having a 42nd
Then, if you still don't want to'
Senator Douglas was referring to past ty f...tere, open to 'tins in eeneint. spirit. It's one way of gelling away well, and there are
President Eisenhower pulled the rug
cooling breezes Street run. The background music go to bed, there is alwaya
Wells.
from under those who were backing the Presidential vacillation over the budget and swimming races, diving exhibition from the worries, annoyances, from the ocean to refresh you in is, so I her, by one of the writers
on Seventh ave.
really dello.Administration's formula when he repud- over the question of suspending nuclear and other phases of such events. and Petty cares of the work-a-day this marine theatre under the night of the song, "Lover Man", the ious chicken and for
waffles. By thenIt's a much more sensi- skies. Now in its
second seasa colored composer, Jimmy Davis, it is another day in Manhattaniated the injunctive powers contemplated weapons tests. In each of these cases, as Arrangements have been made by world.
Jo°.
recreational
concerned with ble activity than seeking escape in on the beach, maybe "S h o w who bas
been living and working dawn over Harlem.
under Section III of the legislation. An in the civil rights issue, the White House the pools toleaders
have trophies which a liquor bottle, around a card
atmosphere, in which surrender was inevit- blew hot and cold — or at least lukewarm, will be awarded to outstanding in- table, going to the ''dogs", or soakable, was thus created. It would appear that creating the impression that it did not, dhiduals and groups. The entire ing up the muggy. atmosphere of
affair is open tn the public with a beer tavern.
Mfr. Eisenhower's interest in this -vital issue know just what it wanted.
The net effect of the President's news no admission charge.
was rather perfunctory. He showed beyond
The least the alert folk of the
dispute that he was more concerned with conference comments on civil rights was The meet will be held at the city's colcred community can do
city's
oldest pool for Negroes. . will be to be on hand in big numappeasing the South than protecting the to step up the drive for a compromise, Washington
Park at Marble and bers to witness history being
constitutional rights of an oppressed min- which already was under way. Administra. North Second.
tion
leaders in the Senate got busy after The comment here is centered made in the way of recreationority.
al activity among local Negroes.
The President listened to Senator Rus- the President's comments and after a full- around the usefulness of the pools The meet will begin at 6 p.m on
dress
party
to
conference
the
community.
indicated
First
Republiof
all,
they
Wednesday,
Aug. 7. You ought to
sells' characterization of the main proviLast week I had the great good ern view that, in theory at least, jective of equality
opportunity
sions of the bill as a return to Reconstruc- can dissatisfaction with Section III of the provide a means of saving the be there to cheer, if not swim. fortune to talk with the students there could be equality of educa- and this business ofofintegration.
lives
of
hundreds
of
active,
healthy
bill.
Huth?
The
stage
was
therefore set for the
tion days. That to grant the Attorney GenThe link between equality and
in a Social Science class over at tional opportunity for all children
eral the discreticinary power to force com- nullification of the provisions that gave mmitiiimummtninumummoimmmitutontimiunnitinuniuntuniniiminuniiminiintittutini the University of Chicago. There
integration must be thoroughly
under a system of segregation. In
appreciated
pliance with the Supreme Court's school meaning to the legislation.
and understood by evwere about sixty of them, two short, the schools and the educaNow, having tasted victory, the Dixie-irdsr through the processes of Federal insections, during 3 brief lecture tional process could be separate eryone in order to clear some of
period and about half remained but equal as the court held in the the ghosts out of our minds- Once
juirctions, is to treat the South as a con- crats will not stop until they have extracted
for a question period. For about case of Plessy versus Ferguson. this has been accomplished, some
quered province in which Federal troops the remaining teeth out of the bill. And
questions will answer themselves.
two hours I was on th hot spot,
After many years of battling.
would be used to enforce racial integration. in the history of the affairs of men whithand it was completely delightful. the Supreme Court in 1954 was fi- Why do Negroes want to live next
And the President agreed to these extran- er on the battle field or in a legislative
Earlier Martin Graebner, the in- nally convinced that it was utterly to white folks? Why don't Negroes
forum, one concession invariably leads to
COUS interpretations of his own measure.
structor, who invited me over, had impossible to provide true equality attend to their own affairs? W h y
another.
There
is
no
need deluding ourThus the towel was tossed into the ring
remarked on the thrill one gets of educational opportunity to all don't they mind their own busiselves into believing that there will be a
upon watching a young person de- children where the schools were ness?
long before the showdown fight was joinThese questions fly like sparks
last-ditch stand on the question of Federal
vouring some new idea. The learn- racially segregated. What was the
ed. Senator William F. Knowland, the Reiniunction to safeguard the right to vote.
fascinating thing. basic objective? It was basically from the main issue. If a Negro
process
a
is
ing
rublican leader and strategy chief of the diswants to buy a home on the lakeThe Senate is in the mood to make further
It is also a two way street for equality of opportunity.
united bipartisan civil rights bloc threw up
front, he does not want to be told
both teacher and student learn
comnromise.
In this framework, integration
that such sections are for white
his hands in despair when he could not get
something front each other.
is not so much an end in itself
With the notable exceptions of Paul
only. Segregation walls him out
the President to take a strong stand on his
about
learned
means
as
end
a
to
the
we
I
all
thing.
one
For
Douglas, Jacob Javits and a precious few
and hems him in, and there is
own proposal.
some of things that seemed to be demand, equality of opportunity. no equality of opportunity here.
other Senators, in the main, our so-called
troubling many young white stu- As in education 90 in all other
Senator Paul Douglas, after hearing liberal friends of both parties have
The Negro wants to enjoy
deserted
dents regarding this matter of in- fields, there should prevail equal- the freedom that comes from true
what the President had said at his weekly to the Confederate flag. They
have betrayfrankly want ity of opportunity if, of course, equality and his decisions on
quite
tegration.
They
where
news conference, labored hard to have Mr. ed our trust.
to know what this race-mixing busi- we really subscribe to democrat- he lives, works, and plays ought
ness is s-11 about. Why is it im- ic principles.
to be based on his own ability
portant that the races integrate?
and cover sp. Republican leadThe question therefore to which and free will. If he chooses then
Why are Negroes so insistent on we must address ourselves is al- to segregate himself, at least it
ers in the Ream who bad PPSe
this mixing?
ways and forever equality of op- is a voluntary act without coerstens on the belief that t is° e
Incidentally the group before portunity. At least, that is my cion.
President stood foursquare for
It Is often dangerous and millwhich I spoke was addressing it- principal concern. Nevertheless,
the bill is its entirety, that Inself to the subject of "The Pro- we know that this equality cannot leading to try to simplify s very
Development."
system
school
in
operate
deed it was his owe bill, crack.
a
.in complex issue. The big point I
cess of Individual
The reading for the week for which color and race are used would like to make b that I ant
ed the whip and nodded 1st. Ili*
citRichard
the
separate
segregate
and
primarily and basically concerned
to
included
students
the
many a waverer.
with equality of opportunity. All
Wright's story of his early life, izenry.
PRESIDENTIAL LET-DOWN
The result was a smashing
"Black Boy." This book, of course, If this sounds very simple and of us who believe in democracy
like a general suddenly scatter- victory for the bill. That's why
1 When the smoke is cleared and
I will always remember because obvious to you, I only wish you should be similarly concerned. At
hag his troops after they bad
the historians get down to busiJoe Mortis and Rep. 'Leonetti
I never got over Wright's account could consider the thinking of a the same time we have abundant
been concentrated for an attack
Beating *early blew their stacks
nese, the greatest blooperoo of
of how he became a regular drunk- young white student. All he hears proof, if any Is needed, that the
and making a wide open path
when lite said be didn't know
modern times may be recorded
ard at the age of six.
is that Negroes want integration. principle of equality of opportunabout the bill.
as the Eisenhower let-down on for the enemy to come in sad
In attempting to give my view To him this is "race-mixing" with ity cannot be made to operate
annihilate them.
On the Senate side, the dam-.
l civil rights.
of thia race-mixing business I a great many unsavory connota- in a racially segregated society.
The presidential r e•er se
If there is no equality of apelikeage was irretrievable. ft gave
went back to the Supreme Court's tions, lie cannot figure out why
From a military standpoint,
caught even his closest aides by the Southerner, the opening they
rulings tn the education eases. that goal should be all-consum- tunity there is no democracy. it
I his press conference remark that
surprise and stunned them so, had bee, looking for and they "It lint that hes fond of watchin' me cut hair .. • Some- For a long time the United Statgs ing. He does not always make the there is no democracy, let's give
I there were some parts of the
times I snip off a bit of a customer's ear."
Supreme Court accepted the south' connection between the true ob- the country back to the Wises.
viderstaed, was they were barely able to try need it %ell.
.1 WI be
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Most of man's great Problems
stem from two great faults One
- his failure to meet his obliga•
lions and Two - his failure to
live up to his responsibilities.
Man is just indebted to this creator for use, liberty and protection. Man is also indebted to his
fellowmen for fellowship and for
services. The life, liberty and nrotection given him by his creator.
plus the fellowship and the services he receives from other men,
make him both obligated and responsible to his creator and his
fellow man.
Obligations and responsibilities
are demanding and exacting,
therefore, they require saerio
To sacrifice, one must deny himself. This is a tremendous ordeal.
As such, they are very, very, unappealing. Sacrifice is a shoe
which hurts the foot and a crown
of thorns which' hurts the head.
There is a natural fear in man
for any kind of hurts, therefore,
he seeks escapes from these hurts.
Man uses excuses as his main
avenues of escape. These excuses
always ippeal to reason. Reason
without truth is too often incorrect
because it is based upon opinion.
An opinion does not always inelude truth. Opinions may be colored by circumstances. Circumstances are too revelant to he accepted as facts.
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Barnes Sets Assodation Mark

iga

APPLAUSE FOR THE WOMEN
It was not idle talk that brought
A Bock of golfers were caper- I
ing-about the course at Chicago's ! 285 golfers from various sections
Fi O'Peace with enthusiastic ga- of the middlewest to compete in
iety Saturday and Sunday. They ' the CWGC tournament. Instead, it
were Intent upon committing may- has grown to this size because of
the work done by the women.
hem oa a little white ball.
Lydia Elligan, current president,
Mors than 215 struggled beneath
a boiling sun as they chased that has followed in the footsteps of
eltlave little white ball over la an illustrious group of former :hie(
fairways, and across a similar executives — Ann Robinson, Gernumber of greens. And all of this aldine Williams, Nettie Speedy and
had been arranged by the Chica- others. The progress of the club
go Women's Golf club, an organi- is indicative of the ability of the
Wien of gals who have done a leaders.
They worked hard in th. protremendous community service as
they have built this organization motion of the tourney, and they
from a few members to more than also worked hard during the tourney. Some of the girls, including
50.
And this tournament, which at- Ada Tilford, Judy Campbell, Liltracts golfers from every state in lian Woods, Mettle Armstrong,
the Mid-West, has grown from lesi Beulah Fair, Rita Baham and Dorthan 100 to the record-smashing othea Hooks were at the course
285 which competed in the tour- at 630 Saturday morning, a n d
ney that started Saturday a n d remained tintil all foursomea had
reported. The final ones came in
ended Sunday.
Part of this tourney is staled after dark.
And then they retired to the
as a memorial to the late Walter
Sneedy, one of those valiant souls (dub headquarters at Snaa S. Inwho was courageous enough hack diana ave. where the 19th Hole
in those days of the roarirw 1920e - was held. A delightful meal was
to attire himself in phis fours and spayed to the nlayers.
The tournament. rally surpassed
cut a few (elvers on the fairways
with others of that time and per- in entries by.the National, is erovo
ine
hai tears and bounda, nrimarinstilled
with
the
iod who were
ilv because those girls work like
same courageous spirit.
But those days are over the hill beavers.
They're indicated by their touram gone, but the memory hs
been the Inspiration behind the nament that they have a keen inexcelent work of the prevent terest in the development of golf,
and also a deep-seated interest in
r.,,•,,,hers and officials of t Ii
CWGC, wins have built the club community progress. More power
into one of the best in the country. to them.

1

BOB BAKER IS QUITTING
Bob Raker, the heavyweight contender from Pittsburgh, is no longer a contender for the heavyweight
boxing crown.
Well. hefty Bob has declared
himself out of the tussle. He made
the declaration last Wednesday
night In Chicago, shortly after he
had been severely punishad by Eddie Machen, the up and coming
Young heavyweight from the West
Coast.
Raker was bubbling with ecnfideuce prior to the 10-rounder in
Chicago 'tedium. He saw Machen
as a stepping stone to a step up
the ladder in his quest of a heaveweight championship bout. But Machen, a young h a r d-punching
heavyweight, proved to be a good
persuader with his hard lefts and
rights to Baker's head.

In fact, Machen did such a good
job that Baker's face was swollen
almost out of recognition. H
s
right eye was almost closed tight,
and the left was swollen. There
was also a mouse beneath Baker's
right eye
It was just a few years ago that
Baker was walking hard and talking loud. He had run up a string
of straighe victories, and many of
the boxing experts were touting
him as the logical successor to
Rocky Marciano.
But then Baker lost the touch
that had made him a feared man
in the ring. He was beaten in .a
number of bouts, including a defeat by Tommy "Hurricane" Jackson. And before you could say Will* Mays, Baker was going down
,and the slide had been
greased.

West Late Rally
Tops East, 8-5
' The East's defense cracked at on a double steal. Evans scored
a crucial moment and the West as Gibson was thrown out.
took advantage of it to chalk up
The East collected its first run
their 16th win in the 25th annual in the second
when Wilson dropEast-West game at Comiskey ped Johnny
Williams' fly to cenpark Sunday. The final score was ter. Williams
scored from second
8 to 5.
,
on Ray Aquillar's hit.'
With the score deadlocked at 5-5
The East put over another run
as the eighth inning opened, Felix
Ortez, New Orleans shortstop who in the sixth on three hits, includhad.replaced Albert Strozie r, ing a double by Dennis Harris,
Memphis, in the fifth, was safe Birmingham. The big explosion
when William. Wyatt, Birmingham that tied the score came in the
second baseman, booted h i i seventh when three hits, coupled
with a walk and an error, progrounder.- .
Eugene Williams. Memphis duced three runs.
The victory was collected by Wilrighthander. sacrificed Ortez to
second. Bob Wilson. Kansas City liams, the third of the West pitcenterfleld belted a double off the chers, while the loss went to Joe
wall in left-center, Ones scor- Elliott, Birmingham right-hander.
John Winston, Monarchs, started
ing from second.
for the West and yielded one hit
GENE WHITE SINGLES
James Valentine, Kansas City, in the three innings he worked.
batting for Johnny Evans, New He was relieved by Sam ThompOrleans, drew a walk, but Eugene sort, Monarchs, with Williams fin.
White, Kansas City first baseman, ishing.
lined a single to right, Wilson scot
, The East used Contienzio, Curing and Valentine going to third. tis Wright and Elliott.
Isaac Barnes, Memphis catcher
who had replaced Ira ?dela/light,
Monarchs, in the eighth, bounced
a single between Willie Ivory's
legs at third, Valentine scoring and
White racing to third.
Frank Marsha was called out
on strikes and Frank Robinson,
Memphis, popped to shortstop Herold Shade of the Detroit Stars.
The West had jumped off to a
three-run lead in the first two
innings of Caledonia Cinstienzio,
Detroit right-hander. Wilson
drew a walk to open the first, and
then' stole second base before Evans fanned. James Banks, Memphis first baseman who is leading
the Negro American league with
a .408 record, was called out on
strikes, but McKnight lined a single to right, .Wilson scoring.
Two More runs were added in
the second when Rufus Gibson,
Metnphis second baseman, lined a
single to left, and scored When
Orleans
Juke Sanders, New
leftfielder, poled a triple to deep
center. Sanders scored on Wilson's single.
DISPUTED PLAY — Rufus
Gibson of the West, shows
BANKS HOMERS
Banks blasted a homer off the (glassine first base, was called
out and then called safe in the
wall of the tightfield pavilion in
fifth inning of the East-West
the third, the hall hitting on top
of the wall and bounding hack onto classic at Comiskey Park Sunthe playing field The fifth run
day. Defender photo shows
East first baseman Alidnila
was entdIsd
the fifth when
Evans walked, moved to second
Johnson's foot off the hag
en Banks' single. Both advanced
which makes the umpire's de-

Hurls 43
Scoreless
Innings
OMAHA, Neb --(ANP)— Righthander Frank Barnes, in his second season in the American Association, has set a 57-year-o I d
American association record by
pitching 41 1-3 consecutive scoreless innings.
The Omaha Cardinals hurler,
unanimously. chosen to the annual AA all-star team, has shut out
five different clubs in the league.
His 2.40 earned run mark is the
lowest among the Association pitchers.
HAS 8-6 MARK
Barnes has a season record of
eight wins and six losses, pitching
eight complete games in 16 starts.
In his first 115 innings, he turned
in 102 strikeouts, second highest
in the league.
The Cardinals recently signed
Bob Gibson, just out of Creighton
university. He starred in baseball
and basketball for the 0 m a is a
school. Gibson winning his first
start in pro baseball with a 6 2-3
inning performance, is considered
an excellent major league prospect. He was sought by seven other major league organizations besides the Cardinals.
Gibson, incidentally, plans te
play basketball with the Harlem
Globetrotters this winter.
TRIAL WITH REDLEGS
The third tan member of the
Cardinals is infielder Milt Smith,
who has performed at second, third
and short this session. Smit h.
who has had a maior league trial
with the Cincinnati Redlets as well
as the Cardinals, leads Omaha in
doithleg with 15, in triples with it.
in hits with 75 and in runs seemed
with 50. His current battinv average is .260 and he has knocked in
40 rune.
Smith was an outstanding hitter
with San Diego in the Pacific Coast
League in 1955, when his contract
was purchased by the Redlegs. He
failed to hit major league pitching
and was sent back to the coast
loop in 1956, when he played for
Seattle. His contract was tranferred to the Cardinals in an of:
season trade.
In 1955 and 195d, he lead the
Pacific Coast league in triples.

Tommy Bolt
Wins Eastern
Open Tourney
BALTIMORE, Md. — (INS) —
Tommy Bolt of Los Angeles won
his first taurnament in two years
when he shot a one-under-par 71
to capture the $20,000 Eastern
Open golf tourney with a 72-hole
total of 276.
Torrid Tommy blazed through
an opening round of 64 to se: a
coarse record and then stayed in
front the entire route by adding
rounds of 72, 69 and 71 to fall
one stroke why of the tournament
course reeord at the Municipal
Mount Pleasant layout.
Fred Hawkins of El Paso, Texas, and Bill Casper of Bonita,
Doug Ford of Mahopae, N. Y.,
Don Fairfield of Casey, Ill., and
Frank Stranahan of Toledo. Ohio,
deadlocked at a81. Billy Collin!:
of Grossingers, N. Y., was next
with 282,
Bolt's victory also assured
Thundering Tommy of a place on
the U. S. Ryder Cup team this
year. Both Bolt and Hawkins
were borderline cases until their
Baltimore fshea.

cision valid. The play started
when Gibson bounced East
shortstop William Wyatt who
tossed to Harold Shade who in
turn fired to Johnson to complete the play. The ball heat
labium, but Johnson's foot off
the bag nullified the twin-killing. The Nest non, 11-5. (Be.
fender staff photo by Rhoden)

TI

Covington Hikes
Hopes Of Braves
Early this season, Wes Covington, the sophomore Milwaukee outfielder, was sent down to the Wichita of the American association.
He had not hit as expected.
Then, oddly enough, when the
Braves needed more punch, he
was recalled. Manager Fred Haney, of the Braves, has no complaints about his hitting now. At
the Polo Ground..., in New York
last Saturday, Covington rocked
two home runs and that kept the
Braves atop the National league
standings.
Covington hit a solo home run
in the seventh inning, and in

•

the ninth, after the Giants had
tied the score, Wes blasted one
against the roof of the polo grounds
with a teammate on base, to give
Milwaukee a 7-to-5 victory. The
di ice was Covington's eight hom
en of the season.
•
THREE ARE HURT
Three of Covington's teammates
—outfielders Hank Aaron a n
Billy Bruton and infielder Felix
Mantilla — were sidelined with injuries. Bruton and Mantilla were
injured when they collided in Philadelphia.
Aaron, in midst of a drive to
win the National league triple
crown in batting, suffered an ankle
injury. When he was forced out of
action, Aaron was batting .352. He
was leading the majors in hits
(130), runs batted in (78) and home
runs (29). He also led the NL in
,
runs scored (71).
John Rosebtro, regarded as the
eventual successor to Roy Cam
panella, Brooklyn's great catcher,
hit a 3-run homer to give t h e
Dodgers a 6-to-3 victory over the
Chicago Cubs. Roseboro had delivered only two major league hits
before his game-winning homer.
Other weekend home run hitters
included George Crowe, Cincinnati
(his 21st) Elston Howard, N e w
third round of their 10-rounder
ON TIll. '1ARGET — Eddie
York Yankee (his sixth); Ernie
Machen (right) bounces a left
in Chicago, last Wednesday
Chicago
Cubs
Banks, the
this lath
off the -wise of Bob Baker, • night. The young Californian
and 19th); Willie Mays, New York
Pittsburgh heavyweight, in the
won a unanimous decision
Giants this 18th) and Al Smith,
the Cleveland Indians (his seventh).
Howard, incidentally, came out
of the worst slump of his career
(0-for-22) against Cleveland last
Friday night. He blasted t w o
doubles and a single to lead the
Yankees to a 9-tol. victory. The
spree raised his average from a
dismal .229 to .237.
SMITH HAS TROUBLES
Another slumping player—smith,
the
t iird sacker — not
only was having his troubles at
the plate, but with the fans. After a bad night against the Yankees (three strikeouts and an error), Smith blasted the Cleveland
*fans and declared that he wanted
to be traded. Smith prefers to play
the outfield, but has been handling the third base assignment most
of this season.
In the National league, three tan
players, besides Aaron, are among
the first 10 batters:
Mays, with a .316 mark, 102 hits
and 54 RBIs. He leads the majors in stolen bases with 25 thefts
in 36 attempts.
Frank Robinson, Cincinnati, .303,
106 h. and 42 RBIs.
Crowe, with .313 mark, 22 home
runs and G6 runs batted in.
In the American league, three
tan plaaers were among the leading batsman; Bobby Boyd, Baltimore, .326. Minnie Minos°, Chicaro
go White Sox, .306,
Brooks Lawrence, the Cincinnati
righthander, got credit for his nth
victory of the season, equaling ihe
number compiled by Ruben Gomez of the New York Giants. Lawrence has lost five, Gomez eight,
Sam Jones has won 8 and lost
three, and the St. Louis righthander is third in the league with
strikeouts (92). Don Newcombe,
Brooklyn's righthander stood at 9
and-7.
In the American League, Connie
Johnson's record remained at 7- ga
and-6 after he failed to finish his
last two starts.
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over Baker. who later said
he was retiring from the ring.
(Defender photo by Rhoden)

Bob Baker To Retire From Ring— • •
Taking A Beating From Macher

THIRD—Harriet Powell, Evanston, Ill, finished third Ii, the third
flight in the women's division of
the Chicago Women's Golf club
tourney at Pipe 0' Peace. Saturday and Sunday. (Defender
photo by Lyles)
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Cil Turner Beats
rinitiffran j RenPat

ST. PAUL. Minn. — Gil Turner
of Philadelphia ounched out a
unanimous
10-round
decision
Thursday night over Del Flanigan
at Midway stadium in St. Paul.
Turner concentrated on body
punches throughout the bout as he
repeated an earlier victory he had

I.

•• •

A WINNER — Vivienne Brig.
ham (left), Chicago, won the
fourth flight in the women's di% ision of the Chicago Women's Golf club tourney at'.

Miss Gibson Will
,Defend ATA Title

;

WILBERFORCE, -Ohio — The
40th annual national championships tournainent, sponsored by
the Ammican Tennis association,
will be played on the courts at
Central State college here, Aug.
19, through the 24th, according to
announcement made this week.
Althea Gibson, winner of the
women's title at Wimbledon, England, will return to defend %he
championship she has won for a
long number of years. Robert Ryland, Nashville, will be back to
defend the men's crown—

Johnson Pitches
His Third Shutout

Althea Gibson, the new Win)bledon tennis queen, last Sunday set
her sights on becoming the lust of
her race to win the cove,..ed U. S.
national women's tennis championBALTIMORE — Righthander
ship.
Miss Gibson moved closer to Connie Johnson pitched his third
that objective alter again defeat- shutout of the season Thursday,
ing her Wimbledon finals opponent, a five-hit 3-to-0 victory for the
Miss Darlene Hard, 6-2, a-3. in Baltimore Orioles over the Detroit
straisiin sets, to win the 47th an- Tigers.
Johnson, who won his eighth
nual National Clay Ccurts women's singles title at suburban game against six defeats, permittRiver Forest. Ill Tennis chib. ' ed only one man to reach second
The match, televised throughout base as he accounted for the tenth
the Chicago area and played in 90 Baltimore shutout of the year, as
degree heat, was almost 3 replica many as Oriole pitchers were able
of Miss Gibson's conquest of Miss to post all of last season.
Hard at Wimbledon, when the 29- nunnumwmonnommummumiimmunninii
veagola cannonball stroker from
CHARLEY MAXWELL,
Harlem in New York also won on
AL KALINE OUT
straieht sets.
FOR THREE WEEKS
However, last Sunday's victory
was a special achievement for
NEW YORK — (INS) — The
Althea. who is currently the toast
of the entii e tennis world She be- Detroit Tigers, battling tri get
came the first Negro ever to win back into the pennant fight, received had news when they were
a ma)m' U. S. tennis title.
Victory at River Forest signaled told that outfielders Al Kaline
and
Charley Maxwell uould be
her future success at Forest Hills,
N. Y., where the national cham- out of action "for about three
weeks."
pionships will he played late this
The prognosis Was made by
summer. Now the ranking woman
tennis player in the world. Miss Dr. Charles Neer following an
Gibson has beaten every player of examination of the players at
note both in the United States and New York's Hartnesa Pavilion.
Kaliline and Maxwell are sufabroad'. She has also won every
major
tennis
tournament in fering from torn muscles sna•
tat ed in last Friday's nIght
Europe and Asia.
game against the New York
Yankees.

"I'm through with boxing."
That was the statement which
Pittsburgh heavyBob Baker,
weight, made last 'Wednesday
night, shortly after absorbing a
severe pounding at the hands of
young Eddia Machen of Redding,
Calif.
Speaking through puffed lips as
be lay on a rubbing table, Baker,
whom experts insist possess the
fastest hands in boxing, said he
was fed up with his recent ring
obviously have
fortunes, which
taken a turn for the worse. The
beating by Machen, in a 1-round
nationally televised bout in the
Stadium was evidently the clincher.
"I'm through with this thing
(boxing)," he mourned- "Why
should I go around getting beaten 41)
up? Does it make sense to stay
around and let guys punch me
around like that?" He referred
to the glove job Machen did on
him before 1,037 ringside fans
minutes earlier.
And a thorough job it was. Erom
the first through the 10th round,
Machen fed him a steady -stream
of hot leather. He was "all shook
up" at the end.
Throughout the interview. Baker,
who went into the fight at a flabby
219 pounds as compared to Machen's 192 kept shaking his head,
as if tooelear away the cobwebs.
He was obviously still dazed.
A reporter asked him about his
future plans. "None," he snapped,
as he humped up and headed for
the shower.

Pipe 0' Peace Saturday and
Sundas. althea McFarland,
Chicago, didn't win, but was
among the conipetitors. (Dc.
fender photo by Lyles)

Tigers To Meet
Aggies In First

Adult Student
Can 'Skip' A
Grade Like Kid

A boy or girl can come home
proudly at the end of the school
term and boast to their parents
that they have skipped a grade—
but can a parent, who, attends
Kentucky adult evening
By EARL S. CLANTON III
View, Lincoln, and
schools, return home
State.
and boast likewise to his youngNASHVILLE, Tenn.—The Tenn. '
"This is by no means a light sters?
State university Tigers will face
schedule," moaned Coach GenThe adult student can boaot in
a Argil eight-game football sche- try. "My
boys will. have to he this fashion if he
participates in
dule this fall, and one of the
up for each game or we'll be the aceelerted workshop program
toughest games on the schedule
beaten. Every one is out to snap which is offered at four of the pubwill be 'he opener with North
our string."
lic evening school, Austin, Schurz,
Carolina A,gries here on the TigThe game against the North Lake View, and Englewood, operers home grounds.
Carolina Aggies here on Sept. 28 ated by the Chicago Board of EduLast year Coach Howard C.
will mark a renewal of the rival; cation under the supervision of Bur
Gentry, making his initial start
ry between the two schools that ton Duffle, director of education
as head coach, was named the
ended in 1950. In 1049, Tennessee's extension.
"coach of the year.'' His team,
first encounter with the Agigais, The accelerated workshop pro1111M1110111110111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111 starting with three straight wins,
the Tigers won 20-13, in the Wash- gram at the Englewood Evening
Originally only the beet leaves ran their season total to 17, ington Capitol classic.
•
sehool, 6201 So. Stewart ave. enwere edible. Cultivation gradual- climaxing the year with 41-39
ables adults to complete their
1957 TIGER SCHEDULE
Florida
victory
over
spine-tingling
ly increased the size of the roots
high school education in t h e
Orange
M,
in
the
annual
A
and
Sept
28,
A
&
T;
Oct.
5,
Langsuntil it has become a root rather
shortest possible time. An evening
.,Blossom CIPSFIC.
ton; Oct. 12. Grambling; Oct 19,
than a leaf vegetable.
schoolstudent who has done credFollowing the opener with the Olthl; Oct. 26, Central State; Nov.
itable work in the regular classes
Aggien, Coach Gentry's Tigersl 2. Oven; Nov. 9, Southern! Nov. or one semester may
gained over Flanigan.
qualify for
Turner weighed 150 pounds and take on Langston, Gramblinst! 16, Prairie View State; Nov. 23, registration in the workshop proFlanigan 1411.
Central State. Southern, Prairie! Lincoln; Nov. 2.11, Kentucky State. gram.
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••StoryOfLone Woman In Air Force Course
Tan Patients Are
••SeldomAdmitted

By PETER BRADBY
Negro in an administration and
I
you send the n ii r s e, management course for Air Force
please?" patients often ask a lit- supervisors at Knoxville's Air Retle tan woman in white at Knox- serve Center. Before completing
ville, Tenn.'s St. Mary's Memor- her training at Meharry Medical
ial hospital.
college, Nashville, Tenn., M r S.
"I am the nurse,' is always Reid attended Knoxville college
in
her warm reply.
•
her honietown for two years.
Mrs. Barbara Reid, 1952 Me- IN OBSTETRICS
harry graduate, is the only reg• "I delivered twins last Sunday,"
istered nurse of color in this hos- the 28-year-old nurse chanted
pital. which caters primarily to proudly. "The patient wasn't
suptl.e local rank and file. Negroes. posed to be in labor.
. .they were
rich or poor, are barely ad- prematures," she
added. So it
mitted for emergency treatments seems that obstetrics have
become
alone. One other Negro RN has her sneciality: not he choice
nec'Worked at the hospital before, essarily, but that's where she has
hut her stay was so short that no always landed a job. Judging
from
one remembere her,
her vigorous denortment of five
I She Is also the lone woman and feet and six inches worth
of 120

•

pounds around the OR department,
Sister Merida added: "It Is not
her heart will forever long to on, own- doing. , .we have to ad"hear a new horn baby cry."
here to the.laws of East TennesAnd every cry she hears is lily see." ,
white, for Negro bed patients are .A white physician who h a d
not accepted at the hospital. The worked with Mrs. Reid at Uniwriter asked Catholic Sister Ma- versity of Tennessee hospital recrieta, head of Nursing Service, "It ognized the nurse's competence
there any policy forbidding ac and recommended her for the poceptance of Negro bed natients?" sition at St. Mary's. She didn't
NO PLACE FOR NEGRO
know about the recommendation
PATIENTS
pistil St. Mary'r, offered her a jch
"We don't have any Private soon after she had quit '11.-T.
place or any one wine that we They placed her in the OR sec.
could deYote to that," she replied. lion which consists of about 3;
Yet most of the hospital's inn beds and 15 nurses
rooms are private or semi-sari"Sometimes there is an OVerflow
"-e5 esrlusiv• hosnitel bee because folk on home when they
ate 9
no wards for Bull patients. ent ready." Mrs. Reid ntlyened.
Each room has a telephone and She finds it anmein-! In
the
television gets are Olen rented. maids bring go)rns and the pa.
Since the "filthy rich" from Knox- Dent's kids, The chauffeur assists
ville's fabulous Kit:lesion Pike area sp ith the has and it ell seems
comnrise the hulk of bed natiente, that "rn orn m le", headed for ma the hospital's charity work is naive ternits: (neofessionalle shbre.
,-teel
[mired. Some Negroes net:hats OB), is off on a vacation. When
could buy the hospital. But like the new babv ,rrires, the doctor
others of hue, they can only get throws fat on the fire as an ego
emergency treatments,
remedy by telling the mother of

New UnitTo
Fight N. Y.
School Bias

NEW YORK - A central unit
for school zoning will he set up
by the New York Board of Education as part of its program to
promote integration.
The unit will he headed by an
assistant superintendent who will
function under the "personal attention" of Superintendent of Schools
William Jensen. It is expected that
the new assistant superintendent
will be Francis A. Turner, a Negro, who is now the assistant director of community education.
Turner would become the city's
second Negro assistant superintendent. The position pays $16,000 a
year which would be a $4,450 increase for ?timer Dr. John H.
King, in charge of School Districts
26 and 28 is Brooklyn, now holds
the opposition of an assistant superintendent.
Establishment of the zoning Mil
was recommended last December
by a subcomission on zoning, one
of the six subcommittees set UP
by the Board of Education's Commission on integration.
The precise duties of the new
unit have not yet been worked
out, but the subcommission recommended that it prepate and coordinate "city-wide zoning plans in
order to achieve maximum inte
gration in the public schools."
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Seven OK'd For
Sheriff's Staff
TOLEDO, Ohio — (ANP)—Seven
Negroes were on the certified liet
by the Ohio State Civil Service
Commission for the staff of Sheriff
William Hirsch. Emerson Cole was
one of two who passed the examination for juvenile investigators.
John L. Landry topped the list
for jail record clerk. Those certified as pailers included Michael
Harper, Charles L. Hendricks and
William H. Miller.
Also on the list for Jail record
clerk, were Paul Penn and Reuben
Harper. Of the group, Cole, Landry, Hendricks and Miller are currently on the staff.
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Honor Booker T.
With Memorial

lie

WASHINGTON — (INS) — Interior Secretary Fred M. Seaton
morial in honor of the late leader.
The new public memorial in
Franklin County, Va., embraces
164 and one-half acres. It contains a replica of the log cabin
located on the plantation of James
S. Burroughs where Washington
was born on April 5, 1956.
The shrine also contains a modern two-story brick building, which
serves as a U. S. post office, a
converted barn known as Tuck
Industrial Hall, and a two•ator.7
frame house.
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records ranging from jazz te ease
steals or just pulling out scrapbooks and other mementos to
six previous babies how many departments. She has been ques- In obstetrics. they habitually ask, reminisce
over. This is what life
stitches he used.
tioned at Central Supply where "How are the babies today?"
resolves to when they don't feel
MAY GET COMMUNION
only nurses can check out sugrical On June 5, 1956, the former -lieu- up to social, civic or church al.
Catholic patients may request instruments. Often Mrs. It eid tenant assumed another important
fairs in the community.
Communion for every morning. wears a "scrub dress." a cool dual role . • . she beeanie a wife
'JUST TOO MUCH'
Every utensil is cleated from the uniform to work in, instead of
the Red stenniothee and takes pride
Last fall Mrs. Reid started atpatient's table and dresser and regular uniform. Since she does in this phase of her life too. Her tending classes
at Knoxville colthose administering Communion not wear her pin or cap with this, husband, Adrian R. Reid. Jr.. is
lege again: this time, majoring in
this
regalia
for
full
dressed
in
commercial
are
artist and engraver bidloev and minoring in chemisshe has to be identified by the
dramatic day-break event. There role she plays.
for a Knoxville iewelre romnany try. Ilere she was
the only woman
chapel
beautiful
in
The
hosthe
Knoxville
1950
college grad- In the Veterans club and
is a
SERVED IN AIR FORCE
was perate
has
pital for Mass too. Mrs. Reid, a
a
7-year-old
seo by a haps the highest ranking. She quit
Mrs. Reid served in the A i r
staunch Protestant, likes the gen- Ftree three years and was dis- previous marriage. Young Reird Jr. after one semester. While
carrying
eral atmosphere crested be the charged a first lieutenant in 1956. and his family live with his par- full class loads, she was
also workreligious emphasis at the hospi- Then Lt. Reid served in OR sec- ents on Dandridge ave in t h • Ing fr.sin 4-11 p.m. at
the Ltuiver•
tal, although this often means ex• tions in Armed Forces hospitals South East section of Eagle-shap- site of Tennessee hosnital,
which
ed
Knoxville.
tra work.
In Texas anti California. E• a c Is
repleeee nid 'Knoxville General
MUCH ATTF:NTION
Resides her regular nursing Monday she (Ions the ole Al.'
hospital. where the nurse wan first
uniNtirso Reid has now discovered emnloyed from 1952-53.
duties, she also orientates stu- form and marches off to Knoxthat husbands renture nitwit attendents getting on-the--job training. ville's Air Reserve Center for
Asked why she discontinued her
a
"At times they try to see how course in administration and man- tion too. . .just about as tench C.R study, Mrs Reid smiled and
resmart or ignorant I am by lir• agement for Air Force supervisors. babies. But they prefer cattiest it plied: "Doing all 'if that
(activiins questions at me." the nurse Altheimh Mrs. Reid is both the companionship. which Is consider- ties abovei and keeping a
young
confided. "Noe." she continued, lone Negro and woman in the class ed a great asset to a srceessful husband happy was
just t o o
"I refer them to books" far an- the officer in charge (a colonel) marriace. Her recreation some- much "
swers to numerous . questions.
addresses everyone its "gentle. times incledee a eanve of nool
with Mr. Reid at the "v" where
Not alone are patients vague to men" and "sir". But
fellow class he is a
member of the Men's
the fact that she is a nurse, hut mates and officers
don't give her club. Then
the yoeng Reids enso are hospital staffers in other a chance to
forget she's a nurse joy evenings
at home listening te

••

thing
"Why
beaten
o stay
h me
ferred
did on
• fans
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DEGREE
I INTEGRATION
— St. Mary's hospital, of Knox.
I ville, Tenn, has made a step
J forward in democratic em•
ployment It has a lone Negro
j registered nurse on its staff.
She is Mrs. Barbara Reid. a
1952 graduate of Mebarry.
Paradneiral is the fart that
the hospital does not open
wide its doors to Negro Pa.

Heide, and will barely admit
them for emergency treatMrs. Reid in action at the hospital and In other activitlee.
in top roe, first photo, she
wonders about the policy regarding Negro bed patients at
the hospital; second photo,
Mrs. Reid enteis room to
check patient's blood pressure

after delivery of child; third
photo, motive is liaPPY to see
new betas and Pays no attention to color of nurse. That's
general tendency of white pa of autoclave sterilizer. Second
row, first photo, Nurse Reid
checks and as-outs Ingle le
ments and puts them in proper cabinets; second photo, in

a section of the delivery room
the registered nurse adjusts
the oxygen mask before expanding the lunge of a baby;
photo three, resuscitation Is
necessary when baby's lunge
don't open on own accord after
ments. Photo layout glum%
how mucous must be socked
out first. In photo four, wear.

jog scrub dress she goes out
front to get a breath of au.
Third row, first photo, et r s.
Reid is the lone woman in an
administration and management course for Air Force supervisors at Knoxville's Air
Reeetve Center where everybody Is called "Mister": tee
'lents. Photo lour, Mrs. Reid

before taking instruments out
birth. "If it is not done right,
a lung can be ruptured," Mrs.
Reid cautioned. Shp shows
ond photo, she and her hueband, Adrian B. Reid, jr., enjoy listening to records at
hom•; third photo, the Reid%
pull out scrapbooks and other
mementoes to reminisce was-

tonally. Fourth row, first pine
to, the couple is shown watching TV, which they like to de;
photo three, they really enjoy playing cards, and in last
photo, they reminisce about
sororities and fraternities of
college days. (All Photos by
Chris Reynolds. audio • visual
aids director, Knoxville c o liege).

A duplex at 610-12 Polk was the
first parcel of land purchased by
the Memphis Housing Authority in
the 41.76 acres to be cleared in
the Railroad avenue urban renew
.al project.
The property was owned by
James hicks and sold for $4,320
includine closing costa.
According to Walter Simmons.
SIHA director, some 199 parcels of
land will be obtained and exIstfng
buildinge razed within 14 months.
There are 369 families in t h•
area Some of them have 'dready
received certificates which g t ve
them special home financing privileges under FHA Title 221.
Niemohis Housing Authority Is
responsible for seeing that families in the area are relocated.
Originally only the beet leaves
were edible Cultivation gradually increased the size of the roots
until it has become a root rather
than a leaf vegetable.
is a

Yes, Why Not
Eat Turkey.
This Summer?

1.0 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., Aug. 3, 1957

Let's eat turkey this summer!
A few years ago this might have
been considered just a quaint idea,
as turkey until recently was a
"special" day dish, for Thanksgiving and Christmas and perhaps
a few other times, generally during the holiday season.
Now, any day in the year may
be turkey day, Leo W. Smith of
the U. S. Department of Agriculture's Food Distribution Division
sugests — including the hottest
summer day — because whole
turkeys and turkey parts are being sold in convenient forms, sizes
and weights — frozen and packaged, or freshly drawn and ready
to cook. Turkey also is available
ready to eat, canned, frozen or
cooked, all good for hot weather
meals and snacks.
In recent years the turkey industry has expanded rapidly and
with vast improvement in production and marketing ,practices it is
now possible for consumers to enjoy turkey the year round. Per
capita consumption of turkey the
past 20 years has more than doubled — from 2.2 pounds in 1936
to 5.1 pounds in 1956.
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Summertime Livin'Is Easy When
Housework Is At Arm's Length
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Carolyn Rhodes,
Time was when vacation season tending were Miss
Miss Berfar moat folk ended Labor Day Miss Marie Brittman,
week end...but here in our Mem- tha Morris, Miss Elene W a r d,
phis-on-the-MississiPpi. ...it ends Miss Lula MeEwen, Miss L u 1 a
NE WYORK — Stylist jewelry
Hollis
officially right after the third week Dunford, Augustus White,
this fall is supposed to shimmy
Agretta Whittakin August. . .for hundreds of Price. jr., Miss
and shake like the grass on a
Miss L.
.teachers and personnel of our lo• er, Frederick Letcher,
hula dancer's hip.
Walter
cal school system who attend their Patricia Walker, Miss
Clanging pendants and swinging
Diem,
annual week-long workshop. . .so Mary Young, Anuanias
drop pearls, bouncing on your
AndrewMiss
Williams,
jr.,
John
— perish the thought — remaining
throat, are the new fashion. The
Miss
carefree days are dwinding down netts Hawkins, Arvis Letting,
long, long rope that richocheted
La.,
Orleans.
New
of
Weil
Sedonia
to precious few!
off your stomach is no longer chic.
Walter
Monger,
L.
Anna
Miss
Social life snapped out of its
The new necklaces are far more
J.
Mrs.
I.
and
Mr.
and
Gibson,
lethargic state recently, when sevstarkly than those of past seasons.
Beauty,
Graham.
of
House
Mary's
deswith
ness,
bread,
her home, 490 Buntyn at., last
yellow baked
ENTERTAINS PATRONS —
eral lovely parties vsere given to
For instance, a string of pearls
and friends who attended the
sert of fresh peach ice cream.
Monday. The menu for the
honor Mrs. Leonard Anderson of A WONDERFUL LAWN PARTY
Mrs. Mary Ilarris, cosmetolonow has a rhinestone pendant. A
affair.
the
enjoyable
news,
of
highly
some
reported
party
chicken,
are
our
Pictured
as
we
out
included
fried
Wilmington, Del.,
And to round
evening
gist, entertained patrons of her
plain gold chain drips tear-shaped
patrons of Mrs. Harris' busibarbecue, potato salad, slaw,
business with a gala party at
east week. One of the most lavish another fun and entertainment pearls with every link.
party
lawn
the
night.
was
Wednesday
affair
filled
was held last
Even earrings are going dangly.
Drum'roundup'
Marie
Lovell
our
Miss
beginneth
giverTis'y
So hem
The little gold clips most women
parher
of
home
the
wright
at
Tot this week:
like for daytime now have penents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry L. WilRIVERS AND SPEIGHTS
dant pearls attached, and chandeW. Brooks recently,
459
kerson.
COCKTAIL PARTY
lier rhinestone earrings are the
with the elisses Mattie LaVerne
thing for evening.
; The lovely contemporary home and Flossie Mae Drumwright asOnly bracelets are non-dangle
of Dr. and Mrs. Frederick Riv- sisting their sister as hostesses.
for fall. But the hrecelets are biggathering of friends and relatives.
By ALICE BROWN SMITH
ers, with its extended redwood lat- Some of their guests present were
ger, almost cuff-size, and especialBROOKHAVEN, Miss — In a The Reverend V. H. Harris officiticed roofed flagstone patio, at -Charles Cooperwood, Cora
is still get a thorough, clean job — Your bathroom tub, bowl a n d ly stylish in a new brushed gold
Summertime and the
1499 Arkansas at.. was t h e Berkley. A-3c Richard L. Jones, ceremony ot beauty and dignity ated at the rites.
sink,
kitchen
your
well
as
as
beat
sink,
to
able
be
The
kids
you'll
mostly.
are
more
the
..well,
finish.
scene of a brilliant cocktail par- Leon Watson. Ray Parker, James Mr. and Mrs Moses Walker of
The program of nupital music easy.
va- the heat while you avert the dirt. can be quickly attended to with
Other new costume jewelry
ty given by Dr. and Mrs. Rivers H. Jones, Delores Jennings, Max- this city repeated their wedding was presented by Mr. J. C. Por- off from school, Pop has his
and a maxstrain
of
minimum
a
about
.what
and
Mom.
.
n
d
cation
cleaner
a
styles shown fashion editors iby
Your vacuum
and Dr. and Mrs. W. Oscar ine Driver, Louis J. Drumwright, vows of fifty years ago. The im- ter; Mrs. Alice Brown Smith; the
in cleanliness and Trifari) include great big pins
- sweeper are ideal examples of this imum of gain
•
Speight. jr., Wednesday night, hon- Maxine Robinson. Harold M e t- pressive double ring ceremony Two Star Singers and Mr. Dudley Mom?
safety — both for you and your shaped like flowers, and a batch
Well, if the family is at home, use of an "extension" to save you
oring Mrs. Leonard Anderson of calfe, Booker T. Murphey, Loraine was held M Hopewell Missionary McGee, Jr. Also appearing on profinest porcelain or china fixtures. of little pins with polished oyster
Wilmington, Del.. and newlyweds, Walker, Cleo R. Chandler, James Baptist Church bedore a large gram were Mrs. Julia Dillon and Mom is cleaning the house. . .and work and strain, Most of these'
With its new detergent c o m- shell inserts designed to look like
The
Coleman.
Sidney
or
the
and
the
shore
Janice
they're
off
to
if
Mr. and Mrs. James 0. Patter- Griggs, Gilliam Jones, Mildred
now have attachments which make
pound, N-600, he Jonny Mop can flowers, insects Cr French pooColeman children are4grandchild- mountains in their summer re•
Son, jr.
the basic unit even more versaWorks, Edward Randle, Juanita establishment was also the stopMr. and Mrs. Walker.
treat — Mom's still cleaning the tile, and, of course, easier.
also be counted on to destroy dle
Over 80 guests mingled on the Dowdy, Vernida Holmes. Barbera ping place of Columnist Inez Robb, ren of
Tall white tapers in a twenty- house. After all, Mom can't take
health hazards such as dangerexpansive landscaped patio, on the Castle. Haywood .AlcCollins. Jose- whose syndicated column appears I
hanare
long
examples
Other
one branch candelabra against a a vacation if dirt won't, and what
grounds of the adjoining beauti- Phine Fields, Edmond Dandridge, in a local daily. .and of which
accumu- on hand for all the fun ahead.
background of greenery and gol- with the "let's play" atmosphere dled dusters or specially design- ous bacteria that tend to
ftfl yard and throughout the well-' Barbara Bond, Lurie Jean W ii- she glowingly wrote last week.
fix- Jonny Mop, banded together
blinds,
bathroom
venetian
and
for
sinks
cleaners
ed
late
in
den summer flowers formed the about the house — and sudden
with one package of pads, sells
appointed home. Myriads of hurri- hamson, Lillian Stanford. Jerome Mrs. Kelso and her friends will setting foe tie ceremony.
which put the strain of the job tures, making the cleaner imporarrival of unexpected guests that
for 98 cents and is available at
cane lamps, and soft spotlights il• Holmes. rlaudetta Williamson. make a trip to Acapulco, the beauMrs. Lillie Mae Walker McGee seem to be a summer hazard, on the tools, not on you. A long tant to your family's safety as well leading grocery, drug, hardware
luminated the attractive setting; 7,3tielah Webb. Bernice Griggs and tiful Riviera of North America. of Chicago, Illinois attended her
handled brush can clean and wash as to your home's cleanliness.
dirt is sure to increase during the
and department stores throughout
While heavenly cool breezes of the Albert Christian.
dishes for you and there's now Thus, you can keep such unpleasThat and excursions to many other mother as matron of honor.
months
ahead.
country., A convenient refill of
evening inspired chic matrons and MRS. ES'fHER L. WOODS,
an attachment for the kitchen fau- ant outdoor chores as cleaning the
historic and beautiful, sectors of Bridesmaids were Mrs. Beulah
All of which wouldn't be so bad cet that washes dishes and pots garbage pails and refuse cans at 10 pads can also be purchased
maids to don their most attrac- BRUNCH HONOREE
Mexico, should provide the perfect Walker Coleman; Mrs. Louise
If it weren't the hottest time of with a heavy spray in a rotating a safe distance and at the same separately for 20 cents.
tive cocktail frocks for the OceanDuring the visit of Mrs. Esther setting for the fabulous living they Walker Turner, Los Angeles, and
ten. Mrs. Speight and Mrs. Rivers Luster NVoods of Omaha, Neb., anticipate.
Mrs. Berne Walker of Brookha- the year — just when Mom would movement, to take the work out time destroy harmful germs.
•••
both chose white embroidereci popular former
Incidentally, one pad of Jonny
ven. Mr. Charlie Walker attended like to take things easy along with of "kitchen police".
Mernphian a n d
suffice for
everyone else.
frocks to welcome their guests —I member of one
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jordan and his father as bestman.
Even the bathroom which, par- Mop's detergent will
of Memphis' oldWhether you're in your year ticularly in summer homes, tends all your household jobs so that
hrs. Speight's a sheath of smart est families, many
Flower girls were Anita Turner,
social courte- 'their Yvonne and -Butch" are varound "castle" or summer resi- to present constant cleaning prob- economy, safety and convenience
linen with powder blue satin and sies have been
extended, including cationing in St. Louis. . .and Mrs. I Glenda Turner; Los Angeles; Madence, there's no reason why your lems, can be a simple — and are all combined for your more
eittwork...and Mrs. Rivers' a Chi- the lovely
AO Celery ad Cate
brunch given last Fri- Jane Rodgers has left for her rilyn Walker, Brookhaven and
Comicatio.
hot weather livin' shouldn't be as highly efficient — chore with the difficult "home work" — and still
nese influenced cotton satin of blue day
morning by Mr. and -Mrs. home at Salt Lake City, after vis- Janice Coleman of Chicago. Ring
Reasonably Priced
' else's.
everyone
easy
as
length.
arm's
and pale green embossing.
kept
at
bearers
were
Sidney
cleaner
Coleman
of
all
purpose
Jenny
Mop,
an
iting
her mother and sister, Mrs.
John Cox at their Walker ave. resAccording to the Jenny M o p
An expansive bar dominated
idence. There guests included Lila Anderson and Mrs, Grace Chicago; Paul Turner, Los An- !Homemaker's Guild, all it takep attractive enough to be hung right, Letting other members of the
Meats, Poo. Lona,
tle seeing just beyond the plangeles;
W.
Lamar
Turner,
Los
AO.
Ceara... Tobies. Saim•
in your bathroom in full view. The family pitch in and help will bring
Parker
on
Cannon
at,
Charles Hill of Gastonia, N. C.;
awl fan, on.
(ation'shuttered entrance of the Frank Hill
geles and Charlie Walker Jr:- of Is a little planning, particularly cellulose glove pad, which con- many hands to lighten your work.
of Chicago; and Mrs. CONGRATULATIONS ARE IN
Wear Prices Maleeble
along the lines of squelching the tains an ample supply of deter- There's no reason why the entire
Brookhaven.
. .which naturally was the Mamie
write fer Geteleges
Harris Williams of Gary, ORDER
The matron of honor and brides- stop, squat and stretch of house- gent for all your household clean- family can't share the cleaning
gravitation point of the lovely par- Ind.
Others attending were Mrs.
Sincere
congratulations
to
citi
keep
you
can
more
work.
The
maids
wore identical dresses of
SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
ty.; and mouth watering canapes Imis
ing, can be fluslred away with a chore each morning. The combiMitchell. Miss Jim Ella Cot- zens is our midst who have added ' crystalline fashioned
ATLANTA 3, GA
WASH. S. D.C.
with fitted tidying up at arm's length — and flick — so that thie job, too, can nation of many hands and long
anti hors d'ouevres were nerved ton,
77 Atebeicci 5, S
Mrs. Kate Tipton and Mrs. another laurel to their already il- bodice and off
701 H. ST. N.E.
shoulder necklines.
throughout the night by the large Lytia
be done literally with "no hands". handled tools, should help you be
McKinney.
lustrious lives include the follow- l'he little flower girls wore dainstiff in attendance with cateress
ing: Mars in Tarpey, for his sue ty pastel dresses of organza with
GADDINGS
Mrs. LTlilla Mmes.
The Motor City; Detroit. was the coos in climbing another rung in matching hair ribbons. Ttley each
The presence of many out-ofmecca oritTee: Ruby Gadison this achievement in the Postal Service carried bouquets of golden flowtown guests and former elemphie
summer, and there and environs . . .and to Dr. W. W. Gibson, ers.
asp. . .as well a few men who
of the famed city, has been the LeMoyne's new dean. . .who eas
The bride was lovely in a blue
don't give of their presence to sosetting of the wonderful vacatirn served so long and so faithfully satin gown with a scalloped neckcial affairs often...made the parof this fellow-scribe. A nice note in our beloved community college, line. She wore a golden headpice
Children In Memphis and the
ty a festive one indeed.. .and the
• ••
and carried a bouquet of golden
!roe her informs us she hies atconviviality lasted 'til dawn's earMid-South really go for peanut butA new addition to the enrollment flowers.
tended the Alpha Moonlieht boatsandwiches — and grown-ups
ly light. Present were Dr. and
Immediately following the ce- ter
ride, the Negro College Fund ban- of the Rosebud Kindergarten and
""FOOD STORES
will go for them, too, when the
Mrs. Leland Atkins, Mrs. Addie
quet, and was on the "in" at many school was announced last Sat- remony a reception was held on filling has fruits, crunchy vegeta0. Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Henry B.
if the fabulous parties held there urday morning. when Mrs. Ben the church lawn. The tables were
White, Mrs. Gerald Howell, Mrs.
bles or tangy pickles.
nice Stroud Williams and her hus- cverlaid with lovely white cloths
Peanuts and peanut butter conH. A. Gilliam, Miss Jewel Gen- . . .having rubbed shoulders with
and adorned with centerpieces of
hand,
Mayo
Williams
Cone.
Diges
ereeted
at
their
one.
.
.and
Department of
many
try, Mr. and Mrs. A. Maces Walkgolden flowers. The center table tinue on the U. S.
third
daughter,
Wydis
lovely
Clobridge
oarties,
incleding
Agriculture's plentiful foods list for
er, Dr and Mrs. James S. Ryas,
wedding
cake.
tiered
held
the
five
vette, who was born at the WilAugust because of their a b u n•
Mrs. Walter W. Gibson. Mrs. Har- one by Mrs. Mary Lee Martin,
liamses' residence at 210 S. Wel- Golden punch and homemade
dance, according to Leo W. Smith
old I. Johns and her daughter, friend of Mrs. Margaret Rivers
the
scores
served
to
cakes
were
lington, at 6 a.m. Taking the lead
Unflyn ••••
of the Department's Food DistriMrs. Harvey Robinson of St Lou- who visited Memphis last fall, and
in making the announcement was of persons in attendance. The
bution Division.
is and Asbury Park, N. J.; Mr. wife of Detroit's Dr. Wilbur Marmany
gifts
were
displayed
in
the
veteran educator and builder,
"Yes ma'am-I'm through bothering my neighbors for a cup of sugar or a couple
This should be good news to the
and Mrs. Leroy Young, Atty. and tin.
church.
of eggs-now there': a big, friendly National Food Store right here in my neighborMore about Ruby concerns the Prof. T. L. Stroud, the grandfaMrs. A. W. Willis, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Walker were mar- homemaker with a flair for doing
ther.
The
Williamses have two oth- ried in 1907 and have been living something different. She knows
hood and in a matter of minutes I can buy whatever I need! It's just like having my
Thomes Willis, Dr. and Mrs. Stan- news we've received locally, conown 'store-sized pantry' right next door!" Right you are, Lady! And you know it's
er
daughters.
ley Isle Mr. and Mrs Thomas It cerning the congratulatory letter
in the
Hopewell community peanut butter is a rich and cheap
really
a problem-deciding where to put up a new National Food Store! In one
In
closing
out
the week's news, throughout their wedded life. They source of protein and more than
Hayes, Mrs. Carruthers Bland, Mr. and certificate of honor given her
of those giant supermarkets we couldn't give customers the friendly, personal
)
,..1 for her work as an ebserver-re- we've just learned that Mr. and successfully reared and educated just a sandwich spread.
attention we at National insist on ... and in a very small store there just can't be
and Mrs. Robert Lewis. Jr.. r
the variety and tremendous selection that National shoppers are used to! So what's
and Mrs. W. A. Young. Mrs The). porter at the Florida School Read- Mrs. Joseph Lavender of Detroit. their children and are held in the, The distinctive peanut flavor will
the answer? We think we've found it! ... LOTS of stores-located in hundreds of
mal Meadows Outten (Mrs. Hayes' ing Class of WKNO's Literary pro- Mich., along with their three chil- highest esteem by their friends come right through on a cookie
neighborhoods just like yours! Not too big-not too small, but just the right size
dren,
are
visiting
their
parents,
and
business
they:
acquaintances.
treat for the children when
sisten, of Baltimeee. Md.), Mr. gram, from Mrs. Lester Samuels
for variety-economy-AND that traditional National neighborliness!
come in from one of the summer
and Mrs. Christopher Roulhae of of the National Council of Jewish Mrs. J. H. Lavender and Dr. and
We think we've found the formula-and the growing
Mrs. 0. B. Braithwaite. Mrs. La.First synthetic yarn was spun play sessions. They're tasty, nuPhiladelphia, Pa., Dr. and Mrs. Women, sponsors of the reading
number of loyal National customers like
vender,
the
former
Miss
Rita
in
the
U.S.
in
1910.
tritious
and
economical.
yourself make us sure we're right! So
Charles Wallace of Beaumont, program for the cultural improve.
Braithwaite
was
a
why not shop at your own "good neighteacher
at
PorTexas, Atty. and Mrs. Russell rnent of Memphis. Congratulations
bor"-the National Food Store in your
Sugarmon, Mr. and Mrs. William Ruby. . .and to all of the other ter school and a member of SKC
neighborhood!
1480 KCS
5000 WATTS
WLOK
Owens, and their sister. M r s. wonderful teachers who have lent bridge club. Many friends will lyt
Anna Griffin Morton, of Westches. so freely of their time and effort happy to know that they are herc.
PALO(course we're talking about the
• ••
ter County, New York: Mr. and in this •behalf.
average customers in the avGet-well wishes are extended to
erage neighborhood - If we
•••
Mrs. John Whittaker. Mr. a n d
don't
have a new National ire
Mrs. U. S. Bonds of Madison, Ark.
Mrs. Helen White West of 10ee Mrs. Ruby Jackson, Mrs. Claudyour neighborhood, there's
Dr. aed Mrs. Theron Northcross, Latham st. has just returned ine IMrne and Mrs. Earline Nelevery likelihood that there's
Mrs. Philip Booth, Rev. and Mrs. from a month's stay In Brooklyn, son, who were all at E. H. Crump
one in the planning-but just
St. Julian Simpkins,. Mr. and Mrs. N. Y., viriline her uncle and aunt. hospital last week. . .and ditto
to be sure, why not drop us a
for
Dr.
C.
S.
Jones.
who
been
line
and let us know where
has
John Outlaw, Charles Tarpley, Rev. and Mrs. T. J. Goodall. the
you would like to have us
Memphis, Teeeeesee
Miss Peggy Ann Vshite. C. C. Sawprominent nastor and wife of Fleth- hospitalized at Kennedy hospital
place the next new National
. .and belated wishes to Mrs.
yew Mr. and Mrs. Peter M. Jones, any Baptist church of that city
for you!
Sunday - August 1957
Georgia V. Harvey, our next deer
• ••
Marvin Tarpley, Miss Lily PaANNOUNCRIS
ROGRAM
P
TIMIS
C L W
tricia Walker. . .and her houseCOO.
•
OnSoltitual Memento
Hot Springs. Ark., that unbeat- coworker at Manassas, whom we
11:111- 7S0
Na,,.
guest, Miss Sedonia Weil of New able center of rest and relaxation have just learned was ill at Crump
Studio
7.110- 750
Soc W Natiert larinvoter
hospital,
and
is
now
well
and
out.
R. L. Waver
Malta.
7.30.
550
S011in•••
Orleans, La., Mrs Vivian White. . . .and fun, too. . .has claimed
Meth 110
Oral Raters Mahn, Waters N. L.
Dr. E. A. Witherspoon. Maurice Miss Harry Mae Simons and her
It I— Weaver
Jordan Wonders
It 5., Waver
Soul Revivers
S▪ AS- 11,00
Bullett. Dr. and Mrs. Vasco Smith, niece. Citel Thompson and Mrs.
Perviets
•
11441
Pr•••••••• Copilot Church
Mrs. Julien Kelso, Walter Gibson, Marie L. Adams and her nephew
Sone%
9134.10,00
Christi. Peilleveriip Church
10:00.10•01
Nemo
Jr., Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Nabors. Ernest Bell. These life -long
ibertfort
Heft-1MS°
Si. Vele.
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Hayes. Mrs. friends are enjoying a joint 7a. I
•iff•Ot•
1044-11 SO
11•7 Leah..
C•n• Cale
11,01511:55
Olt NM P.a.
Anita Grant of Los Angeles cation at the famed spa.
Nes.
11155-55111
••
Pena.
Cafe the hnuseguest of Mr. and
Istab• 1:11Y)
Sirs. Patterson
505,010
Itbn 140
R.. Dare
Mrs. U. S. Bonds; and 'y o u r
The Intel national Set of cosmo.
C•n• Caba
Sunday 50 0.4
1:16. 11511
2:101
scribe'
Mews
politan Mexico City. Mexico, will
SION MSG
Platter Party
Can• Celle
COLLEGE SET ENTERTAINED be increased and enhanced with
Ina. 4.55
✓ia. racer.
Renate
4,00. 4:1141
OK NIS P...
Another lovely affair was the the three-week visit of Mrs. John•
The V.. Netts $ea.
CVO Sea
Studio
patio party given for the young etta Walker Kelso, who left Sun,
Rev 'rowan
Nommts
5.60- $al
1I50r Oran
GAO- 11•00
*rhea
college set Saturday night by Miss day night for the worldwennwn
O 50, 445
Stud.
fund. M..
,
Peggy Ann White at the home city of splendor and culture, join.
New.
ASS 7:40
Sion Oft
ofher parents, Mr. eied Mrs. H. ing her friends, Mrs. Lois Hovell
Monday thru Saturday
5•013. COO
B. White, 1519 Hamill, honoring Phillips of Alexandria. La., a n d
Sion Or—GeoirM Primal
P 5.. Waver
iesa
▪
Waver
South•rn Wonders
Mr. and Mrs. James Patterson, Mrs. Ruth Lewis of Dallas. Texas.
ASS 0:111
Men. Dont $how
money De.
IliSS
TOO
Nam
•
Spero
jr., Maurice Bullett and Mr. and They are stopping at beautiful Ho.
1•110 SiSO
Sluntiv Dory She.
nnnnn 005 'Woe
Mrs. Edgar Cole, Among those at. tel Plaza Vista Hermosa. which
11,10. S:55
Witham*
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Mississippians Repeat
Vows At Golden Wedding
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Bishop F. M. Reid
1 Guest
Speaker

V

Bishop Frank Madison Reid
Presiding Bishop of the Secoad
Episcopal District of the A, M. E
church will deliver the Convention
Address at the 43rd General Con
vention of Alpha Phi Alpha frater
nity being held in Los Angeke•
Calif. Aug. 21-24.
A graduate of Central Hit a
school. Louisville, Ky., Wilberforc
the ,University of Chicago and Union Theological Seminary in New
York, Bishop Reid 'has d is ti n•
guished himself in many civic,
community and religious activities
Bishop Reid has pastored the
historic St. John AME church in
St. Louis, Mo. and is now presid
ing over the District %vhich includes Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia and two conference. in North Carolina.
In 1952 the Chicago Defender listed Bishop Reid as one of the outstanding Americans of the year.
The Lighthouse and Inf or ni er
Newspaper selected h i m as
"South Carolina's Citizen of the
Year".

SOL
By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke

ident of the Matrons, is out of
the city visiting with her htsband;
James Porter, of Cleveland, Ohio.
The Carnation club of Lane Tabernlicle CME church celebrated
its fifth anniversary Sunday with
The good Elberta peaches are dish using fresh vegetables II
a program in the church auditorready for those lucky homemak- ire plentiful now. It can be se
ium at 4:30 p.m. The mistress of
ers who have the honw freszers.1 pared befcrehand, and Cali 4re
ceremonies was Mrs. W. B. HadVegetables are ready too, hut of counted on to highlight meaE7
ley. The welcome address was givcourse there will be a nice variety
You will enjoy a hearty mar
early and crusty rolls with butter eslAin
en by Mrs. E. C. Rigby with the
of local vegetables tisiun
'
response by Mrs. Pearl Brown. A
fall. So where fresh vegetables are you serve vegetable CIISPer01111114111
very interesting panel discussion
concerned there is no real need main dishes. Plan a satisfying llat•
Joyce Ann Clark, Phillip ReyBLEDSOE • REED WEDDING
groom, Mr. and Mrs. William
on the theme "The Demand for
for hurry. But do get your favorite sert and be sure to have picatzle
nolds, Miss Rachel Light, VerFrank Reed; Res, A. L. Camp— After the lovely wedding of
Christian Women in the World Toinstructions together and Blow cold milk as a beverage.
Mlis Setae Frances Bledsoe to
non ('room. Miss Willie Mae
bell, Billy Reed. best inn;
CREOLE CORN FONDUE
some delicious peaches. In case,
day' was given by the following
Perkins. Miss Juanita Hilt
Bobbie Vaux, Samuel Polk, tr.
William Frank Reed recently
panelists: Mrs. Drucelia Smith on
you don't have a freezer, canning 2 cups day old coarse bread
in Berean Baptist churc
(maid of honor); L. B. BledMiss Gwendolyn Ford, John D.
"The Christian Home"; Mrs. Ora
it pi eserv ing
give the tails! crumbs
Jackson, Tenn, the party pee.
soe, father of the bride; little
McClellan. Earline T e ii S.
Mae Johnson,"The Church"; Mrs
some really special good eats! 2 cups milk, scalded
Gwendolyn Bledsoe rod Debed for a photo. Left to right
Clarence Render. and M r s.
Batelle Trotter Simmons, "T h e
2 cups shredded cheese
this winter also.
orah Bledsoe, train bearer and
are: Charles Bledsoe, Miss
Arva L. Robinson, organist.
' 2'2 cups whole kernel corn '
,
School"; Mrs. Lillie Cole, "T h e
Local fresh yegetabieF, are pier
flower girl; the bride a n d
Community"; and Mrs. Manic.
tiful now and they are so good 2 tablespoons chopped green pep.
.14
per
Merry, "Society and Business."
when you get thesis fresh from the
The Mt. Pleasant choir was there
garden or from your kcal market. 'f clip finely chopped celery
to give a musical selection.
In season vegeta'iles are easy on 1-3 cup diced tomatoes
the family budget along with the 1 tablespoon minced onion
Guest in Jackson Sunday from
I teaspoon salt
added taste and nutrition.
Memphis was Rev. Herron, terTwenty top military alid civilian
main I-8 teaspoon pepper
A vegetable fondue
mer pastor of First Baptist church
executives of the Memphis GenerId teaspoon paprika
here, with his singers. Sunday aftal Depot last week received certif%f teaspoon dry mustard
ernoon he preached at the Youth
eggs
JACKSON, Tenn. — One m! the i with matching accessories of yel- die Thomas in laces ill of -Miami icates from Colonel Ottmar F. En.
Day program at Salem Baptist
4S
separatedli
a d add to bread
church and Sunday evening he was most beautiful wedding ceremon- low and corsages of yellow car- and a cousin, Miss Vera Smith tick, commanding officer, for coolpleting a 15-hour course in Personcrumbs; add ail remaining inv
guest preacher at Macedonia Bap- ies of the season took place re- nations.
wearing pink net.
clients except eggs. Add mixture
nel Management for Executives
Little Deborah Bledsoe, cousin of THE RECEPTION
tist church. He was enroute to cently at Herten Baptist church
This is the first time such 3
slowly to beaten egg yolks- Pent
Chattanooga. Tenn. to attend the at 4 o'clock in the afternoon. At the bride, wearing yellow organA reception followed in the home
vizi; . whiles until stiff; fold into
that time Kaye Frances Bledsoe die was the flower girl. The train of the bride's aunt, Miss Claudine workshop has been offered at thf•
State Baptist Convention.
according
Menphis
Gen.
Depot,
immure. Pour into buttered two
Mrs. Alice Saine and Rev. and and William Frank Reed w ere bearer was Gwendolyn Bledsoe Bledsoe on Sims at. where the
ofTraining
Presley,
H.
quart
Mason
baking dish or 8 individual
Mrs. C. Derricks of Macedonia AlSO united in a double ring ceremony. who was wearing an identical bride cut the beautiful wedding to
buttered custard cups. Bake in a
attended the State Convention. Mr Rev. A. L. Campbell, minister of dress to that of Deborah.
cake and many beautiful and use- ficer. The payticular course comSEATTLE —Busy with plans moderate oven, 325 degrees, about
the church, officiated.
.
Mr. Reed is the son of Mr. and ful gifts were received. Mesdames piled by Department of the
Sain was the official delegate.
The very beautiful church car- Mrs. Hunter Reed of this city. Bil- Ilelen Bledsoe, Izetta Lovette, Ma. Army has previously heen offered this week for the far-West region- one hour or until fondue is set
From First Baptist church atat the Quarter- al conference of Delta Sigma The- and golden brown. Stakes 8 serVs
tending the state convention was ried a setting of palms with daisies ly Reed, brother of the groom act- ble Puckett, Bobbie Pettis a n d only in residence
ta sorority are members of the ings.
Lee, Va.
John Arthur Davis, official dele- as a centerpiece. The bride, daugh- ed as best man while little Dwight Miss Lurlin Savage acted as host- master school, Fort
pilot committee of Alpha Omicron,
ter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lee
Bishop
Pearson,
all
dressed
in
white
servgate, and Rev. and Mrs. Terry.
esses at the reception. •
chapter. The regional will he held
Bledsoe
swimming
of
Miami,
Cross
Fla.,
was
includthe
Red
given
ed
as
ring
bearer.
Ushers
taken
Davis will also represent t h e
Mr. and Mrs. Reed, both stuhere on August 9, 10 and 11.
contest. Remember last year, First in marriage by her father. She ed Charles Bledsoe, cousin of the dents at Lane college.are residing and life-saving courses, but about
The Seattle YWCA. 1118 Fifth
every
wore
drown
a
gown
Americans
still
of
7,000
chantilly
Reynolds,
Samuel
lace
bride,
Phillip
Baptist had a young lady sent to
with Miss Claudine Bledsoe on
ave. will be headquarters. Sorors
and
nylon
net
over
silk
organza
year.
Polk,
jr.,
Clarence
Render,
John
the finals. Let's hope for them sucSims st.
throughout the region are urged
with a 230 yard skirt which ex- D. McClellan and Vernon Cropm
cess this year.
to spend their vacations in the The Orange Mound Social Pros
tended into a full length train. Her OUT-OF-TOWN GUESTS
When the Baptist Youth Leaderscenic Northwest while at the gressive club held its final meeb
veil was white net over satin cov- Before the ceremony beautiful
ship Encampment was held at
same tins" be guests of the hos- ing of the year until October at
ered with se'," -^srls and in her organ music was played by Mrs.
noticeable
cause
Owens Junior college in Memphis.
Colors of fabrics, which normal- mal use will not
tess chapter.
the home of Mrs. Ozzie Hines toads she carried a Bible cover- Arva L. Robinson and "My Hero"
color;
resistant
Sun
change.
Wilma Shaw represented First
The staff of the Olympic hotel cently.
ly are exposed to sunlight in the color
ed
with
white
gardenias.
and
"With
This
Ring
I
Thee
Wed"
sunlight,
resistance
in
good
and
formal
are
gauged
have
where
the
banquet
Baptist church and traveling along
home or out of doors,
A report on,the Annual T e
Miss Juanita Hill of Miami, were sung by Charles Bledsoe.
but may fade slightly in normal dance will be held is exerting ev
with her as her chaperon was Miss
by their "sun resistance."
had been raised. The
Mrs. Bledsoe, mother of t h e
sorority showed $84
Honors Hardy. While there Miss cousin of the bride, was maid of
Sunfast eblors have high resist- use, so they should be protected cry effort to make
meeting was made more delightful
Hardy served as instructor in the honor. She wore a yellow waltz bride was ushered in wearing pink ance to sunlight' facing, and nor- from sunlight to prolong their life. events a Fuccess.
by the excellent menu served by
Music Department of the Leader- length dress of net over taffeta with and Mrs. Reed, mother of t h e
Ml's. Hines,
yellow accessories and a wrist cor groom was wearing blue with white
ship meeting.
E. F. Yarborough is reporter fee
Mrs. Daisy Trotter Shaw is sage of white gardenias. Brides- accessories. Miss Claudine Bledthe club.
spending several, days out of the maids Bobbie Vaulx, Willie Mae soe, aunt, was wearing mauve
city in Memphia. Tenn. with an Perkins, Gwendolyn Ford, Rachel lace. Out-of-town guests included
Fairbanks — The Black Rapidg
aunt and her brother and family. Light, Earline Theus, and Joyce aunts, Mrs. Lillie Kelley, wearing
glacier in Alaska has an estimated
We all remember her brother as Ann Clark were wearing identical blue chiffon; Mrs. Ethel Williams
length of 13 miles.
waltz length dresses of blue lace wearing blue nylon and Mrs. SaJ. B.
WASHINGTON—Victor R. Daly, Leon A. Jones. Roscoe Alexander
Henry.
Joseph
L.
president of t h • American and Dr.
5IERCE CUNNINGHAM,
Finally, the Mixed Team title
Bridge association. stated this Is held jointly by two widely scatDANCE CO. AT NCC
DURHAM, N. C. — The Merce
week that this year's national tered foursomes: Kenneth Cox,
Cunningham and Dance co, will
champion5hip will be the best New York, Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe
" FACE CREAM
appear in next season's concert
attended in the 24-year history of Alexander and Mrs. Alcibia Murseries at North Carolina college.
ray, all of Washington, D. C. Coattache', beautifies, "Makes Skin
the Association.
Like Velvet" Exeollsnt for sldn
Accompanied by John Cage and
titlista are Mrs. Lyda Goggins,
Whimishos from externs) camas. David Tudor, pianists, the dancers
annual tournament will be Detroit, Mrs. Lola Scales, Melvin
The
By DARCY DeM1LLI
Try It. Ons jar will tonyines you.
held at the Hotel Fort put, Pitts- Lawhorn and A. G. Turner, all
Venn Skis With Prost. 3Ide Seep will appear in Duke auditorium
burgh, August 10 through the 17. of Chicago.
on Feb. 11 and 12, 1958.
has been the demand
Mr. Daly is now concluding his
COCKTAIL CHITCHAT . . , It's country these warm humid days. So great
for hotel accommodations, that eighth year as- president of this
a girl for Johnnie and Bill Tay- Mrs. Ernestine Page the aunt of
last
week
announced
the Fora Pitt
lor, their seventh .. . sets some Mrs. J. L. Leach and Mrs. Rose that it was booked to capacity. national organization of bridge
sort of a record doesn't it? • . . Roxborough, Mrs. Leach's mother Overflow space was being provid• experts, numering close to 2,000
members.
Ole Mr. Stork is mighty busy these flew in from Hot Springs, Ark. Lil ed at the Penn-Sheraton, the Roodays ... he left a bundle of joy and Harvey Shields drove over to sevelt and other nearby' downat the Hosie Bushings' ... a girl, Toledo to visit Mrs. Martha town hotels.
Veronica. It's a son for Julie and Haynes and brought back young
All of the ball-room space lp the
Walter Johnson, a son for Frank Howard Shields who will spend hotel has been contracted for by
and Marie Bronson and in a few the summer with his father here the A-BA., which estimates that
months, Chrystal and Warren Wat- in Flint.
a minimum of 125 tables will be
son will be added to that growing
Popular schoolmarm Isabelle L- in play throughout the entire eight
list of "new parents." Congratu- Buckner is entertaining her moth- days and nights of the tourna•
lations kids . ..
er Mrs. Lynch who resides in ment. Mr. Daly said that the nearJeanette Johnson and Doris Gary, Ind., and Mr. and Mrs. ly seven hundred players will enMitchell returned from their trip James Hemphill also have com- ter an average of five events,
Presents a One Day Clinic" for licensed beauticians,
to Albuquerque, New Mexico pany from Gary, Mrs. Curtis Tip- making a total of 3,300 entries.
For these entries they will pay
where they were the guests of ton. The James !unisons' and Bill
embracing Hair Cutting, Hair Tinting, Cream PressDr. and Mrs. J. R. Mitchell, aunt and Marie Turner just returned approximately $9,000 in entry
ing, Cold Curling and Scalp Treatments. Practical
fees.
One hundred and sixty enand uncle of young Doris. The from Niagara Falls, was It a
graved trophies will be awarded
girls are all excited about "seeing second honeymood kids?
work done on live model under the supervision and
to the winning contestants, and
real Indians—those terrific mounWord just came to me that Rev.
guidance of Mrs. Lillian Robinson, nationally known
tains and that beautiful jewelry R. D. Roulhac of Detroit was tak- Life Master empems will be pre•
sented to those who have acquircarved out of real silver by the en to the hospital because of sudhair Stylist and Lecturer of Chattanooga, Tenn. The
ed a total of 100 national master
Indians." They talk about New den illness. His daughter, Mrs.
points during the past year.
• cost of the complete Clinic $5.50 per day. Send $3.00
Mexico all day and their eahaust• Evelyn Roulhac is a Flint resiThe president stated that all of
ed mother said she's sure she dent. I hope he recovers fast, the current
(three dollars) deposit with application, balance paychampions who won
knows how every stretch of land Evelyn.
their titles in Chicago last sum+
•••
able upon admission. Mail to Lucy's 'Beauty School,
looks around that section without
mer will defend in Pittsburgh.
ever setting a foot west of MarPARTYFARE: It was a bang- From New York will come the
625 Calhoun Street, Humboldt, Tenn. Clinic date
shall Fields! Teen agers CAN be up birthday party celebration for National Individual Champion,
August 5th, 1957.
Master Keith Otis Kendall the Sam White. Dr. Joseph Henry,
descriptive can't they?
Big plans are underfoot for the other Sunday when he was joined Washington, D. C. and Major Rowedding anniversary celebration by thirty of his playmates for a bert Friend, Dayton, are the Men's
in honor of Dr. ant Mrs. Joseph real fun-fest. Toys, boats, guns, Pairs champions. •
For further information call or write —
From Chicago, Mrs. Lola Scales
Davis of East Lansing, Michigan. cars, were on hand in all sizes
Six if the ,Davis' seven chil- shapes and colors, Ice cream, and Mrs. Vivian Brigham will
dren will be on hand to wish the cake, and miniature hotdogs with be on hand to defend the Womhappy couple happy anniversary— all the trimmings were served. en's crown. Also frottrqicago,
their fortieth, the second Sunday And of course we all know there James Garcia and Elveri/4Marsh
625 Calhoun St., Humboldt, Tenn.
in August. Their illustrious off- isn't anything little boys love more will defend the coveted' Open
Pairs Title. The Mixed Pairs
spring include, Dr. James Davis than they do HOTDOGS!
Phones: SUnset 4-2694 or 4-1384
A vardsized swimming pool will champions are from Brooklyn,
of New York City; Dr. Philip
Mrs.
Catherine Harris and Ed.
Davis, San Diego, Calif.; Dr. Rita make this 'fourth" birthday a meward Williams.
.
Davis who specialized in pedia- morable one for little Keith.
One of the blue ribblon -events
(CLIP THIS APPLICATION FORM)
Happy birthday to Lynette Beck
trics in Cleveland; Atty William
Delis of Detroit, Evelyn and Mar- who is now nine. .quite a young of the bridge world is the.Open
sha Davis who teach in the De- lady. . .so poised and charming, Team of Four 'title.
troit school system and their Paulette Pate, Susie Alexander, This year's champions present
Riceland Rice is the natural UNPROCESSED
youngest son. Benjy who is a Sharon Strozier, Carole Jackson. a father-son combination: William
I certify that I am a Licensed Beautician. EnA Friend of Detroit and his son
white milled rice that cooks perfectly every
senior at the University of Hawaii Linda Woodall, Rene Beck and
. . . The senior Davis' are to he many, many, many youngsters Major Robert Friend, USAF, and
closed is my deposit of $3.00 and my application for
time! Quick and easy!,Guaranteed fluffy!
three well-known Washingtonians,
congratulated on their fortieth were on hand to add to the happy
the one day Clinic, August 5th, 1957.
anniversary and on the wonderful crowd of excited youngsters. There
family they have given to the na- is something about a birthday cake green were gifts that Mrs. Wells
I understand that my deposit is not returnable,
that seems to keep all of the will long treasure. Happy Birthtion.
•••
but may be credited for advance work in Lucy's
youngsters involve in a tizzy! Hap- day to you again Opal.
Actor P. Jay Sidney's recent apGladys Henson had a rush call py Birthday to you again Lynette.
Beauty School at a later date.
from her home in Atlanta, Ga., This seems to be "Birthday pearance on TV Camera, Three
where her father is seriously ill. Week." This time the birthday marked his 158th TV performance
I hope Gladys will find h e r wishes go to Mrs- Opal Wells. . • . Erroll Garner receuily apName
father improving when she arrives She was feted with a party at peared on Garry Moore'riehow,
there. Also on the sick list is her home. On hand to wish her and Garry said IF he.,reCtives
Mr- Cooper Marsh who was re- many happy returns of the dly enough letters from "Garner
Mdress
leased from the hospital in time were: Mrs. Vivien Artis, Ethel Fans" he will make Mr. G. a
to greet his sister Mrs. Harriett Wiison, Adele Holliday, sis'airs of regular on his show--so how about
Hightower who flew in from At- Mrs. Wells, Mr. and Mrs. Ott', it. .. grab a quill and let,those
State
Town
City or
lanta. Mrs. Hightower will spend Jeffries of Detroit, Mr. James words spill. Address all letters
a few days in Flint before con- Murgerson from Washington. D.0 to The Garry Moore Show • .
tinuing her flight to Pittsburgh, and many, many more, who real- CBS-TV, 483 Madison ave., New
Pa., where she will visit with her ly enjoyed the Bar-B-Q the Ha- York, N. Y. I for one think Mr.
family and old friends.
waiian Punch and ALL of the Garner will add a LOT to the
Speaking of travel, Flint hal delicacies. ..China, glasses (about show. . -so let Garry hear from
several visitors from across the 48 in all) lingeries and the long YOU.

Vacationers are still on the go
and your scribe decided to get in
on a bit of it too. Had a wonderAd stay along with Little Elsie
Louise in the city of Chicago visiting relatives. Also got a chance
to see many former Jacksonians
whose interest remains at home
even though they are away.
Many thanks to my husband for
serving as your scribe while
was away and to you who called
your news in to him. .
fteceived a card from Mrs. V.
F. Walker, who is enroute to Los
Angeles to visit with Mrs. cranberry, formerly of Jackson. At that
time she was vacationing in Vancouver, B. C.
Mrs. Helen Whitsett Harris has
had a lovely visit with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Whitsett
who reside on Institute st. of this
city. Mrs. Harris now lives in
Knoxville, Ter.n.
Miss Johnnie Murray, one of the
Madison County teachers, returned home in time for the opening
of county schools. Her vacation was
spent in Detroit, Mich. with relatives and friends. Her adorable
little niece, Maria Antionette, came
home with her to spend several
Weeks.
Rev. and Mrs. Millard Southern
and their three children are house
guests of Rev. Southern's mother.
Mrs. Docia Southern, who resides
on Conger st. Rev. Southern. an
AME minister, has a church in
Rockford, Ill.
SUNDAY MARKS BIG DAY
i Last Sunday was a big day in
Jackson. The Junior Matrons of
Liberty CME church had a very
unique tea on the lawn of t h e
American Legion Post House on
Institute st. under the supervision
of Mrs. Pathania Grimes, vice
president. Mrs. Ezell Robinson
gave a very interesting talk on
"Fashions for Fail" and M r s.
Tomitie Slack spoke on "L a t e
Summer Shopping." Mrs. Davis
modeled a beautiful black a n d
white outfit that could be used for
daytime or converted into afternoon dress. The dress was design.
en by Mrs. Ezell Meeks. Narrator for the program was Mrs. Daisy Ruth Shaw. The lawn setting
was very pretty with three tables,
each carrying different c ol or
punch and assorted cookies. Mrs.
Lola Bryant is advisor to the matrons and has been since the organization, Mrs. Cyril Porter, pres-
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Special Notice
Lucy's Beauty School
625 Calhoun Street - Humboldt, Tennessee
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RICELAND

RICE

coas
perfecily
every time!

LUCY'S BEAUTY SCHOOL

Application

...cooks
perfectly
every1(.?ne.,

Sponsored by Lucy's Beauty School
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MELLWOOD
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. C. Simes
had as their house guest, Mr. and
By LEROYE CRAIGS
The
Chicago.
of
Meyers
Mrs. Bob
Mrs. Mary Bland and her daughto
way
their
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were
Meyers
ter Earsline are visiting her sisLouisiana.
ter-in-law in Chicago.
No.
1,
Lodge
By
Grand
Eureka
Southin
The
The
Light
Experiof
Convention
Miss.
—
JACKSON,
The
Mrs. Addie Mae Polk is back
Order of Knights of Pythias met eastern Association of Colored ences,
BATON
aunt,
after
Mrs.
visiting
home
her
Participants include Mrs. Mabel
for its 77th annual assign at the Women's clubs will hold its 19th
1,000 met
Elbertha Smith in Cleveland.
L. Neely, Birmingham, Ala.; Mrs.
Christian Chapel Christian church
are expec
Mr. Abraham Gathings' two
Tuskegee
Convention
at
Myrtle Davis, Miami, Fla.; Mrs.
of Port Gibson, Miss., as guest of Biennial
ton, Tex,
daughters and his son from ChicaEddie R. Stinson, Griffin, Ga.;
the Golden Grain Lodge No. 446 Institute in Alabama Aug. 4-6.
national
go visited him. Mr. Gathings reK. P. on July 9 and 10. Grand
A mass meeting at the Green- Mrs. Edna R. Lovelace, Jackson,
of St. Pe
turned to Chicago with his son.
Chancellor, H. H. Young presided. wood Baptist church, pastored by Miss.; Mrs. Rose D. Aggrey, SalisIleadqu
The Zion Treveler Senior Choir
At the conclusion of the session a the Reverend R. E. Harvey, will bury, N. C. Mrs. Pauline MeCleTM VA
entertained Friday night. It was
banquet was given for the officers, feature three past presidents of the od Lawrence, Georgetown, S. C.;
Beverly
sponsored by Mrs. Addle Mae Polk
Mre. Cora B. Robinson, Chattamembers and visiting friends. Association.
knight of
and Mrs. Maryze Rose. Entertains
The banquet Was held in the cafeMrs. J. E. Johnson, co-founder nooga, Tenn., and Mrs. Juanita
The 195
tnent will be held each Friday
teria of the Claiborne Coun y and president of Prentiss Institute, Peyton, Newport News, Va.
Oakland,
night.
Assisting in a special Memorial
Training school which was enjoy- Prentiss, Miss., and a graduate of
The Ca
Mrs. Emma Lynn Garvin left
ed by all. Members who attended Tuskegee Institute, is the main Service for members deceased
assets of
for her home in Chicago after visthe Grand Lodge from Laurel speaker. 'airs. Johnson's talk will since the last biennial convention
Knight B
iting her ill father.
were Bibbie Tingle, Virginia Gar- be based upon the Convention will be Mrs. Fannye A. Ponder,
John Rose is visiting his father,
• *he "nex,
ner, Inez Booth, Mirisih Jeffer- theme: The Southeastern and The St. Petersburg, Fla., and Mrs. A.
over the
John B. at 6317 Kenwood, Chicason and Oliver Brown. Messrs W. New South. She will be introduced L- Higgins, Memphis, Term.
In an a
go.
The program and activities of
L. C. Simes, Jack Ulmer and N. by Mrs. Esther D. Moore, second
e ••
nual rep(
the Southeastern Association of
J. Jordon.
Southeastern.
of
the
vice president
out that
BATESVILLE
Colored Girls are under the superMr. and Mrs. Johnnie Wheeler,
Mrs. M. B. Gaillard, Birmingdeputies
By REV. MAMIE WATKLNS
jr., had Mrs. Wheeler's father vis- ham, Ala., also a past president vision of Mrs. Myrtle Gray, Tue.
ed permi
Rev. J. M. Watkins of West
ited with them on her birthday. of the Southeastern will welcome caloosa, Ala.; Mrs. Alice Moore,
cils in 51
Helena was in charge of service
Also her mother and her two bro- the convention on behalf of the West Palm Beach, Fla., and Miss
rumor of
at Bethel AME church Sunday.
Graham,
Juanita
Perteet,
Griffin,
Frank
Ga.,
and
Russell
thers,
Alabama Association.
order, he
Mrs. Bertha Williams, Miss AUAmong the major featdres of the
jr of Toledo, Ohio visited.
The immediate past president
"I wis'
vera Earls and Althea Kennard
Visiting Mr. and Mrs. Willie Hut- ef the Southeastern, Mrs. L. H. girls' program are a Talkfest on
to the ft
attended the Youth Conference at
ton are granddaughters, Marcie Goff of Covington, Va., will pre- Questions Girls Ask and a Talent
Peter Cla
Philander Smith college.
Show.
and Janet Hutton.
sent Mrs. M. J. Lyells of Jackorganizatt
Mrs. A. Si, Miller delivered
Entertainment courtesies to the
Mrs. Mary Owens and L I zzi e son, Miss, the incumbent who will
"Many
the vtelcome address to the St.
CADET LT. COL. Dewitt Budersity. Lt. Hudson was grad"Certificate of Merit of t h
leadership development during
Mann attended the MIBA State preside over most of the conven- Convention delegatee include a
grated,"
Mark Lodge No. 7, Prince Hall
on of Cincinnati, Ohio, and
Tea on the Institute campus SunThird Army" awarded to the
uated as a "distinguished miliCosmetology Convention which tion sessions.
his ROTC career. The presenstates wl
F&AM of Newport, which was held
Ocala, Fla., now on active
day afternoon, and a party Mongraduating senior who demtary student" and as such was
tation was made by Dr. Mannwas held July 7-10 at Greenville,
Mrs. M. L. Neely, President of
integreic
on St. John's Day at Bethel AME
duty as a 2nd lieutenant at Ft.
day night at the residence of Mrs.
commisioned In the regular
onstrated the most outstanding
Miss.
ing Efferson, dean of the uniAssociation will preAlabama
the
segregate
church. The sermon was delivered
•••
Laura Jones.
BennIng, Ga., receives t h e
Army.
SEEKS 1
side at the Mass Meeting.
by L. R. Williams, pastor of St.
Sightseeing trips will Include
WATER VALLEY
Mrs. E. R. Stinson, President of
In his
Paul AME church, Newport.
The
George
Washington
Carver
JR.
HAWKINS,
By C. A.
ask his s
the Georgia Association will reOscar Sturgen left for Oklahoma
Museum
and
"The
(the
Oaks"
• This writer is leaving this morn- spond to welcome addresses by
trict dept
to be with his brother, Jim, who
ing for Carrolton, Miss., where the Mrs. Gaillard and Mrs. B. B. Wal- Booker T. Washington home), on
program
is ill.
Sunday
morning.
Greenwood district conference will cott, president of the Tuskegee
oils and
Walter McCurn and Pearl MeChartered
buses
will
take
delebe in session July 24-26. The meet- Federated club.
iliOUS dish]
Curn of Indiana are with their
gates
to
the
Alabame
Training
Mg will be held at Helen Chapel.
The Mt
Mrs. H. B. Gaines, president of
mother, Mrs. Florence McCurn
Rev. McNeir is host pastor. Rev. The National Association of Col- school at Mt. Meigs for dinner
of the orb
who is ill at her home in West
Tuesday
and
thence
to
Montgompresiding
elder.
E. D. Baslett is
and corn
ored Women's clubs, will bring
Batesville.
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The Davidson high school began greetings from the national and ery to visit points of interest ineffort to
Misses Wilma and Patsy WarIts summer term July 22 with will discuss The National Program cluding the State Teachers colship
an
ren of Springfield; alo., are guests
nificantls
some new teachers added. Names and Outlook at the Monday after- lege and ending at the City Fedof
their
sister,
Mrs.
Willard
Krinkeration club house for refresh.
that eac
will be given later.
noon session.
a rd.
ments.
Mrs. Mabel Luster and two sons
The major educational feature of
Mrs. Nannie Rice died at the
William, jr., and Leon hate re• the Convention will be The Southhome of Sir. and Mrs. Alvis Shell.
turned home after a few weeks eastern Clinic directed by M rq.
Mrs. Rice's funeral was held at
vacation in Chicago. Freeport and Mamie Reese of Georgia State colthe Bethlehem Baptist church with
Detroit. Mrs. Lustee began work- lege at Albany. The first phase
Rev. F. S. Thomas officiating.
ing at the Coffeeville high school of the clinic — a lecture — film—
Mrs. R. C. Scribner and Mr.
July 22.
forum will be conducted by Dr. JOHNSON CITY
R,. W. Weslely attended the Grand
BAN DIE
By CORTLAND R. RHEA
Mrs. Nannie Waters of Oxford Kara V. Jackson, a member of
Lodge meeting in Little Rock.
By JE.
visited in the home of her daugh- the Institute summer facalty, and
Mr.
and
Andrew Turner from Pittsburgh,
Mrs. Albert Watkins
ter. Mrs. Lithe Hawkins.
Wife c
a clinic committee composed of Pa.. is visiting his mother, Mrs.
and children visited with relatives
manager
The M. B. Jeffries church chap- Mrs. Irma Thompson, past presi- Margaret Smith, and family
in Peoria, Ill.
here.
el is now under construction at dent of the Virginia Teachers .AsJessie Hi
Mrs. Estella Vaughn left for CalMrs. Mary Hitson has returned
tibbeville. The Rev. B. J. Edwards sociation, Mrs. Margaret D a h- from
Jill Con'
ifornia to be with her sister, Mrs.
Atlanta, Ga., accompanied by
is pastor. He is also pastor ney, faculty member of the Vir- Mrs.
Francisc,
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Eva Smith.
,.1 three other churches and is ginia State college for Negroes,
, Faye 1
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ed from tog Angeles after visitington, D. C., spent a week here
ter in the MB church. The build- al Supervisor, Chattanooga, Tenn.,
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ing his brother.
as guest of Mrs. Martha Rhea,
ing is expected to be completed Mrs. Elaine Brown, government
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•
and family.
at an early date.
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employee, Norfok, Va., Mrs. Mina
have returned from vacationing
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Murray
Your reporter will be glad to Woods, wife of a physician in La- have
unday.
in Kansas and Missouri.
returned to Newport News,
report your community news of in- Grange, Ga.
for cove
Lewis Tucker and friends of St.
Va., after spending several days
terest. Mrs. Lena Mills of Slate
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How to Lead a Discussion, and here with Charles Murray's father.
Louis, Mo.. visited Mr. Genipher
Springs was able to locate her Arriving at Decisions Democratiyour D(
and Rev. Mattie Watkins.
Tonnie Murray and family.
missing relative through this col- cally — a film and lecture — will
Barber
Mies Brenda Watkins spent
Edward McNeil is convalescing
umn. Thanks to the Chicago De- form the background for roundta- nicely
main at,
Tuesday in Newport where she
after being dismissed from
fender. You will find this paper ble discussions on the implication the
land (Ei
attended girl scout meeting.
VA hospital.
on the newsstand at the James to club work of the central idea
71's fast
Prayer meeting was held WedMrs. J. N. Claiborne has returnTHREE
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A&M c o l•
Daniel Store and you may also see of The Clinic that a new world ed
ROTC summer camp. From
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26 universities and colleges in
Palm Beach, Fla., and Eldred
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Waterloo, Iowa, is visiting her
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attended servjeTs at New Ark SunJ. A. Coxe here.
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tist church, July 18, 19 and 20, region, led by the state president, Moses Prather
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which was largely attended. Mrs. parade around the room, singing Charlotte, N.
church there.
C., where he was
ice For
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manage
days in Chicago visiting her sons, the originality of the manner in was
Willie M. Farmer who teaches
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The Shelby Junior high school
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daughter and friends. She reports which they present their gifts.
at Carver elementary school in PTA
Mrs. Mary Hill and family.
Golden McCraw all attended the Annie and Alfred Magness visited
takes
this
method
to
thank
ian, Jut
The Parade of states is programa wonderful stay in the Windy
Mr and Mrs. J. D. Ellis, who West Tennessee Central Mission- here Sunday in the home of Mr.
Leonard Simmons has returned Indianola, Miss., spent the week- members and friends
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med for Monday night, Aug. 5 and to Flint,
Aown gu
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a
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by Feed Co., Mr. A. S. WeissingPhelp
guests of Mrs. Catherine Lloyd of test co-sponsored, by the National can be heard at Sandlull church
Little Dorothy M. Tilman of ChiHelen Hadnot, 1722 St. Philip at.,
The
In
mother
St.
Louis
of
at
the
bedside
of
Mrs.
the
bride-elect
Graff.
306 Roosevelt. Mr. Lloyd is the Association and the Sears Roe- every third Sunday.
cago is here visiting her grand.
New Orleans are at home esill entertain with a reception at
Mrs. Cora Lee Marshall, senior Taylor's sister.
tins i
son of Mee Catherine Lloyd
buck Foundation.
' mother, Mrs Willie Tilman and PTA president; Mrs. Tommie L.
The children of Mr. and Mrs. again after vacationing in Canada her home in Anguilla. immediately
Rel,
Miss Niable Ann Hawkins has
Sacramento — California and , other relatives.
At the final session of the ConSmith, junior PTA president; Mrs. Charloe Massey of Peoria, Ills are and visiting Mr. and Mrs. Oscar following the wedding ceremony.
returned home after visiting with vention. Tuesday night, Aug. 6. a Denmark are only 5,000 miles
Mrs Delois Ambrose ef Chicago Lillian Wilson, recerding secretary visiting their grandmother, Mrs. Franklin and daughter in Chicago
uily
friends and relatives in Battle symposium by state presidents apart if the distance is measured is visiting her aunt and uncle, and Mrs.
Sadie L Williams, finan- Francie Massey.
Mushrooms contain about
and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jones
given
Creek, Mieh.
I will highlight The Forward Look over the Article circle.
Mr. and Mn, B. K Taylor.
cial secretary.
percent water.
Mrs. Mary Waddly, Mrs. Elsie in Detroit.
*
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BROOKHAVEN
By ALICE BROWN SMITH
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By LESLIE BARNUM
BATON ROUGE — More than
1,000 men and women delegates
are expected to converge cm Houston, Texas for the 42nd annual
national convention of the Knights
of St. Peter Clever Aug. 4-7
Headquarters will be at Carver
Yala!A Branch, announced Dr.
Beverly V. Baranco, jr., supreme
knight of this city.
The 1956 convention was held in
Oakland, Calif.
The Catholic organization ha s
assets of $743,595.75, and Supreme
Knight Baranco predicts assets in
he "next two years will be well
over the million dollar mark."
In an advance release of his annual report, Dr. Baraneo pointed
out that whereas many district
deputies complain of being refused permission to establish councils in some parishes because of
rumor of segregation in their
order, he said:
"I wish to call your attention
to the fact that the Knights of
Peter Claver is not a segregated
organization.
"Many of our councils are integrated," he resealed. "Only in
states where state laws prohibit
integrasion do we necessarily have
segregated councils."
SEEKS INTEGRATION
In his report, Dr. Baranco will
ask his state and district and district deputies to "promote a strong
program of integration in all councils and courts throughout the sarAous districts of the order."
lip The Mortgage Loan Department
of the organization has made loans
and commitments of $118,000 in an
effort to encourage home ownership among its membership. Significantly, Dr. Baranco points nut
that each loan has been sound,

BAN DIEGO
By JEANETTE STEVENSON
Wife of Golden State District
manager, Ira D. Henderson. Mrs.
Jessie Henderson attended Jack &
Jill Convention last week in San
Francisco; also visited friends.
Faye Ritchey, granddaughter of
one of San Diego's first Negro settlers, and daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Ritchey, exchanged
vows with James R. Daniels last
inday. STOP, LOOK & LISTEN
for coverage and photo of Birds
Buchannan Herman G or don in
your Defender.
Barber Shope Quartet seta the
main attraction at Ada 13. Cleveland (Eastern Star) Chapter No.
71's fashion show; styles 1920 their
1957. Gents composing quartet:
Marvin Brown, Paul Washington,
Robert Beatty and Tommy Dilsworth. Atty. Alpha Montgomery's
unique manner of installing following Les Jollie Femmes' officers
for 1957 is matchless: President
Cecelia Shannon; Vice president,
Danella Brown; Secretary, Bernice Fortier; Corresponding secretary, Dorothy Bradley; Business
manager, Mildred Gardener; treasurer, Helen Tyree; Parliamentarian, June Lewis, Among out of
Aown guests: Mr. and Mrs. TheoWore Jones from Topeka, Kans.,
I he is brother-in-law of Les Jollie Femme member, Mrs. Vierren (Lola) Jones.
Gonna let you in on something
strictly confidential: Beautiful ladies of poise who are being sought
to model in Fashion show given by
Senior Choir of Bethel Baptist
church are: Dorothy Ca lh u n,
Mary Lou Thompson, Betty 1Vhite,
and others. Remember, Date:
July 26, 8 p.m., see you there!
Did 'ja hear 'bout Policeman
Chester Taylor resigning after six
years on force, rather than shave
his mustache? Rule passed by Police Department Chief, and followed up by Fire Dept.
Hosea Pete & wife, Velma are
proud parents of a baby boy.
Singer, Luckey Longstreet just
returned from Omaha, Nebraska where a week was spent with
egar other.
WIF San Diego has gained four citizens, the Robert Tollivers, accompanied by son and daughter, Bobby and Gwen. This quartet ventered from extreme northern section
of West Coast, Washington; Welcome!
Lovely young maiden, B o s e
White left San Diego following 4th
of July, no-telling where the 4115
went, but Rosie's destination was
Los Angeles for weekend with relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Huff are vacationing in Upper - California,
Oakland, 'Frisco, etc.
• Welcomed newcomers are the
Ilamms, Charles, Catherine. a is d
son. James from Harbor City,
California.
While attending UCLA Summer
school, Mr. Benjiman Jenkins
spent a weekend with sister, Mrs.
Phelps of San Diego, wife of Rev.
Crandison M. Phelps, jr. Mr. Jenkins is a resident of Detroit, Mich.
Relatives from L. A., and other
•
(areas were present for 44.11 of
MIPOuly
at El Monte Park,
given by the large and happy
*illy Of Ruckert Mr. and Mrs,

and up to date. Ile said the organization has not experienced
any defaults on investments.
According to his report, is e w
scouncils are in the mrking in
Gulf Port, Miss., Pensacola, Fla.,
and Tuskegee Ala.
lie congratulates state, district
and area deputies who have assisted in promoting the expansion program which has netted four new
councils and 600 new members.
BUIS LAND
During the past year the organization purchased a tract of land
with a substantial building on the
Gulf Coast within walking distance
of New Orleans' Lincoln Beach.
The property was obtained as a
camp site for junior knights and
junior daughters.
Dr. Baranco explained the facility may be used by the knights
and ladies, councils and courts
when not in use for junior knights
and daughter,.
Dr. Baranco praised A. P. Tureaud, of New Orleans, who is national advocate for the organization, for his active and outstanding contributions to sociel justice,
human rights and civil rights.
For the 50th anniversary meeting of the organization in 1959,
place to be decided at the annual
convention next month, Dr Baranco. will ask the convention for
$25,000 to mark the occasion.
Dr. Baranco will recommend to
the group that they donate $1,006
to establish a church in Accra,
Province of Ghana, West Africa.
The donation would be made to
the Very Rev. Joseph 0. Bowers,
S. V. D., D. D., Bishop of Accra, who recently visited America
pointing up the need for t h e
Knights of Peter Clever to participate in the propagation of the
faith in Africa.

ATTEND PASTOR'S SCHOOL
—Students and faculty members of the annual Baltimore
Area Pastor's School of t h e

Methodist church are shown
just before concluding the i r
four-week study period at Bennett college. Greensboro, N. C.

Fourteen of this group, who
have completed four summers
of study, were "graduated" on
Friday. At the extreme right

SNE ADS
WEST BLOCTON
By PERCY BLACK

Pia" Pastors and local nminee
tees In six general areas of
study In which a minister
should be prepared.

Alabama

By I. D. DEMPSEY
JACKSON
Washington, D.
Mrs. Clara Hall, James 1Maynor,
By GEORGIA MCVEIGH
other cities.
Revival
meeting is in full swing
sr., Hirace Maynor, Mrs. Anna E.
at St. Peter, MR church. T h e
Juniors are on the sick list.
Rev. Esell Curry of Denmark, BESSEMER
Mrs. Mary Reuben and Mrs. Myr- Rev. L. P. Davis of River Junc- Tenn., conducted a week's rev i •
Miss Annie Coleman of Jamestle Lee Fitts were guests of Mrs. tion, Fla., is doing the preaching. val at Park Avenue church last town,
N. Y., is spending her vacaRev. N. D. Bowers is host pas- week
Anna E. Juniors,
for Rev. L. E. Boyne. The . tion with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Annie Nell Ester of Toledo, tor.
with a large congregation. T h e Mrs. Woodrow Butler, 917-18th
Mrs. Irene Walker, Mrs. Si. M.
Ohio, is guest of parents, Mr.
church is at Memphis. Tenn.,
Mallory
of Miami, Fla.; Mrs. meeting was blessed with six con- at, Na.
and Mrs. Will Juniors,
Misses Evelyn and Erma Nell
Loasie
Davis
and
Mrs.
Wit
Daisy
Ernest Juniors returned to Cinverts and three returns. Rev. L. E. Faddis, daughters of Mr. and Mrs.
hams of Chicago are here at the Hoyle is pastor.
cinnati, Ohio.
Eddie Faddis, 2906 Grandville ave.,
A. C. Hilt was guest of relatives bedside of their mother, Mrs lienRey. G. W. Scales conducted ser- are vacationing with their uncle
rietta Webb, who is seriously ill
and friends.
vices for Rev. C. H. Murphy, pas- and aunt, Rev. and Mrs. David
Roosevelt Juniors celebrated his at her home. Mrs. Webb is the tor of St. Luke Baptist church, 208 Jackson
and other relatives of
12th birthday July 17 at the home wife of Mr. Charley Webb.
Cleveland.
Mrs. Emma J. Simmons has re- Madison st., this city.
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Will
Miss Geneva E. Shannon was
Rev, Ed. Williams, 3111 ave. D.
turned to her home in Niagara
Juniors.
Falls, N. y., after spending sev• presented in a Travelogue at Ber. Paul Hill, is a patient in the BapMrs, Mattie Hill is guest of relacral weeks with her mother, Mrs. can Baptist church Sunday. T h e tist hospital, West End. His conditives here.
Annie Dempsey and sisters, Mrs. Travelogue was of The Holy lend, tion is reported as being satisfacEdward Parker and Wilbert
at 3 pen.. which was interesting tory.
Banks witnessed the Grand, Lodge Lillie Mae Evans and Catherine
MrS, Georgia Norwood, cousin of
Perry and other relatives a n d and inspiring. Miss Shannon has
of the Masons July 23-24 at Annis.
recently returned from more than Rev. and Mrs. Albert Fields died
friends.
ton. Ala.
Mrs. Ludy Dukes left for Phila- two years in the Middle East as at the Field's home, 3100 ArlingRev. S. T. Davis, was dinner
delphia to spend her vacation with a U. S. State Department employe. ton ave., July 18, 1957. Funeral
guest of Mr. and Mrs. C. Carter,
While there she visited many services held at the Mt. Zion Bapher son and daughter-in-law.
Jule 14.
Mrs Verna Mae Baker a n d shrines and other places of inter- tist church, Greensboro. Ala., July
Rev. Godbowl is the newly electest. The church used this occasion 21. Rev, J. S. Croam officiated.
ed pastor of the Hope Will Bap- children have arrived in France
where she joined her husband, also to congratulate her aster. Dr. Smith and Gaston funeral direc
tist church. Service was well atDorothy L Shannon on receiving tors were in charge of burial in
Cpl. L. C. Baker.
tended at the Mount ()live Baptist
Mrs. Ella Anderson Is at home her Bachelor of Science in Pharm- Mt Zion Cemetery
church July 21. Rev. W. S. Lewis,
The Big Three night worship
from the Jackson hospital, but acy from Xavier university, New
pastor,
continue ill. This columnist and Orleana, La. These sisters a r e was held at the First Baptist
•••
frieseds wish her a speedy recov- daughters of the late Rev, W. B. church, S. Bessemer, Rev, R. G.
ARITON
Shannon. They attended Jackson Williams, pastor of the St. John
ery.
By EUGENE BERM
Mrs. Hazel Mae Walker of Cin- city schools and Lane college with Independent Methodist church de' Mrs. Addie Lee Haynes attended
cinnati, Ohio, accompanied by her Miss Geneva Shannon receiving livered a wonderful message. Mu- CEDAR RAPIDS
"4
the Ladies Aid Grand Union at
father, Rev. Malachi McSwain of her Bachelor of Arts degree from sic was rendered by the Big Three
Dathan, Ala.
MONTGOMERY
G.
H.
By
River Junction visited in t h e Howard university in Washington, Choir. Rev. L. C. Walker, pastor.
Sir, and Mrs. James 'Dunford
s
home of Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Demp- D. C. She did graduate work at
Samuel Ray, and Mrs. Rose Wit:.
of Buffalo, N. Y., visited their
the American university.
sey.
hams, of Si, Louis, Mo.. were reaunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs,
Breakfast was served to over 40
July 10 was high day for the
cent visitors in the home of hi•
J. Si. Case.
Holiness church In Jacksonville. men at Screen's Brotherhood I'M,
sister, Mrs. Eva Smith, Mrs, RobMrs Chellie Lewis is home from Fla.
Attending the meeting from Sunday. There were three denom- PORTLAND
ert Weems has left for Chicago le
Buffalo, N. Y.
here were Rev. and Mrs. A. inations re presented. Ba pti s t s, Mr. Leaner and family have re• Visit
relatives.
Mr. Shelly Massey was home Wrie,ht and others from
Little Zion Methodists and Holiness. Some of • turned home after a wonderful
William Alexander Tate, al. of
for a few days.
and Marianna.
the men from each of the three de. vacation trip to New York, Chica- 315 Avenue
NW, a Cedar Rapids
The revival will begin at the
litre Pearl Patterson has return- nominations took breakfast there. go and Los Angeles where they resident
for 41 years, died July
Mt. 011ie Baptist church the first ed to Arbundale, Fla , after spend- No one but men were
allowed for visited relatives. They report a Born Dec. 15, 1873 .n McDowell
Sunday in August. Rev. Manley, ing several days here with rela- breakfast from 8 a.m.,
until the very fine trip.
County, N. C., he was married ttla
pastor.
tives.
last Was served at about 9 a.m.,' Mr. Z. R. Phillip vacationed
at Emma Frances April 25, 1900. SurMr. and
Mrs. George Ester
Mrs. Lillie Mae Baldwin of Ri- And o'boy what a time they had. home,
viving are his wife, five daughters.
Davis of Chicago are visiting their sh•e
ere.Junction was a brief visitor Rev. Campbell made an excellent
Rev. J. Sanders, pastor of the Bertha Perkins and Nora Johnson,
parents of Anton.
talk while the men were being New Jerusalem Baptist
both
of this city. Viola Frazier and
church
• ••
Rev. A. W.(Doll Baby) Sheffield served.
is at home after three weeks of Mildred O'Bannon of New York ,
BREWTON
and sister, Mrs. Emma Burns are
Berean church sent three of her much needed rest.
City and Lily Mae Holt of Iowa
Ity ALEX AUTREY
vacationing in Newark, N. J.. New young people to the Youth EnMr. Cleveland Haynes has mov- City; four sons, Junious, of Iowa
Mrs. Rosa Lee Culliner's son, York City and other points in the campment last week to
Memphis, ed to Mississippi.
City, Wilbur, of Los Angeles and'
Sgt. Wilder Culliner is home on northeast.
Tenn. They were Zelmer Barnett,
Mr. and Mrs. Vickers are the James and Sidney of Detroit; a
furlough.
Mrs. Lossie Williams has return- Carolyn Barnett and Visa Mae proud parents of
a bouncing baby sister, Julia Harris of Des Moines
Mrs. Maria Bell Harvey and hus- ed from Pensacola where she vis• Brown. The cost of this ttip was girl,
three brothers. Millard and Juni.
band will leave soon for Tennessee ited relatives and friends. M r s. about $70. The men
sponsored
Rev. Rice Williams. pastor of the ous, of Des Moines and Sidney of •
where she will make it her home. Williams is a devoted church work- 'Lehner Barnett and helped
spon- Union Baptist church of Long Cedar Rapids. Services were held'
The daughter of Rev. Mosely of er and member of St. Peter, MB sor the girls, too.
View, Washington broke the at Mt. Zion Baptist church of
Salem is visiting with Mr. a n
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Pettis ground for the new church.
d church.
which he was a member. Rev.
Mrs. Berter Nobles.
Rev. C. S. Pope and1011, T. Whit- have recently returned after spend
Mrs. Neal of Hope, Arkansas is Percy Burt, in charge.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Jackson
taker ran a successful series of have recently returned a f te
r in town visiting her daughter, Mrs.
enPhone 4-0452 day or night fog'
joyc,i a lovely trip to Florida.
meetings at Mt. Tabor.
spending a two weeks vacation in J. Buford and family.
your Chicago Defender.
Mrs. Gant of Gowan at, is visitbig with her daughter, airs. Sy•
math Woodwon in Monroevi)le,
Ala.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Hollinger have
their grand children of Ohio as
guests.
Mrs. Clim Williams has h e r
daughter of Mobile as guest.
Mrs. Jessie Mae Wright's guests
are Mrs. Woodson and niece of Ev•
ergreen, Ala.
Mrs. Richard Thomas is visiting
in Pineapple.
Mrs. Joe Ann Stallworth on East
Street has out of town guests visiting her.
Robert Jenkins died at the Memorial hospital, Monday. July
15
and was buried in Castleberry,
Ala. Cheatham Brost in charge.
Mrs. Foster of Gowan at., has
her son and daughter in law of
Ohio visiting with her.
•••
EMPIRE
By EFFIE MAE PENDLETON
Mr. and Mrs, Ora Hogler arms
visiting their mother, father and
friends.
The Dawson sisters are visiting
their grandparents for the summer
Mrs. Phil left for Dernopligh
where she will stay a while.

,

Sunday school of the New Hope
AME church was called to order
at 9:30 a.m., July 21, with Um
Sept. Mr. Percy Black in charge.
Subject ot lesson Caleb Dauntless
Faith, Numbers 14:6-9 vs Joshua
14.6-14 vs; Memory selection "F.ven youths shall faint and be weary,
and young men shell fall exhausted, but they who wait for the Lord
shall renew their slrength. Isaiah
40:30-31 vs The Five Williams
boys join Sunday school Sunday.
Lesson was taught and reviewed
by the Supt.
Mrs. Alberta Black has returned
home after spending two weeks vacation with her children and
friends of Chicago, Ill.
The funeral of Mr. Ilidme Maxwell, age 75, was held in the Hope
Hill Baptist church July 15, on
program was Rev. H. Perste; Percy Black; James Hoskin. Elijah
Snelson, Mrs. Brown and Rev. Arther Hill, Rev. II. Lockhart, officiated.

Clarence Rucker, Sr., are parents
of local Rucker-clan. Listed below
are sons and daughters (all were
accompanied by families at Picnic:I Clarence (jr.), Donald. Al,
Charles, Helen Hasturn and Lola
Jones.
Vivacious Doris Williams of Los
Angeles, and Pasadena's Jean Pressley, Vernice
Gray, Vergie
Hogue wsre down last weekend; Bashe, and Helen
Jean Rice; Lou
along with their hostess while in Verta Washington was
ill. N e w
S. D., Frances Beale, the four of- officers (Colonial Belles),
for '57,
us, held a farewell-chat Sunday who were installed
at July meetevening in the Sky Room of El ings are:
Cortez Hotel, via Glass elevator,
Mrs. Carol Winston, president;
That facous vocalist, Betty Ro- Mrs. Alvyn
King, vice president;
che' is really "bugging" starry Mrs. Lou
Verta Washington, Correeyed audiences with her fabulously sponding and
Recording secretary;
styled, hand stitched
creations Mrs, LaVada Newton,
Financial
singing as devinely as she looks. secretary;
Mrs. Helen Jean Rice,
Everybody taps-a-toe to Esquire Treasurer: Mrs.
Vernice Gray,
& Nick's Bongo playing, naturally, Parliamentarian;
Mrs. elargarite
but with Calypso dominating minds Fenderson, Chaplain
Mrs Meltnowaday, plus Fiesta del Pacifico on Stafford, Sgt. at
Arms; Mrs.
just-around-the corner, the lads' of. Lucille Pressley,
reporter, M r a.
forts are 100 percent appreciated. Vergie Bashe,
business managCall or write news and informa•
Don regarding your DEFENDER
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Daniels are
subscription, 2951 L. St., Be 9-3009. most happy to have
Texans, Mrs.
In his snazzy new '57 Chrysler, Ethel Finch as house guest. BeMr. Talmadge 0. Bartley, accom- fore returning to Luskin,
Texas,
panied by wife, Louis and chil- Mrs. Finch (Mrs. Daniels'
mothdren, Katye and Ardlin, viewed er) is scheduled to visit
brother
the picturesque Yosemite National in Tacoma, Washington.
Park; plus a complete tour of
We got the good news from
Sequois (the redwoods of Calder- Boston, Mass., that young
San Dinia). This happy family had the ego minister, Amos
Johnson arriv•
time of their lives!! Mr. and Mrs. ed, is enjoying good
weather, hayV. M. (Dacia) McPherson's pale- ing good limes with
good friends.
tial domain, built atop the hill,
That glamorous Burnell G ibb
surrounded by shade trees was got the "Glad you're
back" treatthe setting for Old Fashioned Pot- mint from many,
many friends
Luck Picnic Dinner where the fol- upon return from
Oklahoma where
lowing people enjoyed t h e she vacationed almost a
year!
thrilling panorama, ate Bar-B-Q,
Still more wonderful people to
and pulled taffy: Rev. and Mrs. list as El Club He
Manana's outCharles H. Hampton, Mrs. 0. T. of-town guests during recent
Boat
McWilliams, Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Dance. Member, Mrs.
Audr e y
Scott, Mr. and Mrs. William El- Hayes' guests were: Mrs. Ora
lis, Mrs. Elethia Kinzy, Mr. and Hammonci, Cleveland, Ohio;
Mr.
Mrs. Chester Duson, Mr. and Sirs, and Mrs. Hubert Reynoolds and
Hansford Chapman,.Mr. a n d. Mrs. Marvel Counties, (residents
Mrs. David Elston, and others.
of Los Angeles.) Also from Angel
Mr. and Mrs. Wiley (Cora) Gib- I City were the Stinnem guests of
son and son, Willie, invited a jolly Mrs. Anna Jones. Mr. and Mrs.
group over for the 4th, where Roy Springer. and son; M r
a.
L. A. schoolmarm, Gwendolyn 01- Theresa Rose, Laura and Jack
ersos was honored guest. Willie Starts (all Angelenos) were invitprepare Bar-B-Q (like a champ? ed by Mrs. Mary Veal,
The Gibsons extended their enterGlad to have Mr. and Mrs.
taming over to weekend; Rev. and Marshall (Cornell) Small home
Mrs. S. H. Marion were honorees again after lengthy summer-stay
at a Steak-broil.
in Florida.
The Colonial Belles were hostess. July birthdays: John Stevenes to a couple of out-of-towners son got the "works" from mother,
and three of their members who Mrs. Edna Byers of Cincinnati;
were leaving on vacations, at a Mrs. Carrie Grant got the VIP
closed tea in the home of Mrs. treatment: nine-year-old Yvonette
Herbert E. Newton.
Murrell was flashing newly-c at
Mrs. Elizabeth G:Imore, of Spar- bangs on her day; Thurman Wiltanburg, S. C., and Mrs. Hattie hams, and there just isn't an end
M. Barnes, of Charlate, N. C., to birthdays this month ('til the
mothet and sister of Mrs. Freder- 1st day of August) so, HAPPY
ick Winston (Colonial Bell peesi- BIRTHDAY, all of you!!
dent), are visiting the city.
Glimpsed pianist . singer RosetMrs. Charles King and Mrs. Har- ta Holt and sister-in-/aw, Genevie
old Stafford are vacationing in Price catching Walt Fuller's last
Kingston, N. C., and New York show 'tether nite. While on the
City,
Fuller subject; vocalist, Lila
Mrs. Henry Fenderson motored Brown was feted at Juan and Santo San Francisco where she plans dra Panalle's home on birthday.
to visit about three weeks.
On hand to help celebrate were:
All three of the latter mention- Bob Hommel, Gene (Sax) Porter,
ed are Colonial Belles. The honor- Mauariee (Piano) Steward, Leon
ed guests were presented with in- (Drums) Pettus, Johnny (Bass)
dividual gifts. Rev. S. H Marion Goodman and his charming spouse
and wife the is pastor of Logan "Cookie- Mallory, Esquire and. his
AME Zion church) were present bongos, and others.
to welcome the new-corners to the
If the party's at Sandra and
city and to wish God-speed to the Juana, it's TOPS; TiMMie Rogers
vacation-goers. Other Colon is 1 was recently smiting celebrities
Belles present were; Lucille present.

third row is Re:. Charles L.
Carriiiitton, of Jamaica, N. Y.,
dean of the school, which
aims to help approved "sup.

Our musings opens with a note
of sadness this week. Miss Helen
beloved
elementary
Hamilton
school principal of Meridian paw •
ed away while studying at Jack.
son college. Helen as we called
her was dedicated to her profess.
sten. She was young and filled
with ideas; her dynamic personality will certainly be missed in
educational circles.
A note of sympathy to the Washington family of Crystal Springs
in the passing of their smother and grandmother, Mrs. Rachel Wash- ,
ington.
The bird with the long legs is
ter Nalors (Naretha Woullard)
hovering over the home of the Waldown Hattiesburg way. On the subject of Hattiesburg, we ran into
Daisy Pearl Brown who is currently in school at Alcorn. This chill
lassie may have an important announcement goon,
Wayne and Marie Calbert of
Gulfport are receiving their mail
at Boston university just now Both
are pursuing doctorial studies.
Congratulations are in order for
Mr. and Sirs. Moses Walker of
Hopewell community in Br 00 khaven. The prominent couple celebrated 50 years of wedded bliss
Sunday, July 21, 1957• Their (laugh.
ter, elesdarnes Lillie Walker Mc.
Gee; Beulah Walker Coleman, Chicago; Louise Walker Turner. Los
Angeles and daughterin-law, Ber•
the Walker were attendants. Chars
lie Walker was his father's best- •
man, All of the graodchildren participated in the ceremony.
Down Tylertown way Polly
Clark is readying things for the
district WSCS Seminar to be heldin Brookhaven Aug. 15. Potty is
district secretary of Missionary
Education.
Off to Detroit has gone James
Tate jr, of Jackson, he accompanied his grandmother, the Sea.
ior Mrs. Tate of Canton.
It is Chicago for Mrs. Bernee•••
Billups and granddaughter tif a e
Robinson of Brookhaven. Mae Is
a recent honor grad of Southern
university.
On the mend IS Monita Lights
foot Black of Brookhaven, a n 4 •
much to the delight of her friends.
For her it has been a long way
back.
WI rd comes that Willie Nicholag
of .lackson is slowly mending after a terrible auto wreck. We're
pulling for him.
Send newnotes to 428 Independ.
ence St• . .Brookhaven, Miss.

Oregon

Housing tesiions
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. — Richard D. Massey, director of housing at Lincoln university (Mo.,)
has been invited to discuss "Administrative Behavior" at I. h
ninth annual meeting of the Maonation of College - University
Housing Officers convening at
Eastern Michigan college in Ypsilanti, Mich., on August 4 to 7.

GET DEBATING KEYS —
Outstanding debaters at ART
college. Greensboro, NC,, are
honored with the coveted For.

ensie Society Key. Miss FeO
Parks presents the four-year
award to Samuel Tucker, Win-

sten-Salem. as other winners
look on. They are from left
Leon Dingle, jr., Savannah;

Spurgeon Cameron, WashingIon, D. C., and William Chapman, Greenville, S. C.

14

gene O'Kelley of Chicago, wore
the guests of mother Mrs. Delia
O'Kelley of 122 Sardia, Memphis,
Tenn., and their sister Mrs. Willis
Stienbaik, also of 1242 Sat:dila.
Since Mr. O'Kelley and Mrs. lioW
NEW ORLEANS, La. — The,
arrival here many festivities has•
Educational!
Southern Conference
been given in their honor. They
Fund, Inc. which has opposed
were entertained at the home of
crippling amendments to C i v LI
their sister and brother-in-law Mr
Rights bill H. R. 6127, sent a tele.
and Mrs. Berry Gammon, Mere.
gram to U. S. Senators stating it
phis.
would be better not to pass any
Miss Lena Bell Shelton, &ugh..
Cavil Rights bill than to pass a
ter of 31r. and Mrs. Joe Shelton,
bill with a "judy trial" amendto
glad
very
were
Mattie,
Thern: "Why Trouble Ye The sister
Sr.. of 218 S. 12th st., an eighth
ment.
A see Theodis, their Cousin.
grade student at Wonder Hi g Ii
The telegram signed by SCEF Woman For She }lath Wrought
Hazes
Janie
Mn.
of
funeral
The
26:10,
school, won a scholarship to the
president, Aubrey W. Williams, Good Work" — Matt.
home, 512
Annual Woman's Day program. passed July 17, at her
college of her choice at the Vetiik
stated: "It would be better not to
a
leaves
Hazes
Mrs.
attractive
at.
the
8th
S.
8th
VISITOR—Among
S.
church,
A
erans Benefit, Inc., of WO VancW
pass any Civil Rights legislation New St. Paul MB
School, husband, Willie Hazes; five niec- ave., Memphis, Tenn.
teenagers vacationing in Memphis
than to pass a bill which abolish- st., July 28, 9:30, Sunday
held
was
Funeral
nephew.
one
In Miss Emma Ann Wright, the
es,
Sermon,
11:00
Walker,
C.
es the power of courts in civil Mrs. G.
Mr and Mrs. Chester Hurley ne
Sunday, July 21, at the Baptist
daughter of Mr, and Mrs. booker
Pastor. Rev. J. IV. Fairman,
cases to enforce their orders.
401 S. 16th at., motored to Wichita,
Wright, of Sardis, Miss. M i 4 s
charge— church in Brownville, Tenn.
in
Committee
Finance
"We are in a better poition to
Kans., last week to attend a golf
Wright is a junior at Walton Chapand
Miss Johnnie Mae Scott of 134 tournament, while there they were
get justice in Civil Rights cases 'Mesdames Harrison, Hazley
el Vocational High school and ig
and Presentation S. 12th St., daughter of Mrs. Rosie,
Remarks
Jones.
under existing laws than we would
the guests of Mrs. Durley, sister
is Memphis as the guest of her
of mistress of ceremonies. Selec- dell Scott. Miss Scott and her in- Miss H. Moon and her brother and
if
be
pass
you
the
proposed
'trial
the
were
cousin, Miss Gloria Wallace,
Welcome ad- fant son, Billy Dale Rodgers
sister-in-law Mr. and Mrs. C. J.
by jury' amendment. Furthermore, tion by the Choir.
daughter of Mn, and Mrs. Bailey
Mamie Terrell; Ac- honored with a shower recently at Moon her niece and her husband
will do violence to a funds. dress, Mrs.
you
hospital.
Chapple;
Wallace,
ceptance, 31rs. L. S.
the Crittenden Memorial
Mr. and Mrs. John Gonzlas, all
mental principle of equity of long
American Creed, Miss Bernice Pat- Many thanks to each of you.
of Wichita, Kan, Mrs. Hurley, is
established standing."
Battle
of
Vaughns.
Smith
Alice
sley; solo, Mrs.
Mrs. Lillian
a music instructor, at Wonder
Reading, Miss Marie Hale; Solo, Creek, Mich., was the weekend High school.
Hattie
Mrs.
mother
her
Miss Fannie Hubbard.
of
guest
A birthday party was given in
Introduction of guest speaker, Morris of Proctor, Ark., and her
honor of Maudean Mitchell.
Mrs. Pearl Anthony, state &rec- sister Mrs. Phillips Battle also of
day at her home 128 S. 12th-st.
tor of young people. Presenta- Proctor, Ark.
Throughout the afternoon games
program
tion Mrs. Hazel Watkins.
talent
a
was
There
were played and guests were se
In-Service Training for -a o m e
Guest speaker, Dr. Ida A. Drew. (princess Review) Sunday, July 21
cl.
ad, sandwich, birthday cake, ir
2,750 Memphis teachers will begin president of the missionary Bap- at the Morning Star church. Hulcream. A beautiful white and pink
on Aug. YR -and will continue for tist State Convention of Arkansas, bert, Ark.• sponsored by M r s.
cake centered the table. Maudean
five days, E. C. Stimbert, assist- Consolidated,
Reed. Contestants were: 1st place is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
ant superintendent of schools said
Solo, Mrs. Ethel Grandison. Re. Dniester Boyd, daughter of Mr. Albert Mitchell and a student at
last week,
mark, Pastor. Mrs. Anna Taylor, and Mrs. Leo Boyd, she raised Wonder High school. Guests atThe general meeting for Negto mistress of ceremonies. Mrs. G. 820.11;'2nd place; Will Edna Mur- tending were: Earl Lee Terrell,
ry $15.31. daughter of Rev. and ItGbert Scott, Ernest Hightower;
teachers will be held at Melrose C. Walker.
Sponsor, Rev, J. W. Fairman, Mrs. J. L. Murry, 3rd place, Mary Andrew Scott, Georgia Shelton.
High school. The training will conpastor.
Eller Sample $13.36 daughter of Jerline Jone, Mattie .1. Parker.
By VETTIE JEAN WASHINGTON tinue there for the remainder of
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Rodgers Mr. and Mrs. Samples; fourth Jerline Smith, Betty Shelton, Low.
Lest Sunday was a high day at the week.
65.92, daughter
Morning Star Baptist church, The The week before In-service train- of 6304 Quinby ave., Cleveland 3, place, Ruble Harris
Dossey L. Mitchell and
L. Newsom ise Kilgore,
Sunday School Union met and had ing starts, Negro principals will Ohio and their son, Theodis were of Mrs. Harris, Rev,
Vivian Person.
speaker.
guest
the
was
RodMrs.
the
of
end
week
guests
at
on
20
the
met
Aug.
central
a wonderful time discussing the
Luther Van of 701 S. 18th at.,
Mn. Anna Henry of Los Angelgers, parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
Bible and the right thing for us office.
had as his weekend guest his niece
faher
of
guest
the
is
Calif.,
es,
Mr.
The
Autumn.
addiStimbert
in
Townsel
of
that
N.
said
2223
to do. Afterwards dinner w a s
Mrs. Lucill Marten from Marked
served and then another program tion to classroom study, many of Rodgers were also entertained at ther, Lee Payne and her sister, Tree, Ark, Mrs. Marten is an 0th
Memphis.
of
both
Greer,
Lula
Mrs.
will
the
make
groups
Mrs.
field
hom6
Rodgers,
trips
grandmother
held.
Martha grade teacher at Phellx high school
Mrs. Mattie H. Washington who to industries related to teaching the Rodgers were Thursday guests and her baby sister Mrs.
Ark. Theo Tucker of
of Mother Taylor, 210 N. 14th at, Reed of S. 14th at. Mrs. Henry will in Marion.
has been visiting here for some areas.
Mrs. Earle, is ill in the veteran's hog'
time left for her home in Chicago, "The programs must be direct- Mother Taylor is the aunt of Mrs. be here until August the 9th.
Mr. Tuck.
ed toward curriculum improve- Rodgers and Mrs. Rodgers and Henry Formerly of West Memphis, pital, Little Rock, Ark.
Tuesday.
en is Mr. Van nephew.
The former Miss Odessa Grit- ment and professional growth," he Mrs. Parker are cousins, Theodis, Ark.
Mr. and Mrs. Seaman Gabriel
Mrs.• Margaret Boyd, and Eu.
Mrs. Rodgers' son and Tommy and
fen is now Mrs. Odessa Malene. said.
Gillum were honored by many
She married Ivy Malone of St.
him in my heart and I still won- relatives and friends July ne
Luke. We wish to extend our get P. „.
e
well attention to the sick mew
der if he lied to me. I will not a wedding ceremony. The
Miss
hers of Lauderdale County hospibe satisfied until I find out the Mrs. Gillum is the former
Viola Graham, daughter of Mr.
tal: Prof. J. C. Brent, Mrs. Eliza
whole truth.
and Mrs. Jack Graham of 2118.
Jackson, Mrs. Eliza Jackson. and
Dear wife: It is women like you
15th at.
Mrs. Rebecca Bursey and to all
who drive innocent husbands into
Mrs. Helen King of Danville,
we can't recall.
a bar just looking for some unwas the guest of her aunt,
The weather is hot ladies and
derstanding woman to cry on. If Mrs. Mary Catching of 115 S. 12th
your hair is hard to manage. Well,
you are wise you will believe him at. and also Mrs. Bertha Shelton
don't feel downhearted about it
— forget the incident — and never of 218 S. 12th at. Mrs. Shelton is
Co to your nearest beauticians
mention it again.
the aunt of Mrs. King also.
Mrs. Gladys Wright, Mrs. Elnora
Dear Carlotta: I am 42 and noMrs. Mary Lee Neal of 126 8.
Hills, Mrs. Francais Esters, Mrs
911.
impropany
made
ever
has
body
9th st., had as her guests her
Annie Perrie, Mrs. Florence
her
of
not
five
do
I
even
me.
or
four,
toward
ART
three,
advances
11ILOTT
er
By
grand children Miss Joyce Neal of
Wright and a number of others.
Musing: Should a woman put a marriageable years in a manwith- look my age and everyone says Chicago, 111., and Mrs. Babara
So, look beautiful by seeing your
bomb shell under a Man to force out knowing what his intentions I am very regal looking and I Delo Neal of Memphis, Tenn.
nearby beautician today.
must come from a fine family. 'the five days assembly of the JeWe wish to extend our invita- a marriage proposal. Is it unlady- are?
tion to everyone to go to some like or mercenary? No, not at Dear Carlotta: My husband is How can I get a man to show hovah Witnesses was held in Milchurch Sunday. Revival season is all. It is just as hypocritical for 40 and he has been faithful to me me some attention without losing waukee, Wis., fair ground stadium.
The assembly was a great success
near. Mt. Ararat Baptist church a young woman to pretend that so far as I know. Not long ago my dignity? Worried.
Dear Worried: I am sure you there were 3,671 attended and 936
of Trezevant, Tenn., Rev. E. C marriage has never entered her I was terribly hurt to learn that
Carroll, pastor began their sum- thoughts as it would be for a mer- he had been out with another have enjoyed the throne, but you baptized. Miss N. B. Middleton of
mer revival Sunday. Rev. Clev. chant to act as if he had no in- woman. He swears be didn't have don't know haw much fun You 303 N. 13th st, attended all five
ant Derrick of Jackson. Tenn. v. terest in making a sale. The de- anything to do with her except to have been missing. Suppose you days Mrs. Lubertba Marshall of
ductor. Everyone is invited
at- sire for a husband, home, and buy her a few drinks and talk to come down to earth and mingle 2855 Washington blvd., Chicago, is
tend. May Cod bleks you aid family is one of woman's basic her. I told him I forgave him and with' the people. I am- sure they visiting friends and her son ROsolL\
keep you.
drives. Why should she invest he hasn't asked for a night out will be more than willing to meet brough Butler of 302 N. 9th st. MrM
alone since. I really can't forgive you half way.
Marshall will be here 10 days.
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No Rights Bill'
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Mr. and Mrs. James K. P. Brown, Hunter.
A daughter, Helen Marie Hall,
A daughter, Jacquelyn Annette
2085 Dunn.
Mrs. Leon Ech- to Mr. and Mrs. Ulease Hall, 3275
A daughter. Brenda Rooks, to Echols, to Mr. and
Gordon.
11,1r. and Mrs. Hon aril Rooks. 3932 ols, 3215 Millwood.
A daughter. Joyce Ann Peeples;
A daughter, Phyllis Lynette AlEiger.
Rodell to Mr. and Mrs.-Tommie Peeples,
A daughter, Joyce Ann Weary, to exander, to Mr. and Mrs.
Carolina.
1559 Ash.
Mr. and Mrs. David L. Weary, Alexander, la;
A son, Cedrie Franklin RichardA daughter. Anne Dale Nelson,
257 W. Fields.
Mrs. Walter L. to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Nelson,
I A daughter. Nancy Marie Lowe, son, to Mr. and
Gill.
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Richardson,
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daughter,
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A son to Mr. and Mrs. Wiliam
Moore. to Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Johnson, 1530 Oriole.
O'Brannor, 3165 Winslow.
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Moore, 2567 Select.
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A daughter, 3Iaxinn James, to to Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Mosby, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Springer,
111r. and Mrs. Eddie V. James, 295 Nathan.
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A daughter, Delo!! Savanna))
OrWashington
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A son, Clarence Douglas, to Mr. A
George Jackson, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
and Mrs. Clarence Douglas, 718 ange, jr., to Mr. and Mrs.
L. Jackson. 604 Jessamine.
W. Orange. 3629 Fields.
Marble.
A son. Willie Lee Threets, jr., to
Rodgers,
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Robert
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Mr. and Mrs. Willie Threets, 1475
J.
Robert
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and
Mr.
to
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Mr. and Mrs. Allen Lawson, 66
Brookins.
Rodgers, 1520 Gabay.
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and
Mr.
to
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Jerome
son.
A
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929 N. Mont- ert Powell, 1907 Freemont.
Lee,
B.
Arthur
Mrs.
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and
Willie
Mr.
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to
A son, Bonzell Towns. to Mr. and
gomery.
W. Davant.
A son, Maurice Eugene Ealy. it., Mrs. Joe E. Towns. 384 Mulberry.
JULY 21, 1957
Ealy, A daughter, Shirley Ann Ringo,
1. A daughter, Kim Angela Murph, to Mr. and Mrs. Maurice E.
to •Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ringo,
to Mr. and Mrs. Judge H. Morph, 961 Baby Row.
A son, Anthony Dennis. to Mr. 2399 Eldridge.
358 LaClede.
A. son to Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
0 A son, Sam Carpenter, to Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Dennis. 287 Vance
A daughter, Joyce Denise Duck. Williams, 1421 Aeolic
and Mrs. Leo Carpenter, 871 Baby
A datighter. Bernadette Foster,
ett, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie
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to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie J. Foster
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A daughter, Dorothy Mae West, sar. to Mr. and Mrs. Sam Caesar,
...Poodman, to Mr. and Mrs. Prento Mr. and Mrs. John H. West, 357 Lucy.
-tis G. Goedman, 1392 S. Ave.
A son, Perry Eugene Evans, to
• A son, Nelson Thompson, to Mr. 587 St. Paul.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank J. Evans, 1583
'and Mrs. Walter L. Thompson,3082 A daughter, Sylvia Dye, to Mr.
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and Mrs. Horace W. Dye, 3021
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to
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I
son, Jeffrey Mack Robinson. to and Mrs. Chester Irons, 1320
Mr. and Mrs. Obie T. Hampton, A
Mr. and Mrs. Abraham Robinson, Brown.
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A son. Edward Martin Williams,
• A son, Robert Lee Odom. to Mr. 1171 Effie.
Debra Ann Gibbs, to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Williams,
'and Mre. Don Odom,108 W. Trigg. A daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Grady B. Gibbs, 715 St. Paul.
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A daughter. Rita Kay Alexand•
214 Valse.
A daughter. Connle Lynn Rich.
A son, Luther Andre Walker, to er, to Mr. and Mrs. Elmore AlexBlond, to Mr. and Mrs. Connell
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Walker, 1059 ander, 306 Cynthia.
Richmond, 1861 Kellner C.
A son, William Reid. to Mr. and
A son, Gregory Alan Williams. Carver'
A son, Prazell Obi. Harris. Jr, Mrs. Robert Reid. 1822 Pope.
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie L. WilA son, Billy Bolton, to Mr. and
to Mr. and Mrs. Reazell 0. HarHams. 1089 Cella.
Mrs. John W. Bolton, 2143 Ethelyn
rig.
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Tillman.
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SOP, Frederick Dudley Baul.
A daughter, Vanessa Terrell, to
A son. Larry Darnell Walker. to
to Mr. and Sire.Steve Ban, 132
Mr. ant Mrs. Hurts Terrell, 557
and
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W. Illinois.
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0- A son, Burnell Critton. jr., to 1334 Breedlove.
A son, Archie Dean Crawford,
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Burnell Critton, 2370
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jr., to Mr. and Mrs. Archie D.
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• A son. Danny Haratio Nolen. to to Mr and Mrs. Johnny Harper,
A son, Percy C. Hubbard. ir.,
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A son. James E. Turner, to Mr. to Mr. and Mrs. Percy C. Hub:
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A son, Dave Vincent Chambers,
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A son, Otis Lavell Butts, to Mr.
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73ridgwater Rd.
A son, Burl Ford, Jr., to Mr.
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139
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Ford,
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Rd.
Henderson,
Walker
in all walks of life paid their reMr. and Mrs. Henry Scott, 564
A con. Charlie Eugene Partee, spects at the final rites for Mrs.
A son. Charlie Welch. to Mr.
Ilampton.
• A son. Floyd Lee Hazlett. jr. to and Mrs. Walter Welch, 1631 Pat- to 5Ir and Mrs. Robert Partee, Alice Taylor Hughes, 83, who died
I 140; Slay.
here last week, while florals and
sllr. and :,:rs. Floyd Hazlett, 1428 ton.
, A son. Tennie Bowen, jr. to Mr. 1 A son, Larry James Smith, to condolences poured in.
Austin.
The mother of Mrs. Walter S.
. A son. Nathaniel Jarvis. ir , to and Mrs. Tennie Bowen, 706 Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Smith, 1314
' N, Willett.
,Ir. and Mrs. Nathaniel Jarvis.! Leach.
Davis of Nashville, Tenn., wife of
A son. Keith Alen Mitchell, to' A daughter. Rozele Rhodes, to Tennessee State university's presi1
177 Holland.
:. A son, John Eddie Ragers, Jr.. I Mr. ;it'd Mrs. Floyd A. Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Rhodes, 5S2 dent, succumbed to a brief illness
Brown.
.to Mr. and Mrs. John E. Rodgers. 222 N. Manassas.
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A daughter. Deborah Louise Tay- Jasper, Ind. Mrs. Davis and her
A daughter. Cynthia Turner, to
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Taylor,
: A son; Tony Anthony Thompsgr. Mr. and Mrs. Marion F. Turner. tor. to Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
brother, George T. T. Hughes of
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Taylor,
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A son.. Larry
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Taylor,
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to Mr. and Mrs.
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Memphians Win
Top Honors In
Golf Tourney

line Array Of Activities Thrill
Young Folk At City Playgrounds
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Forrest City & Madison Briefs

alemplils pie)ers took top lion'
MAGNOLIA PARK
!New Chicago. For our Special Henrietha Hall are preparing
ors in the Central Ststes Golf AsThis week Magnolia Playground Day on Friday we had a l'rogres•
for the Festival Pageant. T Ii e
sociation Tournament held in Wiwas filled with fun and excitement. sive Game Party. Next week
we craft classes are coming along
AY LOC/YEW/4
CLARK
chita, Kars. last week.
Out activities consisted of a Pro- will have the Circus and
Wild line. Klondike will be host to the
Elton Grandberry copped t h e
gressive Game Party which was West Show.
District II Safety Speech a n d
Men's championship with 297; Ma
4- held on our Special Day. We also GRANT
ns sue know, last year Eldridge received her diploma. This was
Song Contest, August 6.
son West placed third with 300 and
ad our last Athletic Day of the
Buster Elementary school was de- Mrs. Christmas' sixth Summer at
Our special day (Progressive LEMOYNE
Albert "Red" Traitor won third
son, Thursday, when we play. Games)
activities were superb. It
such a school.
Although our main event of the
place with 301. Al! are of Mem- sttioyed by tire.
ecl Robert E. Howie Playground. included
•••
At the beginning of this school
the Paddle Race with week, progressive games, was rain
phis.
We won five out of eight game's John
ter st, the faculty and student body
Flakes the winner, boys of out, we had our usual good
The Ladies Relief club of St.
Lonnie
"Dollar"
Sanders,
also
of
..pleyed. Our Special Day activity and Sylvia Lee,
girls. In the Cart- time. We were proud of the fact
Memphis, walked awry with top ino;ed out of the various church- Luke AME church sponsored its
• ,next week will be a circus and wheel
Contest Arthur Fields and that the games played with Dixie
.
honors in the Men's Senior Divis- es Into a beautiful, new eight annual Floral Garden Tea on the
wild west show.
I •room building
Foris Hobson; Guessing Game, Holmes were mostly in our favoi
beautiful lawn of Mrs. Luanne
ion
and in the Driving contest.
• MELROSE
Tim school library was furnishHughes, last Sunday. Guests enGivedolyn Tounsel, Duck Walk, Next week's fun will be highlightFreddie Griffin. of the ELM City
• The progressive game party this
ed
with
more
than
200
new
Curtis Davis and the Hockey Tour- ed bythe wild west show coming
books
joyed frappe and other tea delicawon in the junior championship
• week was very inspiring. The chil. nament
and the PTA presented the school cies. Mrs. Pauline Smith, presiwon by Mary Smith. off Tuesday. We hope that you will
and the Hole-In-One Contest.
L.dren participated one hundred per The day
with it lovely piano just before the dent, Rev. H. Scott, pastor.
was'terminated with rd, find it convenient to come out and
...-cent. Some of the children at
opening of school.
ripe watermelon for everyone..• see some of our rootin' tootin'
Rev. R. J. Christmas, who Is
• the playground were: Rebecca
Faculty members are Mrs. C. E. recovering from an illness, was
Next week the Wild West Show. ! cowhands.
n Brooks, Joy McKissac, Sarah RuAllen, principal, Mrs. Juanita Wit. visited recently by his daughters,
LINCOLN
bins, Jorn Wilson, Joseph West- ;ROBERT HOUZE
burn, Mrs. Maurice Stewart, Mrs. Mrs. Preston Lane and family
The weeks are passing mighty
The following teams were victor., brook. The program was high.
Kathryn
Gilleylyn, Mrs. Alberta of St. Louis, Mrs. Catherine Ter_ lighted with a volley-ball game ious over Magnolia Thursday: fast and best is yet to come.
Bland, Mrs. Selene Porter, Mrs. ry of Memphis, and Mrs. Velma
Were going all out for the Big
-between the older people of t h e girls paddle tennis, girls soft ball
Louvenia
Starks,
Mrs. Tansy Syke Dantzler of Warren.
and volley ball; boys paddle ten• Circus and Wild West Show which
community.
and Isaac Wilburn, jr. Mrs. Lillie
Visiting Mrs. C. E. Allen. recent.
is
to
be
held
this
week.
Were
nis, soft ball and cricket ball. Con.
1110KALE
Stewart is cafeteria manager•
ly were Mrs Flora D Parrish
also
preparing
for
the
The
Safety
Memphis
Park
Commission
Song
This week was packed with ae- gratulations
Our hearty congratulations go to and Mrs. Mamie Lee Smith of
and Speech Contest, Show 0 f f
will hold its first open competitive Mrs. Mollie E. Moore, Mrs. Joy Canton, Miss.
. tiyities. Wednesday, we played KANSAS
Night,
and
by
all
means
the
Pa• our last league game of the seaswimming contest at Washington Aldridge, Mrs. Juanita Wilburn,
League play ended Monday
Visiting Mrs F. M. McClendon,
.son against L. E. Brown. We when we played Riverview. The geant. There's room for four, so
Park on Aug. 6, beginning at 6 Mrs. Selene Porter, and Mrs. Mao. recently, were her granddaughter,
why
not
come
out
and
join
us.
,,were victorious in the Jr. boys teams are to be comment on their
rice Stewart, who received bache- Mrs. Christine Williams, and her
p.m.
WASHINGTON
horseshoes and Jr. girls Cricket- improvement over last year 's
lor of arts degrees last Sunday at great-grandson, Michael Alston, of
The big stars of thc week are:
In addition to the swimming con- Philander Smith
HAIR COLOR FOR GLAM.
glamour. Some 40 beauticians
.. ball. Congratulations to the win- playing. The girl tennis players
college, Little Chicago. Her great-granddaughter,
Roger
Turner,
Gloria
J.
Lauderhair
Phillips,
test
sessions.
Ruse
tthere
OUR
will
—
be
for
a
the
beauty
present
conwere
Rock.
teams of L. E. Brown. Thurs- won 3 out of 6 games. A very
Cartesia Redmon, and her granddale, Faye Blakely, Cleo Price,
Cleveland.
told
Ohio
swimming
test.
of
will
In
be
stylist
there
demonstration
In
a
Shown
are
BEAUTY
COLLEGE
daughter, Barbara Jackson, also
eday, our Progressive Came Party interesting show, the circus and
events for boys and girls under
beauticians at the Sixth Coscosmetologist Anna Davis and
Mrs. Mildred West, Miss Loser- of Chicago, are spending the sum-was quite successful. Next week wild west, will be featured Gwendolyn Karsham and Marcella
Walker. Thursday, we had a game
metology Institute held at Ten10 years; events for boys and girls tha Lync h, Mrs. Magnolia mer.
Mrs. Lucille Perry (the mod•
-we'll feature our big circus and Tuesday evening.
party. Everyone on the park was
11-4 years of age; swimming and Reeves, and Mrs. Oliett Fingers
nessee A. & I. university last
el), both of Memphis. Tenn.
j, wild west show. See you there!!! KLONDIKE
Miss Jacquelyn Hawkins, h e r
one
of
the
many active
engaged in
diving for men and women 15' are now enrolled at Velvetex Beau- brother. David and cousin. Willie
week that color for hair is here
and hair stylist Phillips, at
BOOTHE
Everyone is looking forward games. The games were climax.
years and over.
to stay for many reasons, bit
• It is nearing festival time and
right. (Clanton III Photo)
; ty college, Little Rock and were Lee Woods, of New York City are
anxiously to "Festival Time." The ed with a candy scramble at the
primarily because Redd%
we are as busy as beavers getting
Other activities include partici- ainong the students participating visiting their grandparents, Mrs.
softball teams are hoping to get flag lowering ceremony. There
a- geady. We are very much satisfied
pation of 200 yard free-style relay in the Hair Fashion Show held at and Mrs. Clent Williams. Mr. Wil•
through the semi-finals. Annie were at least 100 people gathered
team, 150 yard medley relay Dunbar Community Center, recent lianis is now in the hoepital In
..with our outcome in league play.
•
Ruth Phillips, Georgia Phillips and around the flag.
team, competition in the 50 yard ly.
oliVe feel that we were successful,
Little Rock. We hope for him a
back stroke, 50 yard butterfly
Congratulations to Mrs. R. J. speedy recovery.
,,end we hope that-. we will have ,as
Christmas. who successfully comstroke and 50 yard free stroke.
Mrs. Irma Whitaker spent a few
;Bauch success in the semi-finals.
Interested persons are urged pleted 17 units in Women's Train- days in the hospital last week, but
_When "Show Off Night" comes
to enter immediately by regis- ing School at Stillman college, she's home now and feeling much
around drop by our playground
tering before 6 p.m. Aug. 5. Ad- Touscaloosa, Ala , recently, andl better.
-and take a gander at our crafts.
mission to the affair will be free.
E. BROWN
Aik We enjoyed a big week of inter.
Contact E. T. Hunt, director of
Wing and comical activities:
municipal sports
Negroes at
,Athletic Day, Progressive Game
3051-B Johnson at.
BAY ST. LOUIS, Miss. — Mrs.1 selfish men. To hear him talk twoBy EDGAR T. STEWART
I the State House. It is probaby
party, and the Safety Oratorical
Carmichael,
white r thirds of the United States Ser.athe most historic It was the scene Jeanette
and Song Contest.
Six of America's historic buildwoman editor of the small weekly tors are Communist - tinged be- believe Ms. Far more than dare 0
Our Athletic day with Bea I e ings are: (1) The Capitol, (2) of the Declaration of Independene
Light,"
newspaper
"The
has cause of their favoring of civil to express themselves in public.
here,
playground was very exciting and White House,(3) Carpenter's Hall, the Constitutional Convention of
These with the colored citizens of
come out in an editorial in no
successful. Annie Foote and Wil- (4) Fanenil Hall (5) Independence 1787 and other important meetthe South make a majority, even
I Cylinder block assembly for
Boats, batteries, trucks, cheiniings. What was originally the front mistaken terms for passage of the
"The real truth is that the Senbert Martin will reprsent us at Or- Hall and (6) Federal Hall.
here. Aod a majority is the rul•Icals and an outboard niotor are cylinder Gray Marine Engine
is now the rear, and the original civil rights bill,
ator, himself, leans far far to the
..aoge Mound in the Safety OratoriThe Capitol building is the head
ing force in a real democracy." among a variety of items being
100 55-gallon drums of clorinatMrs. Carmichael has always right of true American beliefs.
.ca.i..and Song contest as a result of the nation. It grew to its pres- rear is now the front. It is the
offered on a spot bid sale at the ed paraffin.
home of the Liberty Bell.
been a fearless editor and has
"I believe when the South awakof their 1st place winnings in the ent size from a simple building
Memphis General Depot to be held
Federal Boll, located in New spoken her mind on all things.
9 54-gallon drums of paint thinens to the fact that second class
contest held at our playground. and was not completed until aftat 9 a.m., Aug. 8.
She has been operating a news- citizens are a detriment to her proYork was the place where Washner
DIXIE
er the Civil War, 1967 to he ex.
There are 44 plywood boats for
paper on this basis since the death gress, that prosperity and happi50 55-gallon drums of chloroben•
▪ Hey Gang! We had a very en- act. It hag passed through two ington took the oath of office,
sale-30, 16 ft. and 14, 13 ft.— zene
April 30, 1789. It was built fot of her husband in 1944 and while ness should be shared by all, that
..10..Yable week. All of us had a fires but its towering dome with
and 73 6-ton standard cargo
her paper is not the largest in size no person is inferior to another
the use of the first Congress.
3,032
3 and 41
/
2-gallon containers
nice time at our progressive game Its statue if Liberty still crowns From Colonial
trucks. Thhs property originally of (lane solution
days to the ear- it is well read on the Gulf Coast. tinles they themselves create that
— decontaminatparty. Next week we will have our the whole city of Washington.
cost more than a quarter of a ing
liest days of the nation PhiladelMrs.
Carmichael's
editorial
inferiority
own
by
their
agent
miseoncircus and wild west show+.
The Executive Mansion, calleri phia and Boston were the b
million dollars (345,830) is no longi
g
states,
in
part,
as
follows:
That
all
duct.
are
the
children
of
28 80.1b. drums of durafask combOUGLASS
the White House since the British noise. From the earliest days urer needed by the Army.
"The civil rights bill will tin- God.
pound
I Last week was an enjoyable gave it a baptism of fire during
A complete list of items f o r
til the present it has been New doubtedly pass. This in spite of
"We
believe
there
core
is
a
solid
This property may be inspected
.:*seek on our playground. Friday the war of 1812: making a paint
sale is as follows:
York and Washington.
Senator Eastland and other such of white people in the South who
daily from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. Om
..'c we' invite you to see our circus job necessary. It is the president's
73 6-ton standard cargo trucks
8:30 a.m., Aug. 8. Mailed.in bids
wild west show. Kids are re- home, office and cabinet meeting
31) 16-ft. plywood boats
must reach the Salvage Branch
„turning from vacation and the play place. The site of it was chosen
14 13-ft. plywood boats
ATLANTA — The lack of quali•
Office no later than 10 a.m., Aug.
Around is going as strong as by Washington. John Adams was
40 9-ft. aluminum pontoon floats
tied Negroes to fill position open7. For further information call
. Everyone is anxiously wait. the first president to live in it.
1 dissassembled ditching maing up to them in industry has
Property Disposal Office, telephone
the climaxing festival.
FIRST CONGRESS
been assailed by an official of the chine
GLendale 8-4431, Extensions 414
DUNN
Carpenter's Hall is located In
5 24-cell, 2 volts per cell, IndusNational Urban League,
or 415.
! We were very successful to have Philadelphia. When the first ConN. T. Puryear, vocational guid- trial batteries
placed second in the "Bathing tinental Congress is said to have
ance secretary of the southern re- 1 6,000 lb. capacity, hand lift
Beauty Revue” held at Orange begun its sessions there.
truck
RICHMOND, Va. — (AN?) — attended. This provision of the law upon any departure from this pol- gional office of the league, said
Mound Park, Friday, July 19, 1957.
Fanenil Hall is located in Bos1 22-Hla Johnson outboard motor j
the Negro community is unable to
Next week on "Special Day" we ton. It was given to the city by The U. S. Fourth Circuit Court of is regarded as an attempt to shunt icy in any school."
provide adequately trained appliThe language of the ruling reterwill have a Big Curcus and Wild Peter Fanenil a rich merchant. It Appeals last week knocked out the U. S. Supreme Court decision
cants to desegregating industries.
Soil washing and blowing durWest Show.
Is called the Cradle of American Virginia's 195k; Pupil Placement of 1954 banning segregatiqn in the red to the Virginia Appropriation
Puryear urged teachers, par. Mg the past 300 years hal desAct of 1956, which provides that
C. M. GOOCH
Liberty. It WPS built to be both a act, designed to maintain racial public schools.
ents, and community leaders to
troyed 282 million acres of U. S.
Appellate court acted on ag• state funds be cut off from schools
' This week was another exciting market house and a meeting house. segregation in the state's schools.
plan for today's youth so that
By its action, the court upheld peals from the Norfolk and New. admitting Negro children.
week for the children. We played It served well as a meeting house
they would be able to enter the territory and has damaged 775
an
earlier
decision
of
port
District
News
school boards, defend.
during the Revolution.
mainstream of the economy and million more acres.
Independence Hall, located in Judge Walter E. Hoffman of Nor- ants, who argued that the cases
be ready not only for the jobs
folk
Who,
in
ruling
on
Norfolk
against
and
them
should
be
dismissed
Philadelphia was originally called
The Sutherland Lounge Chiwhich are now available, but for
Newport News school segregation or actions stayed until administrathe additional jobs which would ego', popular fun spot is featurcases, declared the state law un- tive remedies had been exhausted
come from the South's expanding ing Jean Foffman and her Trio
constitutional and ordered that the under the Pupil Placement Act,
economy.
schools of the two cities be desegThe Appellate court said;
Asked if today's Negro youth
regated by this September.
'This statute furnishes no adecould expect to find the sort of
The Placement law created a
quate remedy to plaintiffs (Negro
job he mentioned in the deep
BATON ROUGE, La.—Three coNASHVILLE — Stephen Edley, state board of three members ap- parents and school children) be$10.00 DOWN
•
South, Puryear said that now the
assistant manager, North Carolina pointed by the governor and gave cause of the fixed and definite eds at Southern university, whose opportunities existed for the most
her. le • mama why palm
it powers to assign pupils, a func- policy
$6.00 MONTHLY
of the school authorities families were victims of Hurricane part in the north and in the border
te dio business with us. It Mutual; R. N. Mayes, district
tion which had been performed by
with respect to segregation and be- Audrey. have been adopted by states, but as the southern econis our prompt, friendly service, manager, Universal Life; Ernest
Size
36". Oven Control
Full
local school boards.
cause of the provisions of (1956 other members of the student omy continued to earned,
courteous treatment and desire B. Payne. district manager, Suthere
PILOT LIGHT
Under the law all pupils are au- Virginia law) which provide for body.
Memphis
all
Liberty,
of
preme
would be need for Negro manto help yew.
The three girls are Barbara
completed a two-week institute in tomatically reassigned to the seg- the closing of schools and withpower.
installed and Serviced
regated schools they previously drawal therefrom cf state .funds LeBlanc, sophomore; Janette LeOpen Thursday and Friday Nights. agency management here.
He saw a lack of sound proBy Us For Ono Full Year
Blanc, freshman, and Geneva
Until 8 P. M.
The National Insurance Associagrams of vocational guidance
Mouton. special student. The girls
Yes — A-e00 kills Lice,Crabs,
"Gloat.] all day Saturday"
tion's institute jointly sponsored by
Host to the meeting and presi.
which aim to find out what skills
and their eggs in one treatNIA and Tennessee State univerdent of the laymen's organization are cousins.
are needed and to assist young
ment. A-e00 work, fast and
Their families, who lived on joinsity held its third annual session
sure—but won't irritate your
of the Fifth Episcopal district is
people to choose the right career,
akin, won't stain your
at the Nashville institution, and
Atty. R. J. Reynolds, with Rt. ing properties, lost every thing prepare for it, and make prog"7711TIN
clothes. A-200 smells good—
Managers Edley, Mayes, a n d
Rev. Frederick D. Jordan as pre- but the wind swept land they have ress in it.
and it washes right out, like
owned for generations. However,
Payne were enrolled.
siding Bishop.
He criticized the teacher who did
shampoo.
a
no lives were lost in the immediate
A primary objective of this innot relate what he was teaching
Mrs. Georgia Marshall, general
152 MADISON AVE.
Go to your drug store tofamilies of the girls.
760 Union - IA. 7-2631
stitute session was to raise the levto job opportunities, and the curday for A-200!
Phone JA. 5-7611
chairman, and entertaining conmembers
lost
nine
Mouton
Miss
2268 Park Ave.-FA. 3-8507
el of Negro ownership of life inriculum in which the offering were
Herne Owned . Hems Operated
ference president, has the follow. of her family, which included her
A•200 BET110-101WISSWil
OINII Night&
Prue PasfrIner
surance.
not in time with economic proging committee chairman support- father, two sisters, her brother's
le
ress. He said that other agencies •
ing her in carrying out plans for wife and three children and two
must step in to suplement what
this 65th Annual Connectional Lay- nephews. Her mother and a brothis being done in the schools.
er are on the critical list.
men's
Convention;
Mrs.
Viola
OAKLAND, Calif. — (ANP)
The Cameron Fund, now totaling
Brooks, secretary; Mrs. Ruben
(English Lady)
The Connectional Laymen's orga.
almost a thousand dollars, has beBrazier, treasurer; Atty. R.
nization of the African Methodist Reynolds, program; Mrs. Ellen come a four year plan for constant
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
Episcopal church will convene in Johnson, souvenir; Julia Wheatley contribution. Each girl is now
the First AME church, Aug. 22-25: finance; Mrs. Bernice Middleton, assured of an education at SouthTkie is her new *Mee at the Mississippi
according to Mrs. Alma I. Mac- registration: Mrs. Candace Wright, ern university. The tab will be
State Line. MADAM BELL is back after a
key, director of public relations. housing; Mrs. Fern Mikel, public. taken by the faculty and student
The semi-finals for the Safety
long time of being away and at last she is
Chairman of the general board ity; Mr. Arthur Lathen, souvenir body.
Songs and Oratorical contest will
back to stay In her new home.
Over and above financial con- be held on August 6-7 at KlynAre you Dissatisfied with marriage! Have ; is Rt. Rev. Sherman L. Greene. program agent; Josephine DtJan,
and Atty. Herbert L. Dudley is Gertrude Thompson, Willie Ride. tributions, several classes of dyke and Orange Mound playYou lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
Connectional president with offices out, Helen Hilton, and Edison which the Mouton girl is a member grounds, beginning at 7:30 p.m.
In bad health? Are you discouraged! If any of these are your
took on the task of clothing five
District One will be held at Orin Detroit.
Stalling.
children of the Mouton family. ange Mound August 7 and District
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise Ype at once. She
The ages of these children range Two at Klondyke, Tuesday, Augwill read life to yon.just as she would read an open book.
from 9 months to 12 years.
ust 6.
Tell you why your job or bush:teas Is not a success. If you have
These efents are sponsored
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at onre.
Detroit — There Is about one jointly by the Kiwanis and Recrea.;
Located on Highway Si South, just over Mississippi State
truck for every 16 persons in the lion department. W. T. McDaniel
Line, on the way to Hernando. Her home Is 2 blocks below
United States.
is in charge.
If you suffer from heartburn., indigestion, gas or sour
where she use to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sere
stomach, arthritis, rheumatism, KING SOLOMON will
in look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
prove to you why it is so far superior to any other prodit all times. (She never had an office ht West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
uct on the market today for these ailments.
off at State Line and walk 1 blocks and se* MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.

Swim-Beauty
Contest Set
For August 6

Litde Known Facts
About Six Buildings

Rights Endorsed
By Miss. Editor

B
Batteries, Trucks
n Spot Bid Sale

Hit Lack
Of Trained
Personnel

Court Rules Virginia
School Law Illegal

.7

Storm Victims
'Adopted' By
Student Body

LOANS
Study Insurance
AUTOS.
FURNITURE
EQUIPMENT
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At Tenn. A & I

LICE!

A-200 KILLS
IMMEDIATELY

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY

AV

4

MADAM BELL

ej.,,,,,i,„,
,
ITohnston

Laymen Of
AME OffTo
Los Angeles

APPLIANCES, INC.

Playground
Contest Set

`rob

NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT I
Tell Us What You
Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot

'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night

C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.

ARTHRITIS'

2586 POPLAR

' Open 'Til 9 P.M. • FA.4-5557

JERRY'S SUNDRY

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY IV TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Roars 1 a.m. to 1 p.m.
is, Ten.

Readings Daily. °pee oa Sundays
don't make any home calls or answer any letters. Be sure
to look for the right sign and the right name.

TRY KING SOLOMON
BONTANICAL MEDICINE!
Gccccctea R&M? hi 7 Days
or Your Money Refunded
POST OFFICE BOX 2363 OeSOTO STATION
MEMPHIS, TENN., OR CALL WH 6-4414
OR CALL - SUBURBAN DRUG WH 1-4576

1

Drugs Sundries Cosmetics
Notions

554 SCOTT

PH. CL.2-9463

Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves
ALSO

As Low As $50 Down
'46 Thru'52 MODELS
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About others to appear in the
Beale Street Hall of Fame be was
undecided as to their numerical
ranking. "You know T. J. we have
had many useful Negroes here in
t eommeenn
mipghhits,beboetahsiemretno and
, em
the
It
in order of service and achievee
ask the same question that 1114ayor ment than to list the women
By T. J. JOHNSON
Among the women to appear in
The Mayor of Beale Street call- Tobey and others have asked," he
the Hall of Fame he made refertd Sunday and left word that I said, "and I tell you as I told
ence to Mrs. Lelia Walker who
, come to see him. I dared not disgave the Lelia Walker Club House
appoint for the "Mayor" is an old
to women clubs; Mrs. John R
friend of mine who now is blind
Love who gave thousands to charend confined to his room at 510
itable institutions; Mrs. A. D.
Vance.
Byes, local and nationally known
I The "Mayor" wanted to tell me
builder and leader of women clubs;
itamething about a "II a 1 1 of
and to Mrs. Julia Hooks, who was
Fame" he had visualized and its
a millionaire in spirit, love, deacceptance by the City Masters.
votion and service.
It's to be established on Beale at,. titts
The Hall of Fame on Beale
and in the building first called the
Street is not just a dream of a
••',
Church Park Auditorium, but in
blind or lonely man. It's to be a
the last score of years has pass- '
reality and it will be a monu"name
of
an
era
ed through
ment to the memory of Matthew
changing" evoked as a result of
Thornton whose history is already
the falling out of Boss Crump and
enriched by worthy deeds and acRepublican political boss Robert
complishments.
R. Church, jr., both deceased. The
Matthew Thornton has always
name of the building has been
been a man with inner sight. He
changed presently to Church Park
was first to see the need of the
Community Center.
Negro Safety Council; he was first
"Who's to be in thiS Hall of
to see the need of Negro policeFame-? I questioned, The reply
MATTHEW THORNTON
men on Beale at.; he brought Hanwas prompt and to the point:
dy to Memphis; he brought George
"Dead men and women who have
Made a contribution to the nrog- them: the Number One picture W. Henderson to Memphis, and he
ress of our people here in Mem- in the Beale Street Hall of Fame has led in a score or more outphis." "Who's to be your Number will be Jesus Christ hanging upon standing movements for his people.
One exhibit"? I continued. "You i the cross."

Tells Of Mayor's Plan
For Hall Of Fame ere'

Wholesome Living Will Chase
Delinquency From Upset Home
By MRS. MAUDDEAN SEWARD
, As a committee member of Fem.
ily Service of Memphis for over
12 years, I know the work of this
Red Feather agency with young
people in our city. That is why
I waS very much interested in the
findings of the U. S. Senate SubCommittee on Juvenile Delinquency that "weak family life, not poverty, brings delinquency."
r Their report goes on to say that
the Sub-Committee has discarded
many traditional causes of child
crime, and that "if society is to
achieve a really effective curtailment of law violation, it must
come largely through the medium
of the famiy, since it is there that
attitudes of conduct are bred out
of which anti-social lives develop. Better children can come only
from better narents.
MISERY SPREAD
I would like to tell you about
Bobby, a little Memphis two-yearold who was feeling the effects of
his father's and mother's unhappiness. Bobby's parents were in
debt and struggling to get ahead.
Long hours of work, taut nerves
and bitter remarks brought them
to the big question, should they
get a divorce? Bobby had temper

tantrums when he pulled at mother's skirts for loving attention and
she paid him little heed. Misery
spread to everyone in the home.
A family should be naturally
happy. At Family Service when
things go wrong the person or
family is not blamed, but an effort made to try to find what has
caused the trouble. Although it
often takes a patient search, the
reason is always there. As Bobby's parents talked things over
with the Family Service counselor,
they were able to see how their
difficulties began, what they could
do about them, and how much
each really meant to the other.
They also saw what their unhanpiness had been doing to their
little boy. If this father and mother had not changed, Bobby might
easily grow up with a chip on
shoulder attitude, tense and unsure
like his parents. . .and how easy
it would be for these hostile attitudes to grow until one day Bobby wore the label 'juvenile delinquent."
We all know how the new miracle drugs safeguard physical
health, but a family's mental
health is equally important. It is
never too soon to plan for family

Mixes with
anYthing

Masons; Companion A. It. Richardson, Most Excellent Grand
High Priest, Eureka Grand Court,
Heroines of Jericho; Miss Mackie
Harrison, Most Ancient Grand Matron, The Grand Commandry
Knights Templers; Sir Luther
Watkins, R. E. Grand Command.
The frfth Annual Communication tration Building of Lane college. er; Rosa B. Whitson, Grand Guild:
of the Most Worshipful Prince Hall
Excelsior Grand Chapter Order Mrs. Rosa B. Whitson, Grand
Grand Lodges, F. & A. M. of the of Eastern Stars, Mrs. Rosa B. Princess Captain, will hold their
session at Lane codege.
State of Tennessee and Jurisdic- Whitson, grand worthy matron; W. Some, 800
delegates are expecttion, will convene in Jackson, E. Roberts, grand worthy patron, ed for this meeting. Last meeting
TUSREGEE, Ala. — Rev. R. L.
Tenn., Aug. 5-7, in the Adminis- Grand Convocation Royal Arch held in Jackson. Tenn. in 1936
Buford, pastor of Butler Chapel
AME Zion church and a leader
in the boycott against white merchants in Tuskegee hinitcd last
week that a lawsuit may be filed
to support the local "crusade for
citizenship."
In urging increased financial
support of the campaign he said:
"I am not at liberty to tell you
all of our future plans kut you
should realize that it takes a lot
of money to go into court."
The statement was made during a mass meeting at Washington Chapel AME church. The boycott was launched after a local
law was passed which gerrymandered all hut 12 of the Negro vot
ers in Tuskegee out.
'UNFAIR' TESTS
Prior to Rev. Buford's statement
hints had been made that the Tus•
kegee Civic Association was contemplating court action over "unfair" tests given prospective Negro voters.
The role of the association in
the protest movement, according
to Charles G. Gomillion, president,
is to develop an educational program to help Negro people in "understanding their position and utilizing" resources to correct the
injustices.
During the mass meeting Chaplain D. W. Wynn, of Tuskegee Institute praised the U. S. Supreme
Court for its decisions supporting
civil rights and she lauded the N.
A. A. C. P. for its help to southern
Negroes.
IN •

or Moons Will Meet In
Boycott Jackson, Tenn. Aug. 5
August 3
•

100 PROOF ALSO AVAILAOlt AT 80 MO,
100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS PRODUCT OF If S. A.
CHAR SPRING DISTILLING CO., enision of JAMES B.
3EAM DISTILLING CO.,
CLEAMONT, KENTUCKY

Pvt. Littlejohn
Gets Assignment
FORT JACKSON, S. C. — Pvt.
Charles A. Littlejohn, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Littlejohn, 3601G South
Wellington, Memphis, has been as.
signed to "D" Company, 3rd Battalion, 1st Training Regiment for
eight weeks of basic infantry
training,

why you're sure to like

happiness — not a luxury, but a
rock-bottom necessity for building
a satisfying and useful life for
parents and children. An appointment with a Family Sen ice counselor at the office of the agency,
161 Jefferson, can be the first big
step.
I would like for us to take a
tour through a home where a family is achieving harmony. As you
enter the door there is an indefinable something that mingles
hospitality, refinement and good
cheer. What is the secret' Perhaps it is in the neatly framed
motto just inside the chor:
"Christ is the Read of, this
House
The unseen Guest at every
Enrol
The Silent Listener to every
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — Miss
Conversation."
Helen Lois Colen of Warren, Ark.,
Gen IN FAMILY
a senior at Philander Smith colLet's go back to the kitchen lege, has been chosen the recipiwhere more goes on than t h
ent of the Third Annual VBEApreoaration of meals. There's a Smead Award for Outatanding
cookie jar for the gang. We see Achievement in Busineis Educaa map of the world en the
tion.
showing the places the family
The award, which consists of a
learned about in church a n d I year's professional membership in
school.
the United Business Education AsThe lining room is not just a sociation, a special leather coverplace where people eat; God is ed binder with winner's name imthnoVed before every meil. Some- printed in gold on the cover, and
sometimes Mother does, but more a current volume of Business Edoften the children take turns. Then ucation Forum, a national professomtimes there's a family bless- sional magazine for business teach
ing when they all say:
era, will be formally presented to }
"Lord Jesus, be our holy Guest. Miss Colen during the Awards Day
Our morning Joy, our evening Program Friday, July 26.
The Smead Manufacturing ComAn with our daily bread im- pany of Hastings, Minn., manupart
facturers of filing systems and
Thy lose and peace to every supplies, sponsors this award in
Business Education Association
THE NURSERY
and its teacher education division.
Let ul now go to the nursery.
What fun Mother and Dad had
pretarieg it for their first baby.
One of their favorite pictures on
the wall is the little boy Samuel
listening to the voice of God. The
wallpaper has Humrty Dumpty
Atty. J. F. Estes, of 777 Hamand Simple Simon on it. Over in ilton St., president of Veterans
the corner is a big got for toys Benefit, Inc., was at Ft. Slocum,
and big blocks the parpenter left New Rochelle, N. Y., taking part
after building the room There is in 15 days annual active duty
cunning little rocking chair, with training in the Judge Advocate
a Merl'v turn, coming out of
General's Corps as a required
whenever a little boy or girl sits phase of the U. S. Army Reserve
hooka.
picture
look
over
in itt a
Program.
At night the children offer their
During the remainder of the
bedtime pray( rs,
year, Atty. Estes trains with the
"Our Father, you have given 1021 ARSU School USAH,
me
Approximately 200 lawyer-reserSo much of love and joy to- vists received training during the
day
period July 13 through 27.
that I am thinking My and
love
Duluth—Enough iron ore has
Tr, other children far away:
been taken from the Lake SuperiWherever they lie down to or district mines to fill an ore
train long enough to circle the
sie
'
er7ilow or brown or black or earth almost 10 times.
white
Happy and tfrevl from work or 'There is nothing mightier or no•
play,
bier than where man and wife
Our Father. bless us all to- are one heart and one mind in a
night. Amen."
house. . .to their friends' great
In the rooms for the older chil- joy, but their own hearts know it
dren are pictures of movie stars, best."
pennants, and school pictures, with
Last, hut not least, we come
freedom in expression of personal Into the livira ,-ooir a room
interests — sometimes to the dis- to live hi. Onthe piano. Is a betmay of their parents! Each robin tered old violin, Dad's old
has a bookcase full of books. hob- dolui, etc. A collection of Bach
bies and collections of things that Chorales, a book of college songs,
are sometimes messy, but who popular music and a courle of
cares? In one of the room!, we hymnals. This family thinks that
see a picture of Christ•with boys next to religion, music is the tie
and girls around Him. No race that binds them and their chilprejudice enters this home. There dren closest to God. When one is
is a Boy Scout manual, with a in this room he has the feeling
manual of Youth Fellowship of the that in thia place a devoted husChurch and a Bible.
band and wife, together with their
When we glance at Mother and children, are achieving the finest
Dad's room we notice the plain of all institutions — a Christian
bedroom furniture which says, home — a home crowded to the
"We'll wait until the children have corners with wholesome living
finished college."
where delinquency has no room to
To quote from Odyssey — grow.
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ROYAL WELCOME SERVICE

Estes Trained
At Ft. Slocum

DISTILLED FROM

The first session begins at 9
a.m. Aug. 5,

JOHN ARMOUR
1754 Kansas
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A
every one of us invites you to
come in and let us prove it!
Come on in and see what we mean by
"Royal Welcome Service." It's the kind of
service our customers appreciate. It's our
special way of making new friends. We
think you'll call it the best service in town.
Also, you are going to find Pure-SuperPremium and famous High HP Purelube
motor oil the best gas and oil combination
for Record Performance in your car. So
stop in and give them a try.
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Each of the
• above dealers
is displaying
a sign like this.
Drive in for his
Royal Welcome
Service.
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